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Can You Make Change
For A Duck?

Donald's mischievous nephews, Huey, Dewey and Louie, would love to

have a playground. And you know kind-hearted Uncle Donald - he has a

soft spot for those rascals. Help Donald earn money to buy the necessary

supplies. Visit several stores where you "11 practice money-handling as you shop

for playground equipment. If you don*t have exact change, count out change

from the cash drawer. Then go to the park and play with Donald's nephews

on a playground of your own design.

For ages 6 and up

Money handling, shape matching, logical thinking,

spatial relationships.

For Apple [l+/lie/IIc, IBM, Atari ST and Commodore.

At software dealers everywhere... or call toll free

BOO-344-7448 outside CA.
' 800-624-9S0S inside CA.

' Donald Duck s Playground is undoubtedly one of the best educationdl

games ever devised.
"

- Commodore Microcomputers magazine

1986 Wall Disney Pioduclions ^3€*SIERRA

DONALD DUCKS
PLAYGROUND

/J* SIERRA

Look For Donald Ducks Playground At These Fine Dealers:

Southern Software
Birmingham

205-956-096*

ALASKA

Compuler Palace

Anchorage
907 461 0571
The Computer Cache
Anchorage

907 272 9941

Computet Palace
Kwai
907283-9088

ARIZONA

Computer Works
Giendaie

602 216 6364
Gemini Computer

602 866-3233
Auatln'e Telephone

& Computer
Phoenn
602 8414774
Copperelate

Bunnell Systems

602 244. 9391
Copperatate Computers
Tucson
602 325-5787

Copperstate Computer*
Flaguatl

602 526-844 7

Bookman s

602 325-SOSS

BRITISH COLUMBIA

Gemini Seles

BurneCy
60*29»42U

CALIFORNIA

Microege
MUCH
2'3-*02-630*

Computertime
C.tTui Heights

9 1 6- 723-4000
The Floppi Disk
Oowney
?13882ol88
C«niaur Computers
El C«|On
619-588-2766
Alosta Computers
Gienoora
818-963-1817

3E Software A Systems
Haywatd
415-537-3637

Software Supermarliet

Los Angeles

213207 1494

Software Supermarket
Lawndale
213-542 3801

Software Supermarket
Sherman Oaks
818 783 3233
Home Computer Center
Mill valley

415 388-1407
Computer Palace
Redoing
916-246-3282
Home Computer Center
San Bruno
415-588-1201
Computer Outlet

San Diego
619-282-6815

Mostly Software
San Diego
619-226-4511

Warner's
San 0«go
619-224-5090

Access To Software
San Francisco

415-751-2231

PC Options
San Francisco
415 861 5327
Ouemenl Electronics

San Jose
408 998-5900
Home Computer Center
San Leanrjro

415-278-8861

Computer Outlet

San Marcos
619 740-0111

Computer Center
ol Santa Crui
Santa Ctul

408*5816*4
Computer Haven
Upland
714-985-3278

Compu-Copy
Vista
619-758-9851

Computer Room
Aurora
303696-8973
Computer Link
BouUer
303-4*4.7300

Rocky Mounteln
Boulder
303-442*2 74
Citadel Computer
CorOiaOO Spnngs
303-591-1700

Renaissance
Computerware
Colorado Springs
303-634 3051

Computer Room
Engiewood
3034820197

FLORIDA

Disks H Bytes. Inc

Nonn Miami Beacn
305 948 9819

HAWAII

The Computer Store

Computer World
Chicago
312 282 1575
Software Plus
Hanover Park
312-837-6900

Computer Oais
Mi Prospect
312228-1122
Micro-Ram
Computer Systems
Peoria
30*68227*8
Software Plus
Wheeling
312520 1717

Von'e Computers
West Lklayetie

3l77*3-*0*l

LOUISIANA

Time Trend Computers

3I&325-5H9

MICHIGAN

Compusoft. Inc

Kalamazoo
616-3*4 '162
Strom Computer
Plymouth
313-455 8022
Sector One Computer
Sterling HerQhls

3139782208
Command Comp
Systems. Inc.

Warren
313-573-8130

Rils Way Computers
Wa'ten
313 751 245*

MINNESOTA

First Tech
Minneapolis
61237798*0

MISSOURI

instant Replay
Cnesiertieia

314 576-05*4
Compulsion
Columbia
301-381-3390
Applied Computer
Gaitherburg
301-9*8-0256

Compuvlslon
MiMersvitie

301-987-0998

Home Computers
Towson
301-3372733

MISSISSIPPI

Software Source
Hen
601 388*709

NEVADA

Software City

Las Vegas
702 737-8811

Cimarron Computet
Reno
702-331-8020

Computer Houee
Sparks
702 356-7216

Pierre a Electronics

Portland

207-772-8107

MARTLAND

MCP
Croslon

301 983-0925
Greeting* A Readings
TowSOn
30l-825-*225

Black Patch. System*
Arnold
8OO-ATARI-02
Electronic Clinic

Betnesda
301656 7983
The Answer Sick*

Ellicoti City

301-461-2377

Cat Com. inc.

SilveiSpring

301 933-3074
Compuvlslon
Columbie
301-38' 3390
Applied Computer
GailherOurg

301 9*8-0256
Compuvlslon
Miiiersviiia

301-987-0998

Home Computers

301-337-2733

MASSACHUSETTS

O" Line

Computer Systems
Andover
617470-3075

NEW JERSEY

Computers Plus

Bkwrntidd
201-429-8523

Gemini Enterprises

Cedar knolls

201 267 0988
The Village

Computer Center
Ceoai Knolls

201-5*04)505
Software City

Cherry M.ll

609-424 -8 155
Microcon
Lawrencemiie

609-799-6565

Ippy s
Manasouan
201-2234779
Software Station

Momsluw"
201-455 7856

Softec
Newlon
201 57929*4
Software Spectrum
North Piamtiekl

201-561-8777
Software Station

Rockaway
2D I 328-8338

NEW YORK

Computer Cellar

Aid",
S'8482 1*62

Software City

Albany

S18-*56-11 11

Creative International

Arcade
716-4923700

Buffalo Computer Center

Buffalo

716-8350648
island Video
Computer Service

Coram
516 736 1001

In The Chips
Kingston
914-338 854'

Par* Ave Video Center
New York
212505-0930
J.F A Electronics

Troy
518-273-8411
J.F.A Electronics

Latham
518786 7302

NORTH CAROLINA

Selective Software
Aruen
704-664-9997

Software City

Fayeiviiie

919 86* 7293
Software Plus
Jacksonville

919-577 7587
Software City

Raieign

919 8331707

OHIO

Micro Center
Columbus
6i*-«8i 80*1

Micro Center
wesierviiie

6U-691-8041
Software Shuttle

Oayion
513-293-2594

Krlaty Computers
Elyruj

216-32*22*0
Abby's
Fairborn

513-879 9699

OKLAHOMA

Video-Comp Inc

Lawlon
405 355-9798
Computer Unlimited
Oklahoma City

405-6B2-2007
Men! Computers
Oklalioma C'ty

405 9*2 7768
Simtek. Inc

Sapulpa
918-224-7306

Megabyte Softwan
Tulsa
91849200*6
Creative Compulei
Beavrmoii

5036** i'60

Computera. Etc

Portland

503 2S2O179

PENNSYLVANIA

717 89829*6
Central Penn Computer!
Lemoyne
717-7610111
Software Unlimited

lev.ltown

2I5 94BO400

SOUTH CAROLINA

The Software Heus
Charleston Heights

803-7976860
Micro-Computer Depol
Sumter
803 775-51*5
Concurrent
Techrtotoglee
Travelers Rest
803834 9035

SOUTH DAKOTA

Computer
Business Center
nai>a City

605342-2679

TEXAS

Sofware and Thinga
Ajslm
512-451-4347

Blunk Enterprises

Boeme
512-698-3857
Computer Age
Oelias

713-458-8309

Jim Jenkins
Ei Paso
915-75' 6938
Computer Skills

Euiess
817-2674151
Kwlk Fli Electronics

Harker Heights

817-690-3010
Computer Age
Houston
713-9770722

Computers To Grow
Houston
ria-m '673

The Floppy Wiuard
Houston
7 1 346' -8660
Colonel Video
Laredo
512-727 4«*5
People s Computers
San Antonio

512 690 92*6
Almost New Computers
Universal Oty
512659 2625

UTAH

Micro Mania
Bountilul

801-2958003
Micro Mania
Ciearfwid

601 776-5400
Micro Mania
Ogden
80I-*790500
Sotahop Computer Store
Salt Lake City

801-467 3336
Bits N Byte*
St George
801-628-5755
Digital World Compuler*
west valley Cuy
80' 966-61*8

VIRGINIA

Full Spectrum
Computers
Dumlr^s
703-221-662'
Dtakcovery
Falls Church
703-536-50*0
Interlace

Nortol«

80*8574914
Compuler Worka
Petersburg
804461 1010

Sortware CHy
Richmond
804 320 2244
Software City

Richmond
804-747-7711

Software Ctry

Virginia Beach
804-46*8220
Software Cily

Newport News
804-873-326?

Xanth
Compuler Systems
Seattle

206-624-92*2

American
Computer Masters
Spokane
509-926-2611

Computers Plus

Tacoma
206-581-5151
Sonwaire Centre int

Tukwiia
206-575-2222

Computers. Etc
Vancouver
206 2544849

WASHINGTON D C

WISCONSIN
Comput Ability

8005580003
Kamfech Electronic

Appieion
414 739*477
The Software Shop
Fond Du L*C
414-9218448
Meyfatr Computers
Milwaukee
414-778-1985

Fo« Valley

Personal Computers
Oshkosh
414-235-9164

SIERRA'
SIERRA ONLINE. INC

COARSEGOL0. CA 93614

<209) $83-6858



T H C O M U T E

With the introduction ofthe
ST computers comesanew
kindofcomputerlanguage:

'The most advanced, most

powerful microcomputer

your money can buy."

—Creative Computing

PRAISE.
"The best hardware value ofthe year."—Infoworld

"We have spent the last three months

evaluating the Atari and have come to the

conclusion that it can't be beat as a

low-cost telecommunications terminal,

drafting workstation, or for quick graphics

visualization
." —Microtimes

"We are most impressed with the clarity

of the graphics, with the speed of the disk

I/O (input/output), and with the ST's

value." —Byte Magazine

"With the impressive ST, Atari has

delivered on its promise of power without

the price." —Family Computing

"Faster and with better graphics capabili-

ties than an IBM /AT . it could be a great

vehicle for low-cost networks, desktop

publishing and visual database manage-

ment software." —Microtimes

"All of the displays are clear, sharp,

readable, and flicker free. We
were particularly impressed by

the clarity of the high-resolution

monochrome." ^^—Byte Magazine

"The ST's readily apparent

strong point is speed. Com-
pared to the Macintosh™,

working with the ST is extraordinary."

—John Dvorak. San Francisco Examiner

"Since the pinouts are standard, it is also

possible for various software packages

to support an even wider range ofoutput

devices—even faster printers and high-

end plotters." —Microtimes

"The ST is noticeably faster than the

Macintosh, not only because of the faster

clock rate but because it has a faster

disk drive." —Personal Computing

"The ST is an amazing bargain, much
more of a computer k

for the rest of us'

than Mac ever was." —Byte Magazine

"From here on you had better think of Atari

as a major player in the computer game."
—Jerry Pournelle. Infoworld

The 520SV* with 5I2K ofmemory is

under SHOO. The I040ST" with afull mega-

byte is under $1,000. No wonder the experts

are impressed.

To experience the ST excitement

for yourself, see your Atari dealer.

For the one nearest you,

call 1X00443 8020.

9:00AM-5.OOPM
Mondav-Friday JtT"Ani

m Pacific Time. AIAKI

iron aeaier.

_. o
>/

Technology So Advanced, It's Affordable.
Alan ST S20ST and 1040ST are trademarks or registered trademarks of Alan Corporation

IBM and AT are trademarks or registered trademarks ot International Business Machines Corporation Macintosh is a trademark i«ensod 'o Apple Compute' inc

.'. 1966 Atari Corporation



ATARI 8-BIT POWER
ALPHA SYSTEMS is constantly innovating to provide more power

for your 8-bit Ataris.

You don't need an ST to run high-powered
software \bur Atari 400. 800. 800XL 1200X1 or

130XE can compute circles around others with these
duality packages Don't let our low prices fool you -
Super Quality doesn't hove to be over priced.

DIGITIZE YOUR WORLD Now you can connect your
Atari to a wide range of external interfaces that you
can build. This how-to book (over 150 pages)
includes all the instructions needed to build a light

8~ pen. household appliance controllers, alarm systems,
light and mofion detectors, voice recognition, and

*? much, much more. The book Your Atari Comes Alive
* includes detailed schematics and instructions tor

^ each device The disk includes the BASIC and
Assembler programs to run them Create your own
exciting devices and save moneyi
Itoor Atari Comes Alive - Introductory Price $24.95

DIGITIZING POWER
The hardware & software you
need to digitize real world
sounds and play them on
your computer. Make your
Atari speak m your own voice

fplay sounds from a complete orchestra
digitized instruments and sounds from your
put them in your own BASIC programs.

PARROT is now being used lor special effects by
professional musicians Turn your Atari into a digital

sound sampler and keyboard Everything you need to
recora and play digital sounds $39.95
Additional pre-recorded sound tracks $4.95/with
purchase of PARROT.

COMPUTEREYES™
Feed the pictures from your video camera or VCR
into your computer and save the images as a
graphics screen Put your picture In your own
programs, or digitize your favorite movie star

Our COMPUTEREYES and MAGNIPRINT II t

combination special lets you print your pictures in 16
shades of grey with incredible detail Combine the
features of MAGNIPRINT ll + and COMPUTEREYES for
digitizing power that can't be beat Koala Pad. Touch
Tablet compatible
COMPUTEREYES and MAGNIPRINT II I $ 119.95
COMPUTEREYES only $ 99.95
COMPUTEREYES, B/W VIDEO CAMERA, MAGNIPRINT II - .

and CABLE $329.95
GRAPHICS 9 CAPTURE SOFTWARE
$12.00

Easily the most powerful and versatile printer
package available Accepts screens from Koala Pad,
Print Shop. RAMbrant, MicroPamter, SynGraph. Touch
Tablet. Typesetter. Graphics Master, many, many
others Prints in literally hundreds of sizes, shapes,
shades, and distortions, including 6 ft. poster printing
Create detail and resolution thought impossible on a
standard dot matrix printer Supports 16 shades of
grey and even color printing (you need color ribbons
or color carbons for that). Touch-Up your pictures with
multi-size and multi-font text. Works on STAR. Gemini.
Panasonic. CITOH. NEC. EPSON or compatible
printers (850 interface or equivalent required)

Incredibly priced tor only $24.95

Free BONUS with every MAGNIPRINT II < - PRINTAL1
prints your programs and files with all Atari inverse
and graphics characters

GRAPHICS TRANSFORMER Create Print Shop
icons from your favorite drawing program, a
ComputerEyes digitized photo, or saved picture files.

Create. Merge. Shrink, or Enlarge to transform your
graphics from one to another. Transfer pictures
between programs to use the features you need

ONLY $22.95

n-pERSONAlOlt Cartridge back- up system

ONLY $29.95

*****

£

"a%§M.mZU ^g^ anoiyses All Ata,j

.

programs Works on programs stored on Disk, Cartridge, oi
directly from memory Converts complex machine language
into readable assembler Transforms ANY Atari" BASIC program
info listobie. modifyobie. BASIC Changes o 4. 8 or 16K cartridge
into a binary lood file that you can view & change using regular
Atari" assembler Clearly shows techniques such as BAD
SECTORS. BAD DAW MARKS. DUPLICATE SECTORS, ana FORCED
CRC ERRORS NOW FULLY SUPPORTS DOS 2 5 and includes one
pass sector copier for 130XF owners Even finds and displays
hidden directories

Complete with instructions in theory and use ONLY $29.95

^rm

RTHRI
50FTWBRE
PROTECTION
TECHMIOUE5

PROTECT YOUR
PROGRAMS

AUTOMATICALLY
COPY PROTECTION
METHODS EXPOSED

Now the state of the art secrets of software copy
protection, piracy, phone phreaking. and hacking
are revealed These comprehensive book and disk
packages take you from a novice to an expert in this

fast changing field Everything you need to
understand complex protection, and create your
own custom methods Topics include, Unstable
Sectors (Phantom or Fuzzy Sectors). Forced CRC
Errors. Overfilled Tracks, Short Sectoring. Hardware
Data Keys, Cartridge Protection, Cassette Protection.
Crackdown on Priates. New Laws Dealing with Piracy.

Hacking, On-Line Security. Phone Phreaking. Building
Black Boxes. Pirate Bulletin Boards Systems. Troian
Horse Programs, Logic Bombs. Selt-Destructin -

programs, much, much more
The disks included with these books contain p ;werfui
utilities to let you automatically protect your fi js
Features include.

• Automatic directory hiding

• Data encryption (stops pirotes from changing
your copyrights, etc

)

• Limited use option (makes the program self

destruct after a limited number of runs)

• Password option (reguires an 8 byte password
before the program will run)

• Disk Protection check (have your program
check Oisk protection before running)

Use these methods and more automatically, with no
programming skills needed.

BOOK I and DISK I $24.95
BOOK II (Advanced protection) and DISK II $24.95
Special limited time otter - BOTH SETS tor $39.95

24 HOUR HOTLINE (216) 374-7469
VISA or MasteiCard Vfeicome Call or Write for our Free Catalog
Customer Service (216) 688 9014 vam 3pm EST M-F
'All for Atari Disk Drive at least 48K lequned

BONUS Older any 3
programs and get FREE your choice
Deluxe Spoce Games utility Pack 1000

Order by phone or send
check or money order to

AIPHASYSTIMS
4435 Moplepark Rd.
Stow. OH 44224
inouae S3 00 shp & haig
(USS.Conodo) Ohio
residents add SVl% sales

iax Foieign oraeis add
$8 00 snipp & naig
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Power Without The Price

European Style

Dear Editor:

I arrived here in West Germany a

week ago, and I expect my 520ST and

peripherals to arrive shortly.

As you know, Europe operates at 220
volts; my power supplies arc all 110
volts. Can you tell me where to get new
220-volt power supplies for my equip-

ment?

SEC Allen C Piper

HIIC. 1/39 Inf.

APO NY 09034

Atari does not recommend the trans-

planting of U.S. machines abroad or

rice versa In addition to the problem
you are alreadyfacing. Atari points out

that you will be unable to get spare

parts if something goes wrong with the

machine while you are in Europe. Neil

Harris suggests that Alarians who plan

to travel or live abroad try to borrow a

computerfor the duration of their stay

or buy a native machine and then sell it

when they return to the States. He re-

ports that there is a good market for
used hardware overseas.

Ifyou do decide to take your Atari

with you. a standard step-down trans-

formerfor each component ofyour sys-

tem will sohe the problem of power
supply. Ataris manufactured for the

overseas market are sufficiently differ-

entfrom U.S. models on the inside that

simply changing the power supply will

not work and may even damage your
computer.

BBS Reborn
Dear Editor:

I would like to let your readers know
of the rebirth of the Central Area BBS.

Primarily for Atari ST users, the BBS is

located in Biloxi. MS. It runs on a I Mb
520ST with an Atari 20Mb hard disk

and operates 24-hoursa dav, seven days

a week at 300, 1 200. and 2400 baud.

The board is sponsored by the Coast-

al Area Atari Users' Group and offers a

message forum and public domain soft-

ware. Several of those associated with

the board are Plato programmers, and
we would like to serve as a central point

for communication among Plato users.

The phone number for the BBS is

(601) 388-3490.

David E. Warner
P.O. Box 5098

Biloxi. MA 39534

Beginner's Plea

Dear Editor:

I would like to know how to enter

some of the programs in your magazine,
but I don't know how and don't find any
explanation in your pages.

Please forgive a beginner. I need to

know how to start, how to save those

programs.

Joseph J. Weinmeyer
3101 Townview Ave. N.E.

Minneapolis, MN 55418

It's easy to type in and enjoy the

Basic programs for Atari 8-bit home
computers that appear in each issue of
Atari Explorer. Just follow the steps

below:

1

.

The first step should be to confirm
that the program you want to type in is

designed to run on your computer sys-

tem. All Atari 8-bit home computers

(400/800/ 1 200XL/600XL/800XL/
65XE/130XE) are fundamentally
compatible with one another, but differ

in minor technical details and RAM
memory allotment. Occasionally,
therefore, a Basic program written for

one system may not run on another.

Moreover, a given program may require

certain peripherals (disk drive, modem,
printer, joystick, graphics tablet, etc.)

to run: if these are not part of your
system, there is little point in typing in a

program that requires them.

Starting with this issue of Explorer.

each program listing will be accompa-
nied by a box. the Atari Key, telling

which computers it will run on, what
language it is written in, and which spe-

cial add-ons and peripherals, if any, it

requires. Check the key carefully so

that you don't spend valuable time try-

ing to type in a program you won't be

able to use.

2. If you own a disk drive, format a

blank disk for saving your program.
Your disk drive or DOS manual will tell

you how. After formatting, it is conve-

nient to employ the WRITE DOS
FILES option on the DOS menu to put

DOS on the disk, making it "bootable."

This way, you can avoid using a sepa-

rate DOS disk to start your system.

3. To prepare for programming in

Basic. Atari 400 and 800 owners will

have to plug an Atari Basic cartridge

into the internal cartridge port (the left-

hand port on the 800). Other Atari 8-bit

4 ATARI EXPLORER JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1987



models have Basic built-in. so no special

preparation is necessary.

4. Turn on your disk drive (if you own
one) and insert the disk you prepared in

step 2. above (or any other bootable

disk).

5. Turn on yourcomputer. If you own
a disk drive, it should whir for a few

moments. Then, a READY prompt

should appear on an otherwise clear

screen. Note to Atari XL and XE own-

ers with disk: do not hold down the Op-
tion key during this process, as this will

bypass the built-in Basic.

Once the Basic READY prompt is on

the screen, you arc ready to start typing.

6. A Basic program consists of many
"lines" of text, each preceded by a line

number. In typing in a Basic program,

your main task is to duplicate the con-

tent of each program line (including the

line number) exactly.

Each program line is a logical unit,

containing from one to several instruc-

tions for the computer to perform. It

may "run over" onto more than one

physical line both on the printed page

and on your computer screen. In pro-

gram typing, the RETURN key is not

used until you reach the very end of a

logical program line, as distinct from a

physical line on the page or on your

screen.

7. When you have finished typing in

your program, save it on disk or cas-

sette. This can be accomplished by typ-

ing:

SAVE "DTilename" for disk, or

SAVE "CTilename" for cassette,

substituting a filename of your choice.

8. Finally, test the program by typing

RUN. If it works, congratulations! If it

doesn't, you have probably made one or

more typing errors. Check your manual
for instructions on how to edit Basic

programs, go back, fix your mistakes,

and save a new copy of the program on
disk or cassette.

The instructions given above should

help to get you started. In the long run,

however, the only way to insure that you

won't continue having difficulties is to

learn some of the rudiments of Basic

programming yourself. Learning how
to program in Basic is challenging and

fun, and will let you view programs in

magazines and from other sources in a

more educated light. The following

books can help you on your way:

Your First Atari Basic Program by

Rodnay Zaks; Sybex, Inc., 1983.

Atari Basic, XL Edition by Bob Al-

brecht. Leroy Finkel, and Jerald R.

Brown: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,

1985.—JBJ

How To Lose Friends . .

.

Dear Editor:

I think it was vile for an official Atari

magazine to print the article "How to

Win Friends and Influence User
Groups" that appeared in your Novem-
ber/December issue.

I peeked into your article and poked
around for what it meant and I reached

the conclusion that it must be the first in

a series on how to be a "big shot":

1

.

How to lie and cheat your comput-
er friends to be a "big shot."

2. How to steal programs from other

user groups or friends and put your

name on it to be a "big shot."

3. How to break the code of a com-
mercial computer software company so

you can make copies and sell it to com-
puter friends.

What about the "user friendly" con-

cept, which to me means to help a novice

or friend— not peek and poke him/her
so they are frustrated trying to learn

your program.

You should put an apology in the next

issue. Without it I have to believe your

magazine will try to be a "big shot ma-
gazine" even if you must lie and cheat

your readers. I will end by asking you
not to tell me I do not have a sense of

humor.

Jules H. Lozowick

1802 Walker Ave.

Irvington. NJ07111

OK, we won't tellyou; we'll leave that

to someone else. And we do apologize to

you and anyone else whofailed to enjoy

David Busch's lighthearted look at an

important part of Atari computing. We
do, however, reserve the right to occa-

sionally put tongue in cheek to make a

point.

Zoomracks Revisited

Dear Editor:

I feel that the review of Zoomracks II

that appeared in your November/ De-

cember issue was unfair. I think your

reviewer misunderstood some facts and

concepts.

To begin with, the correct prices are

as follows: Zoomracks I (revised),

$79.95; Zoomracks II, $1 19.95.

More important, he says that "obvi-

ous key-to-function relationships have

been 'rethought' here— instead of using

the arrow keys to move up and down
through racks and cards, Zoomracks II

substitutes incomprehensibles such as

F9andCtrl-X."
• Up and down arrows do move up

and down visually on the screen and

thus on cards and racks.

• F9 goes to the previous card (FIO
goes to the next one). Zoomracks II has

a simple conceptual model: fields in

cards in racks. It has many visual modes
to view that model -just as there are

different Jdnds of shots in movies (long

shots, closcups, point of view shots,

etc.). F9 operates on the conceptual

model, going to the previous card in all

those modes independent of the visual

display mode being used. Up arrow

can't fulfill this function because, in

moving visually on the screen, it goes to

different cards in multicard mode
(where you sec the first line of different

cards) and different lines of the same
card in single card mode. (Ctrl-X, in

going to the next line in a field, behaves

similarly.) Once understood, these com-
mands become quite intuitive, and our

users find Zoomracks II very easy to

use.

Unfortunately, your reviewer uses

these facts as a base to say that Zoom-
racks II has a "kinky" user interface

"only a bureaucrat could love," that

"incites resentment." If your reviewer

had spent time doing real work with
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Zoomracks II, he would soon have got-

ten beyond his misunderstandings, been

able to appreciate Zoomracks II. and
been able to put the pain of his learning

experience into perspective. Many of

our users tell us they enjoy using the

program and find it fun to use. This is

rare in data base products.

I feel like a playwright would feel if a

reviewer panned his Broadway play,

complaining that traffic was horrible,

the theatre was hot and crowded, the

tickets were expensive, he had to leave

in the middle to review another play,

and he really didn't like Broadway
shows anyway.

Zoomracks II is a new concept, and
we think it has a lot of potential to open

up new computer markets. We see peo-

ple, frequently new computer users, us-

ing it for things people haven't used

computers for in the past. If Atari Ex-
plorer could try to be open to new con-

cepts and help introduce them to its

readers, difficult though it is to recog-

nize such concepts, the result might be

to open up new markets for Atari and
make the ST more successful.

Paul Meckel

Quickvicw Systems
146 Main St., Ste. 404
Los Altos, CA 94022

Mr. Heckel is quite right. You can

use the arrow keys to morefrom place

to place in Zoomracks II, though their

function— like that of the mouse—ap-
pears to he non-orthogonal, as Mr.
Heckel also notes. For example, in the

main display, allJour arrow keys more
the cursor in the top half of the screen,

while only the left and right arrows
(used in combination with the Control
key) are enabled at the bottom.

The reason I failed to make the con-

nection is that the manual makes only a
single, global reference to arrow keys
(on page 4) and ignores them else-

where. In (heir stead, it proposes using
F9. FIO, Ctrl-X. Ctrl-E, Tab, Back-
tah(?) and the left and right bracket

keys for local navigation.

That onefactual inaccuracy aside. I

fail to understand why Mr. Heckel
takes such strong exception to what
was not intended to be a negative evalu-

ation. As in all our reviews, we pointed
out the bad with the good. I presented

my opinion not only ofthe user inter-

face, but of the documentation, the edi-

tor, the text capacity, the output for-

matting facilities, the macro facility,

and many other features of the pro-

gram—and concluded that "when all

the metaphors are stripped back out of

the way. Zoomracks is revealed as a
fairly powerful, full-featured, text-

oriented information management pro-

gram that stands somewhere between
the simple, one-function 'mailing list'

utility and the more powerful, high-end
database management system."
What's so "unfair" about that?—JBJ

Time's Up
Shanner International Corp., manu-

facturer of the LogiKhron LCM-2000
clock/calendar reviewed on page 38 of
our November/ December issue, is no
longer in business.

The good news is that Navarone In-

dustries, maker of the Timekeeper
clock /card reviewed in the same article,

is not only alive and well, but has pur-
chased the rights to the Hippo ST
Sound Digitizer reviewed on page 85 of
the November/ December issue.

For information on cither product,

call or write Navarone Industries,
21 109 l.ongcway Rd.. Ste. C, Sonora,
CA 95370: (800) 624-6545; (800)654-
2821 inCA.

AATARI
EXPLORER
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Goralczyk. Atari's customer service experts, are much better equipped than we
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COMPUTER PALACE WE KNOW ATARI ST!

TZ7CeX*
PUTEZ CALC™TO WORK.
FOR YOU AND BENEFIT;
FROM THE RESULTS

EZ CALC™ is a fully implemented GEM™
based spreadsheet for home and business

use. This is by far the most powerful

spreadsheet available for the price Better

yet. all commands are mouse controlled

for speed and ease of use EZ CALC™
also uses less memory than other spread-

sheets for the ST, leaving more room for

your data and formulas. If you've never

used a spreadsheet before, you'll be

amazed how easy EZ CALC™ is to learn

and use. The experienced user will love

the speed of a mouse controlled spread-

sheet. ^ DEMO AVAILABLE FOR $5.

ONLY $69.95
FEATURES

300 columns by 999 rows

Extensive use of GEM™ windows
All commands are under mouse
control

Built in 10 keypad calculator

On-line help windows (No commands
to memorize)

Built in sort routine

Developed exclusively for the Atari ST
10 macros controlled by the function

keys

Split-screen capabilities

Note Pad

GEM is a Trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH. INC.

EZ CALC is a Trademark of ROYAL SOFTWARE

GREAT ^
BATTLES
1789-1865

ONLY $34.95

FOUR GAMES IN ONE

• Napoleonic Battles and Civil War

Features:

1 lo 4 hours per game

1 Realistic 16-color graphics

1 to 4 players and/or the

computer can play any ol

the sides

i Optional limited intelli-

gence ot enemy positions

1 See all movement, plots

and unmoved units at the

click ot a mouse button

> Multiple weapon types

Infantry, artillery, cavalry,

horse artill- ery. gunboats,

and leaders

- Optional rules tor hidden

units, variable reinforce-

ments

Battles Include:

fi AUSTERLITZ 1805

WATERLOO 1815

GETTYSBURG 1863

SHILOH 1862

elive some of the

greatest battles in

history, such as Water-

loo, Austerlitz, Shiloh

and Gettysburg. You

make leadership deci-

sions just as General

Grant and Emperor
Napoleon did. Great

sounds of battle and
colorfully detailed

maps aid in leading

you to the final victory.

"COM"!?EZ THESAURUS $39.95 --
o0n

This real-time or stand-alone program is a win-

dow based Thesaurus. Helping the user find just

that word that will spruce up an otherwise

tedious document. The utility gives the user a

list, from a selection of thousands of words, that

mean the same thing as you have highlighted

It you've just drawn a blank and can't think of

a word, let EZ Thesaurus help you find it.

PAYROLL MASTER
• Slate tax Information tor multiple states

• Prints Employee Checks - Address Labels
- W-2 Forms - Employee List - End of

Quarter/Year Reports - PLUS MUCH
MORE'

• Ram resident for lightning last access

40*
Only

$79.95

Payroll Master is a GEM based payroll program
that will give the average user the power to per-

form any payroll task large or small All the in-

formation is available at a click of a button, so
it is fast and easy to operate No need to buy ex-

tra modules because the program has
everything you need, for completing tasks from

printing checks to detailed reports.

INVENTORY MASTER

INVENTORY MASTER .s an easy to use Gem
based inventory program that will do everything from

keeping track of inventory to generating detailed printed

reports. With GEM pull down menus you can execute

fast and easy searches, sorts and printouts It is so easy

you can do it almost without looking at the manual. Ad-

ditionally the program is written to be easily integrated

with Invoice Master, giving you a powerful automatic

inventory control system.

SOONEZ GRAPH
ONLY $69.95 cO^,N

A professional graphics and statistical analysis

package. Graph everything from your finances

through stock market quotes. The program will

operate within EZ CALC spreadsheet program
or as a stand alone professional graphing

program.

EZ DATA netf

Only $49.95
Fully GEM based
Very powerful and versatile

report capability

Three Windows: - Data

window - Selection window
- Model window
Free form fields - No need
to define lengths or types

Extremely fast search and

sort - all records in memory

Built-in functions: square

root, logarithm exponent,

absolute value

Arithmetic operators: * -

.*./.%. (remainder) ±
(exponent). =

Relational operators:

x.t.1.(equal), '(unequal)

A powerful
.
easy-to-use GEM interface tiling/data base system

with many math and formula lunctions not found on any

database program Complex, formula intensive, programs ate

easy to design with EZ DATA from calculating statistics to a

detailed billing/report generator program The best part is that

you design the program that fits your personal home or

business needs the best EZ OATA allows any one who has had

very little or no computer programming at all to make a last

filing system tor the ST You can create easy home programs

such as name and addresses book, a checking account

balancer, a home or business inventory filing system Use EZ

DATA'S versatile report capability to preform a multiabie of dif-

ferent printing tasks. By inputing printer codes directly into the

the form to be outputed you can use all the fonts, form feeds,

tabbing and any thing else your printer is capable of doing The

soning and searching capabilites are extremely fast because

the whole file is loaded into memory No need to take a coffee

bteak while the computer searches for data because EZ DATA

will find it within a few seconds After all. the reason for a

database system is to speed filing up. not to slow it down We
think this is the easiest fastest best documented and best

priced tiling system on the market today

Help Calc
11 Frequently used

Preprogrammed Tem-

plates lor Home or

Business

Use with EZ CALC or

VIP Professional

VIP PROFESSIONAL
is a Tiad.-mark of

VIP TECHNOLOGIES

Only 24.95
Templates include:
Check Register

Depreciation schedules

Investment Portloiio Analysis

Name S Address directory

Home Inventory

Loan Amortization Schedules

• Personal Finance Statement

and more

ECOMPUTER
PALACE

OPEN M-F 9-6 Sat 10-4 (Pacific Time
I

710 McKinley, Eugene, Oregon 97402

USE YOUR CREDIT CARO & CALL

Toll Free 1-800-452-8013

• ORDERS ONLY, PLEASE •
'* fl There s never a penalty for usinQ your credit cart!

For Information. Call (503) 683-5361

Prices subject to change without notice.

SHIPPING INFO Minimum $? 90 Ground S* ?S Air Actual

tost depends on weight Call (5031 683 5361 tor information

WARRANTY INFO Everything mat we sell is warranted by

tie manufacturer it any item pure fiased from us laiis to per

torm piooeiiy when you receive il can us at i503i 683-5361

so mat we can assist you No returned merctiandrse accepted

without authorisation Detective software win at replaced

with another copy ot the same program otherwise no sort

ware is returnable

• ? D.iv An Shipping AVAILABLE •



Who Are You?
The results of the Survey: We reveal the likes, dislikes, desires,

and demographics of our readers

In
the September/October issue of

Atari Explorer, we included a ques-

tionnaire asking about your inter-

ests, your computers, and your desires.

Well over 700 people returned their

questionnaires—an excellent response.

We cut off tabulating responses on
Christmas Eve; the analysis below is

based on 709 respondents tabulated as

of that date. What we learned was quite

interesting to us, and we think you will

find it so also.

Columns, features, articles, and re-

view subjects were ranked by readers as

great, good, fair, poor, or no opinion.

Points were assigned to each of these

categories from to 5 to determine an
overall rating for each item. On this

totally arbitrary scale, the average score

was 85; items which received scores

above 85 were above average in reader

preference, while those below 85 were
less favored by readers. (See Chart 1.)

The highest rated features were new
software and hardware announce-
ments, product previews, and "Inside

Atari," all with scores above 108. Let-

ters to the Editor ranked sixth with a

score of 102 followed by the Editorial

with a score of 96.

Readers were most interested in re-

views of personal productivity software

(96), disk drives (95), and printers (90);

less interested in reviews of entertain-

ment software (80), communications
software (80), business software (77),

books (76), and educational software

(76); and decidedly disinterested in re-

views of plotters (54) and music systems

(52).

Programming tutorials ranked high

with readers (91), as did the User
Friendly column (88) and articles on
technology (88) and graphics (83). On
the other hand, readers were rather cool

toward ideas and philosophy (72), the

Teletalk column (71), music (54), and
people profiles (50).

Computers Used For Many Purposes

Over 72% of Explorer readers write

programs from time to time; of those a

whopping 97% use the Basic language.

Basic is followed distantly by the per-

centage of readers using machine lan-

guage ( 26%). Logo ( 1 6%). Pascal and C
(both 13%), Action (9%), and Forth

(5%). (See Chan 2.)

Nearly 64%ofExplorer readers have

keyed in a program from a magazine at

one time or other. Over 99% of those

readers admitted to having had difficul-

ty getting a program from a magazine
to run. and many readers wrote in the

margin that they were leery of using

such programs because of the difficulty

in getting them to run. On the other

hand, readers tend to be willing to key in

some mighty long programs, with 61%
being willing to type in a program of

more than 200 lines and 30%, a program
more than 500 lines long.

Just over one-third of Explorer read-

ers subscribe to one or more informa-

tion services. CompuServe, with usage

by 28% of Explorer readers, leads the

pack by a wide margin. It is followed bv
Delphi (9%), Genie (7%), "Other"

(5%), Dow Jones (3%), and four others

each with 1% or less. Interestingly,

about 53% of all Explorer readers own a

modem, so roughly 21% are not using

their modems regularly. (See Chart 3.)

In software usage, word processing is

number one with readers with 72% us-

ing it regularly and 19% occasionally.

This is followed by entertainment soft-

ware with 45% regular usage and 32%
occasional usage, communications soft-

ware (32% and 21%), database manage-
ment software (29% and 30%), graphics

software (26% and 35%), and spread-

sheets (20% and 28%). Lower in usage

are educational packages, financial

analysis software, and music synthesis

programs. (See Chart 4.)

On average, readers have invested

$1094 in software, a rather substantial

amount. Also indicative that readers ex-

pect to get a great deal of use from their

computers is the fact that the average

reader has invested in more than six

different types of software (word pro-

cessing, entertainment, graphics, etc.).

As the usage of different types of soft-

ware is quite diverse, so are the places

that readers use computers, as well as

the types of computers used. Nearly
53% of Explorer readers use computers
both at home and at their place of busi-

ness; 1 4% use computers at home and at

school; 30% use computers at home
only; 2% at business only; and 1% of

Explorer readers don't have a computer
yet. (See Chart 5.)

In addition to using personal comput-
ers, 22% of our readers regularly use a

mainframe, and 1 7% use a minicomput-

er. Among personal computers, as one
might expect. Atari is the most domi-
nant brand by far (99% ownership). It is

followed by IBM or a PC compatible

(25% ownership). Apple II or Macin-
tosh (10%), and Commodore or other

home computer ( 1 1 %).

It is gratifying to note that 68% of

Explorer readers own two or more
Atari computers: 31% own three or

more; and 1 3% own four or more. (See

Chart 6.) Table I shows which comput-
ers are owned and which are used as

readers' primary machines.

Primary Percent

Computer Computer Owning

Atari 400 or 800 19% 36%
Atari 600. 800. 1200 XL 20 40

Atari 130 XE 17 31

Atari 520 ST 20 27

Atari 1040 ST 8 12

Any Atari computer 84 99

IBM PC or compatible 11 25

Apple II or Macintosh 3 10

Commodore, misc. home 1 11

Table 1. Computer ownership.

Readers' systems are remarkable
well equipped. With the exception of a

few older Atari 400 and 800 systems,

nearly all have floppy disk drives. 80%
have dot matrix printers, 1 5% have dai-

sywheel printers, 53% have modems,
72% have color monitors, and 39% have

graphics tablets or the equivalent. Not
surprisingly, there are few hard disks on
8-bil series machines ( 1 .5%). but 7% of

520STs are equipped with hard disks,

and 1 2% of 1040STs are so equipped.

On average, readers have invested

$1219 in their 8-bit systems, $1280 in

their 520ST machines, and $1557 in

their 1040ST computers. Add to this

the investment in software, and it is ap-

parent that Explorer readers have

made a major committment to personal

computing.
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Chart 5. Where readers use computers.

(68* of Explorer
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Chart 6. Ownership of Atari computers.
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"We hate the best resolution in the industry

per inch . . . go ahead, count 'em."

3500 lines

Purchasing Plans

Nearly 68% of Explorer readers plan

to upgrade their current Atari comput-
ers, and many others wrote in marginal
notes that while they do not plan to

upgrade existing systems, they do plan

to buy new Atari systems— most often

an ST. Of those planning to upgrade.

29% expect to do so within the next

three months. 21% in three to six

months, and the remaining 50% within

the next I 2 months.

Ninety-three percent of Explorer
readers indicated that they had pur-

chased products by mail order, and 89%
indicated that the) had purchased one
or more products as a result of having

read a magazine advertisement.

We asked readers to rate different

sources of information in order ol' im-

portance for deciding upon purchases of

computer hardware and software. From
these ratings, we computed a weighted

average for each item with values rang-

ing from I (not important) to 7 (very

important). Readers ranked magazine
reviews as their most important source

of information (rating 5.2). Reviews

were followed by the experience of a

friend (4.0). magazine advertising

(3.3). and new product announcements

(3.0). Readers had rather negative feel-

ings about show exhibits- "phony and
contrived." said one reader (rating

2.1) and salesmen in stores (2.0). (See

Chart 7.)

The average age of Explorer reader is

40; 94% arc male: and their average

income is $36,728 (including students,

retired people, and part-time workers).

The average income of primary wage
earners alone would, of course, be much
higher.

So now we know who you are: an

enthusiastic computer user and some-
lime programmer committed to Atari

equipment and satisfied enough to up-

grade as new hardware and software

become available. And we know what
you want to see in this magazine and
will try to deliver as much of that as we
can in the coming months.

Thanks again for your help in build-

ing this profile.
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Astra is excited about the "NEW" Atari...

That's right, we are excited, but not just

about the new ST computers...

We are supporting the 8 bit Atari line

with four precision disk drives!
The 1001 is where we start. This is where the other
drive companies stop. The 1001 is a single or TRUE
double density, single sided drive. It has a built in

printer Interface. The 1001 has a direct drive motor,
not a belt driven one.

You say you need more? You are looking for a drive
that is single or double density and double sided too.

You also want a built in printer interface and direct
drive motor with precision formatting. Then this is...

"The ONE" by Astra
SBB»»

Perhaps you don't need to keep 360 kbytes of data
on a single disk. You prefer the utility of a dual
drive system. Word processing, spreadsheets, and
data bases are all made more powerful and easier
to use with a dual drive system. And we have...

the "2001" by Astra
8tt»8»

Still not enough? You want brute storage capacityl
You want a single or double density, single or double

sided, dual drive system. You want...

the "BIG D" by Astra
720 kbytes of storage in one system!

RSTRR SVST6MS, INC.

2500 South Fairview/Umt L

Santa Ana. California 92704 (714) 549-2141
a

iiH9lt drmes

flstra IDQJ

Single or Dcutle density

Direct drive icior

Precision fcrseit.ng

6u.it-. p crirter interface

ThE DPEby Astra
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Built-in printer interface

flstra HID I
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Flagships Of The Atari Line:

New Mega ST Workstations
Offer "Power Without The

Price" For Desktop Publishing.

Professional Applications

LAS VEGAS, NV, Jan. 8 Atari's new
Mega ST I, 2. and 4 computers, an-

nounced today at the Consumer Elec-

tronics Show . set new personal comput-
er price/performance standards
standards that the rest of the computer
industry will be hard-pressed to meet or

beat in I9N7. Available starting at

$ 1 0(H). the new machines will offer up to

4Mb of RAM memory 16 times that

found in most standard, high-end work-

stations.

The Mega ST is housed in an inde-

pendent "system unit." about 22"

square by 2" high, containing the CPU.
a double-sided Floppj disk drive, and an

internal power supplv. The normal com-
plement of ST port's DMA. RS-232
serial, parallel, disk, video, cartridge.

MIDI, mouse, and joystick plus an
additional port for connecting the de-

tachable, ergonomic keyboard, arc in-

eluded.

The Mega ST system unit is rein-

forced to support a monitor and can be

slacked with other components nota-

bly the enhanced 20Mb hard disk drive.

Even full) loaded, it will occupy far less

desk space than present ST configura-

tions.

The sleek new Mega chassis contains

a redesigned ST motherboard, sporting

significant enhancements. A battery-

backed clock calendar is now standard

equipment, eliminating the present

need to set time manually on power-up.

The clock runs off alkaline penlight bat-

teries more easily obtainable and less

expensive than "coin-type" lithium

cells.

The Mega ST architecture is "wide

open." permitting internal and external

expansion with add-on circuit cards.

The new design provides full access to

the 68000 bus and power supply, and
fixtures have been provided for install-

ing a circuit board inside the case. Fur-

ther expansion is possible by routing the

bus outside to an external card-cage.

RAM expansion up to 16Mb, and
networking capabilities will soon be

available from Atari as low-cost add-

ons.

The detachable keyboard of the

Mega ST is designed to the highest er-

gonomic standards for convenience and

ease of use. Connected to the system

unit by a coiled cable, the new keyboard

can be held comfortably in the lap.

When placed on the desktop, adjustable

legs fold down to support the unit at the

preferred typing angle. Internally, the

keyboard has been enhanced with high-

quality key switches for improved tac-

tile and auditor) feedback, better

"feel." and increased reliability.

Where does the Mega line stand in

relation to other Atari products?

"They're our flagships." said Atari

spokesman Neil Harris. "The Mega
STs represent Atari's continued strong

support of the ST architecture." They

are also physical proof that Atari has

been listening to its users and taking

their advice seriousK. "Most of the im-

provements we've made in the basic ST
design have been taken from 'wish lists'

that have come out of our dialogue with

users over the past year." Harris said.

With vastly expanded memory, an

open architecture, a more compact con-

figuration with integrated peripherals,

and an improved keyboard, the Mega
machines are clearly intended for use as

"professional" computers. Networking

capabilities and sufficient memory for

running multiple, co-resident applica-

tions, plus the promise of desktop pub-

lishing (in combination with the upcom-
ing Atari laser printer) are sure to make
the Mega ST an office favorite in the

coming vear.

Low-Cost Laser Printer

Promises "Revolution"

In Desktop Publishing
LAS VLGAS. NV, Jan. S A proto-

type laser printer, being demonstrated

bv Atari here at CES, will form the

basis for a full-featured desktop pub-

lishing system costing less than half the

price of systems built around competing

architectures. Designed to interface

with Atari's ST line of high-perfor-

mance personal computers, the new la-

ser printer will be taken to market later

this vear at the astoundingly low price

of around $1500.

Desktop publishing the use of per-

sonal computers to produce high-quali-

ty printed matter has become a bur-

geoning industry over the past two

years. Powerful, graphics-oriented per-

sonal computers like the Atari ST arc

now routinely used in typesetting, page

design, paste-up. and in combination

with high-resolution laser printers-

production of high-quality, "camera
ready" output. However, largely be-

cause the price of laser printers has re-

mained high, the cost of a desktop pub-

lishing system is still out of reach for

manv.

By redesigning the standard laser

printer to take advantage of the power

latent in the SI line particularly the

new Mega STs Atari hopes to make
lull-featured desktop publishing a reali-

ty at less than $3000 for a complete
system about what a conventional la-

ser printer alone costs today. Designed

to interface with the ST's high-speed

DMA (Direct Memory Access) port

and incorporating a standard laser "en-

gine." the Atari laser printer will pro-

duce rapid throughput at 300 dots-per-

ineh resolution.

Although technical details have not

vet been released. Shira/ Shivji, head of

Atari's hardware engineering division,

slated that Atari "has designed an ad-

mirably flexible system that includes all

the advantages and few of the disadvan-

tages of present laser printer architec-

tures.

"The printer will be able to handle
multiple fonts and standard page-de-

scription languages at the discretion of

software. Moreover, adapting present

software to take full advantage of the

capabilities of the laser printer should

be fairly simple, providing such soft-

ware has been written in conformance
with GEM standards."
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Atari Announces New Products At CES

The Atari PG
More Than Just A Pretty Clone

LAS VEGAS. NV. Jan.8—The audi-

ence al this morning's CHS press con-

ference was stunned to learn that Atari

Corporation, long a manufacturer of

proprietary, high-performance home
and personal computers, is planning to

market an IBM PC-compatible ma-
chine. Industry insiders, however, were

quick to note that Atari has always been

known for bringing state-of-the-art

products to market at low prices and for

driving the industry by finding and
staking out new turf.

In this context, it is less surprising

that Atari has chosen to bring their spe-

cial brand of competition to the place

where, for the moment, the competition

is hottest. "We saw no reason to ignore

the fact that there are profits to be made
in the IBM PC-compatible marketplace

at this time." said Neil Harris, Atari's

director of marketing communications,
"especially since it is a different market
than the one we arc addressing with our

high-end, flagship ST systems."

Currently, the PC-compatible indus-

try is moving in two directions. At the

low end, a group of more-or-lcss anony-

mous clone makers are packaging "bare

bones" systems for the mail-order mar-
ket. Buyers of such machines often find

that they must add several hundred dol-

lars worth of extra hardware before

their "bargain systems" can accomplish

useful work.

At the high end. clone makers like

Hewlett-Packard, Tandy, and Compaq
are providing more complete systems

than IBM itself. At prices starting al

around S 1 200. however, these machines

can only be considered bargains when
compared with the even higher cost of

going with Big Blue.

In designing their PC. Atari manage-
ment decided to run counter to both

dominant trends. Instead, they rea-

soned that by applying new technology

and old-fashioned manufacturing lever-

age, they could bring to market a fully-

loaded, state-of-the-art system—

a

"here's everything you'll ever need"

PC— at a price-point low enough to un-

dercut even the "el cheapo" clone mak-
ers.

They appear to have succeeded. The
Atari PC. which will retail for "around
$600." is a compact and elegant system

loaded with features not found on sys-

tems costing literally thousands of dol-

lars more. Measuring about 22" square

by only 2" high, the Atari PC system

unit includes a built-in, half-height

5.25" disk drive and integral power sup-

ply. An XT-style keyboard attaches to

l he unit via a coiled cable.

A second 5.25" drive or ST-stylc 3.5"

drive, capable of reading disks in either

ST or IBM format, can be attached

externally. But that's just the begin-

ning.

The Atari PC comes with 5I2K of

RAM. expandable to 640K via sockets

on the motherboard. Standard serial,

parallel, and combination video ports,

and an ST-stylc disk port, are all includ-

ed. A mouse port, based on the Micro-

soft INPORT chip, is built in, and an

ST-typc mouse is included with the sys-

tem. Thus, unlike competing PC-com-
patible systems, the Atari PC will be

able to run PC GEM, Microsoft Win-
dows, and mouse-based programs like

Microsoft Word, right out of the box.

The Atari PC employs an 8088

microprocessor, which can run at 4.77

Mh/ and in an enhanced 8 Mhz "turbo

mode." An 8087 math coprocessor, run-

ning at cither speed, can be added via a

socket on the motherboard.

As one would expect. Atari has paid

special attention the graphics capabili-

ties of the Atari PC. Most low-cost PC
compatibles support only the IBM
monochrome mode, and are thus text-

only systems. A few of the more expen-
sive clones include IBM Color Graphics
Adapter (CGA) and/or Hercules
monochrome graphics capabilities.

IBM Enhanced Graphics Adapter
(EGA) 640 X 350 X 16-color graphics

capabilities have, in the past, been ac-

cessible only via expensive upgrades to

the system display circuitry and the

purchase of costly high-resolution mon-
itors. Moreover, purchasers of the sup-

posedly downward-compatible EGA
enhancements have often been disap-

pointed to discover that IBM-style
EGA isn't as downward compatible as

they had hoped—some CGA software

won't run.

Yet, Atari has managed to shoehorn

IBM monochrome. CGA. EGA, and
Hercules graphics capabilities into the

Atari PC. In addition to being the only

PC-compatible to include EGA graph-

ics as a standard feature, "our EGA is

completely downward-compatible with

CGA." noted Atari's ShirazShivji. "As
a result, users will experience no com-
patibility problems when using the low-

er graphics modes."
What's more. Atari has announced a

S200 monochrome greenscreen monitor

for use with the Atari PC that can dis-

play all its graphics modes, including

the high-resolution EGA color mode,
using intensity gradients (grey scales)

to represent colors. It is the first monitor
to incorporate these capabilities. "The
monitor is intelligent." said Shivji. "and
recognizes the frequency of signals

coming from the combination video

port, adjusting itself appropriately to

display whatever kind of text or graph-

ics the machine produces."

The Atari PC is virtually 100% com-
patible with software available for the

IBM PC and XT.
While its slimline housing provides

no room for mounting internal circuit

cards, it is doubtful that more than a

handful of users will require more capa-

bilities than the machine provides in its

off-the-shelf configuration. For those

who do. Atari intends to provide an ex-

ternal expansion box in the near future.
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Black Patch Systems
DeskCart!

THE ULTIMATE DESK ACCESSORY CARTRIDGE I

Z Adds 14 convenient, powerful functions to your ST"

• CALENDAR witnappt schedulers alarms • Multiple NOTEBOOKS w/fuii-

screen editing • CARD FILER w/searchmg. sorting & printing • TYPEWRITER

window for labels & envelopes • ADDRESS BOOK w/searching& autodiaimg

• TERMINAL EMULATOR w/upload& download • KEYBOARD MACROS
for any program use • Fast, resizeable RAMDISK driver • DISK UTILITIES Format,

Copy. Delete& Rename • Multi-tasking PRINT SPOOLER w/pnnter controls

• CONTROL PANEL w/ioad& save options • SCREENDUMP to any graphics-

comp printer • System MEMORY TEST & cartridge self-test

Uses only one Desk Accessory entryl All accessories operate

as independent windowsl D ROM cartridge loads immediately & uses

no program memoryl D Includes Time/Date clock hardware w/battery

back-upl C Comes w/tutonai diskette & complete manual.

DESKCART! SPECIAL-ONLY $69.95!

B
ST HARDWARE

1040 ST MONO
1 040 ST RGB
520 ST MONO
520 ST RGB
SF354 SSVDD
SF314 OS/DO
SM 124 MONOCHROME
SC1224 RGB
SHD 204 DRIVE
SI PRINTER CABLES
SI MODEM CABLES

PRINTERS
ATARI SMM 604
ATARI XMM 801

PANASONIC 1080
PANASONIC 1091

1

PANASONIC 1092

PANASONIC 1592

PANASONIC 3t31

STARMICRONICSNX10

MODEMS
OMH200ST
ATARI XM301
ATARI 1200

SUPRA 300AT
AVATEX 1200

AVATEX 1200HC

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
999
999

3»" DISKS
SONY PACKS Of 10

SS/DD
DSDD

5'A DISKS

BONUS PACKS OF 10

SS/DD
DS/DD

CALL
CALL
214 00
259 00
309 00
425 00

259 00
229 00

129 00

35 75

CALL
33 99
7899

128 99

1500
2100

600
700

ST SOFTWARE
ACTIVISION

BORROWED TIME

HACKER
HACKER 2
MINDSHADOW
LITTLE COMPUTER PEOPLE
PAINTWORKS
MUSC STUDIO
CHAMP 8ASE8ALL
PORTAL
BASKETBALL
GAMEMAKER
PEBBLE BEACH

ACCESS
LEADER BOARD

ACCOLADE
MEAN 18

ATARI
HOME PLANET
JOUST
STAR RAIDERS
DBMAN
IBM EMULATOR

32 50

2899
31 75

32 50

32 50

4399
37 99
CALL
CALL
28 99
CALL
CALL

2599

26 99

23 75

23 75

23 75

CALL
CALL

:.

:

_H

24 50

ACADEMY
TYPING TUTOR

ANTIC
A-CALC 3999
A-SEKA 23 99
ARAM 14 50

CAD 3D 3399
FLASH 27 50

GSTC 5999
GST ASSM 53 50

EXPERT OPINION 66 50

BATTERIES INCLUDED
DEGAS 2599
BTS THE SPREADSHEET CALL
THE CONSULTANT CALL
PORTFOLIO 124 95
I 'STALK 49 50

PAPERCLIP ELITE CALL
DEGAS ELITE 4999
I'STIME CALL
HOMEPAK CALL
THUNDER 2599
TIMELINK 3250
BiGRAPH ELITE CALL

CENTRAL POINT
COPY II ST

EPYX
ROGUE
WORLD GAMES
WINTER GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI
CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING
SUPER CYCLE

FIREBIRD
THE PAWN
STAR GLIDER
GOLDEN PATH

BECKMEYER
MICRO C SHELL
MICRO RTX
MTC SHELL

MICHTRON
BBS 2

ANIMATOR
TIME BANDITS

MAJOR MOTION
CORNERMAN
MIGHTY MAIL

DOS SHELL
UTILITIES

BUSINESS TOOLS
KISSED

MICROPROSE
SILENT SERVICE
GUNSHIP
F 15 STRIKE

MI-GRAPH
EASY DRAW

2599

25 99
25 99

25 99

2599
2599
2599

2899
2899
2899

34 99
4799
8150

4999
27 50

26 75

27 50

33 75

33 75

27 50

CALL
33 75

27 50

26 99
CALL
CALL

49 99

OMNITREN0
UNIVERSE 2

We also carry ATARI 8-Bit Hardware
and Software. Call for lowest prices

and availability information.

±

OSS
PERSONAL PASCAL 47 50

PERSONAL PROLOG 47 50

ORIGIN SYSTEMS
ULTIMA III 36 50

ULTIMA IV CALL

REGENT
REGENT BASE 62 50

REGENT WORD II 62 50

SIERRA ON-LINE
KINGS QUEST I 33 75

KINGS QUEST II 33 75

ULTIMA II 39 99

BLACK CAULDRON 27 50

WINNIE THE POOH 16 99

ST ONE WRITE 3999

SSI

PHANTASIE 26 50

BASKETBALL CALL

SUBLOGIC
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 33 99

JET CALL

UNISON WORLD
PRINTMASTER 2599
ART GALLERY 1 1999

ART GALLERY 2 1999

XLENT SOFTWARE
RUBBER STAMP 2599
MUSIC BOX 31 75

TYPESETTER ELITE 33 00

WRITE 90 DEGREES 19 99

OMI
ST TALK 20 2199

ST-NET CALL
DOIT' 1799

BB/ST 31 99

DESKCART' 6995

METACOMCO
MCC PASCAI 73 49

LATTICE C 97 99

MACRO ASSEMBLER 54 75

TDI

USCD PASCAL 52 50

MODULA-2 52 50
MODULA-2 DEV 98 93

:+r

STARTRONIKS
FONT WRITER 28 99

DESK MASTER 28 99

TIMEWORKS
WORDWRITER ST 51 99

DATA MANAGER ST 51 99

SWIFTCALCST 5199

FTL
RPV 2699
MICRO COOKBOOK 3250
DUNGEON MASTER 2599
SUNOOG 25 99

ELECTRONIC ARTS
CHESS MASTER 2000 3150
FINANCIAL COOKBOOK 34 99

PARADOX
ST KARATE 25 99

ST SPACE STATION 2599
ST PROTECTOR 24 99

PSYGNOSIS
DEEP SPACE 32 99
ARENA 2595
BRATACCUS 31 50

MISC.

MEGAMAXC 15999
MiCROLEAGUE BASEBALL CALL
FORTRAN 77 9995
ACTION PAK 2999
ST POOL 2299
?OOMRACKSll 72 50
GRAPHIC ARTIST 12995
DAC ACCOUNTING 4699
LOW BASIC 4650
HARRIER STRIKE MISSION 32 00
1 MEG UPGRADE 134 95
ABACUS CALL
ANSlGRAPH 54 99
SUPER HUE

Y

2599
MERCENARY 25 99
PSION CHESS 42 99
INFOCOM CALL
MARK WILLIAMS C CALL
MAGIC SAC+ 109 00
MacROMS CALL
SURREAL TIME CLOCK 49 95

i

••;••
; TT;

E3_ Black Patch Systems
Orders Only

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-ATARI-02 or 301-987-2300 (toll call)

Write: Black Patch Systems, P.O. Box 501, Arnold, MD 21012
For technical information or order inquiries, call 301-987-0019

HOW TO ORDER CASHIER CHECK. MONEY ORDER NO PERSONAL CHECKS NOCOOS
SHIPPED UPS ALL PRICES ANO POLICIES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SOFTWARE ALL PRICES INCLUDE SHIPPING NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE FREE AIR

SHIPPING ON PURCHASE OF SOFTWARE OVER SI5OO0
HAROWARE ONLY 2"n CREDIT CARO SURCHARGE SHIPPING ORDERS UNDER $100 00

ADD $3 OO SHIPPING ORDERS OVER J1O0 00 AOO $5 00
INTERNATIONAL WILL INCLUDE ACTUAL FREIGHT CHARGEO ON ALl ORDERS OUTSIDE

THE CONTINENTAL U S INCLUDING A P O
POLICIES: NO RETURNS WITHOUT AN AUTHORIZED NUMBER NO RETURNS UNLESS

DEFECTIVE ALL DEFECTIVE ITEMS WILL 8E EXCHANGED NO EXCEPTIONS

SUSSSSSSSKKSSSSSBBiiSiiiiSSSSBiSiSSii

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE ON SOFTWARE ORDERS.
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL SOFTWARE/FREE AIR SHIPPING ON ALL SOFTWARE OVER $150.

SHSSHSiSHSSKHSKH^



By BETSY STAPLES

Last issue I deplored the dearth of

educational software for the ST
and promised a look at some new

releases from First Byte. I had hoped to

announce the first showers on a parched

landscape, the beginning of the end of

the educational software drought. Un-
fortunately, the programs you will read

about here arc closer akin to clouds on

the horizon; they portend relief but do

not themselves contribute substantially

to the solution of the problem.

We reviewed Speller Bee and Math-
talk, two packages in First Byte's Talk-

ing Notebook Series, both of which fea-

ture built-in synthesized speech.

A sticker on the package says that the

programs are "for the Atari ST 520 or

1040. No additional hardware or soft-

ware needed." This statement is true as

regards the speech synthesis capabili-

ties of the programs, but fails to reveal

the need for a color monitor, which we
assume would be considered "addition-

al hardware" by owners of monochrome
systems. The only mention of the need

for a color monitor is found on a loose

sheet o( paper inside the box.

Mathtalk

Having set up Mathtalk on a color

system, we brought in our playtesters,

gave them a quick lesson in mousing,

and sat back to watch them learn.

The main menu offers a choice of

Math Book. Whiz, Game Room, and

Scores. Math Book adds enormous flex-

ibility to the program by allowing you to

type in pages of practice problems in

addition, subtraction, multiplication, or

division. A page holds up to 24 prob-

lems, and all problems on a given page
must be of the same type. Pages can be

printed out and used as worksheets.

The Whiz menu offers two choices.

Solve It and Scoreboard. Solve It pre-

sents programs and provides immediate

feedback on your answers. Scoreboard

takes the form of a test and tells you

your score after you have solved all the

problems. You have an opportunity to

review the problems you missed.

Game Room gives a choice of Table

Talk and Mystery Number. Table Talk

presents a grid with the numbers to 9

across the top of the screen and down
the left-hand side. You indicate how
much time you want to spend solving

the problems and then race the clock to

sec how many you can get right in the

time allotted. As you solve a problem—
9+4, for example— the intersection of

those two numbers is filled in on the

grid.

Table Talk was definitely the most

favored activity on the disk. Our play-

testers enjoyed filling in the table and
switched back and forth between mouse
and keyboard entry without difficulty.

We had trouble tearing them away to

try Mystery Number.
Mystery Number presents problems

with numbers missing. It is your job to

fill in the blanks, again working against

time. The graphics on this screen are the

System: Atari ST

Price: $49.95

Age Range: Primary - Elementary grades

Summary: Talking math program

provides drill and practice.

Manufacturer:

First Byte, Inc.

2845 Temple Ave.

Long Beach, CA 90606

(213)595-7006

most elaborate in the whole program,

featuring a thermometer that keeps

track of your percentage of correct an-

swers as you go along. The children

found filling in the blanks a bit more
difficult, but seemed to enjoy the

change of pace.

The Scores menu allows you to set up

a score file in which to save scores from
Scoreboard. Table Talk, and Mystery
Number.

Each time you boot the program, you

can choose whether or not to engage the

sound. If you choose to have sound, a

synthesized voice recites the instruc-

tions and reinforces correct answers

with congratulatory messages. This

sounds great almost like a real teach-

er— but in reality turns out to be simply

a gimmick, because unless your kids

have been raised by a robot nanny, they

probably won't be able to understand

the voice; ours couldn't.

The documentation for Mathtalk is

the strongest part of the package. It

provides clear instructions, educational

objectives, and four pages of additional

activities— all of which we applaud.

Unfortunately, it also uses incorrect

grammar: "Wiih Mathtalk your child

will be able to enter their math prob-

lems ..."

Our overall impression of the Math-
talk'*! Well, it has potential; the kids

really did enjoy the format of the drill

offered by Table Talk and Mystery
Number. But it loses points in pedagogy

on our report card, because of inconsis-

tency in the way users arc asked to enter

their answers to the various problems.

Some activities require the answers to

be entered from right to left, as you

would if you were using pencil and pa-

per, while others expect the reverse, left

to right.

All things considered, Mathtalk is an

adequate drill and practice program; it

won't teach your kids anything, but it

will probably provide an incentive for

them to practice their arithmetic

—

which may be all you want or need.

Speller Bee

We have long maintained that it is

impossible to leach or even practice

spelling with a computer, because you
either have to show the child the word
spelled correctly, in which case he has

only to copy it, or show it to him spelled

incorrectly, which may destroy any

hope he has of ever becoming a good
speller—unless, of course, you use a
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Mathlalk

speech synthesizer . .

.

Speller Bee welcomes you with a pic-

ture menu from which to choose your

activities; the My Words menu, for ex-

ample, is a picture of a little boy who
appears to be wearing a strait jacket and

a muzzle better they should have put

the muzzle on the talking bec who
guides you through the program.

My Words lets you enter up to 32 lists

of 10 words each again, an excellent

feature. You can also use any of the 1

5

lists included with the program words

ranging in difficulty from "in" to "en-

cyclopedia."

System: Atari ST

Price: $49.95

Age Range: Preschool - Jr. High

Summary: Talking spelling program with

excellent documentation

Manufacturer:

First Byte, Inc.

2845 Temple Ave.

Long Beach. CA 90806

(213)595-7006

The Spell Power menu offers three

choices. In Bee Prepared you study one
word at a time from your list. The word
appears, is pronounced by the bee, and

then spelled out by the bee.

Spelling Bee tests you on the words in

your list; the bee pronounces a word.

and you type it in. This is where the

trouble starts: our playtesters could not

understand the synthesized speech, so

they often hadn't a prayer of typing the

correct word unless an adult translated

it for them and even the adults some-

times had difficulty. The game became
a test not of spelling but of trying to

remember the words on the list and

guessing which was being pronounced.

Our playtesters found this very frustrat-

ing.

Bee Games, the third choice on the

menu, offers three games: Search,

MYSTERY WORD

?a?e

0®(£KE)©®0C!)0(i)®©®

Speller Bee

Scramble, and Detective. Search is sim-

ply a word search puzzle using the

words in a list you select, and Scramble
asks you to unscramble a nonsense word
to make one of your spelling words.

While the kids enjoyed these activities,

they are. in our opinion, of little educa-

tional value.

In Detective, you arc presented with a

sequence of letters and question marks.

Your job is to fill in the missing letters to

make one of your spelling words. The
pedagogical problem here arises when
the blanks in the object word can be

filled to make two or more words in the

list One list, for example, includes the

words "ride." "dime." and "nine," any

of which could be the correct answer for

"?i?e." Speller Bee. however, accepts

only the word it has chosen for that

particular question: both of the other

answers are considered incorrect

again, very confusing and frustrating

for the child.

The documentation for Speller Bee is

excellent, providing instructions, illus-

trations, objectives, and detailed hints

for parents and helpers. It is really a pity

the program itself doesn't measure
up.

More Basic Computer Games

The sequel to the best-selling book, Basic Computer Games,

can be yours for just $5.00.

Basic Computer Games by David Ahl was

the first computer book to have ever sold 1

million copies. Its sequel. More Basic Com-

puter Games, first released in 1979. contains

84 additional games, many of them even

more creative and interesting than those in

the original volume.

In More Basic Computer Games, you'll be

able to evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a

safe, tame a wild horse, become a million-

aire, race your Ferrari, joust with a knight,

trek across the desert on your camel, and

navigate in deep space. You'll find gambling

games, logic games, word games, fantasy

games, and psychological games.

Perhaps the most famous game in the vol-

ume is Hunt the Wumpus by Gregory Yob In

it, you roam around a 3-D dodecahedron hunt-

ing a Wumpus with your bow and crooked

arrows that can travel up to five caves away.

You must contend with bottomless pits, su-

perbats that lift you from one location to

another, and. of course, the horrible man-

eating Wumpus himself. Moreover, the book

is the only place that contains Yob's sequel,

Wumpus II, with six additional types of caves

and a cave editor so you can construct your

own labyrinth.

In the book, you'll also find Bobstones. the

game played In Watership Down, the original

game of Dodge Em. the first Basic version of

Eliza, and Edward de Bono's sensational L

Game

You'll find More Basic Computer Games in

your local bookstore for $7.95. but we have a

small quantity with the older cover that we're

selling for just $5.00 postpaid Payment in

advance please, no credit cards, no CODs. no

orders to be billed (Price to Canada is $6.00

in U.S. funds )

Send your $5.00 check or money order

today to Creative Closeouts. 12 Indian Head

Road. Morristown. NJ 07960
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The thing that evokes for me the

most vivid memories of the early

days of personal computing is

computer-generated music. It takes me
back to John Dilks*s Personal Comput-
ing Colleges in Atlantic City and Phila-

delphia and to West Coast Computer
Faires with low single-digit numbers. It

reminds me of incessant!) tinkling Pets

and warbling Apple lis and rekindles

the excitement of those shows at which

exhibitors and visitors alike were in-

fused with the zeal of new converts.

The music being generated in the

Hvbrid Arts < I 1920 W. Olympic Blvd..

Los Angeles, CA 90064 (213) 826-

3777) booth at the Atari Pair in Pitts-

burgh was a far cry from the single-

voice ditties of bygone days, but it was
no less incessant or exciting.

The complex and professional-sound-

ing music was showing off the capabili-

ties and features of recording software

for both 8-bit and ST computers, soft-

ware with which sequences entered ei-

ther from the computer keyboard or

from a master MIDI keyboard like the

Casio CZ-IOI can be recorded and
played back in combination with other

sequences similarly recorded to produce
professional-quality arrangements.
Keep your eye on ""Sound Chip" to

learn more about Hvbrid Arts and
MIDI.

There was no music in the Atari

booth, but Atari's newest software, in-

cluding AtariWriter Plus. Planetar-

ium, and Slat Raiders II was available

for testing and in-depth evaluation by

showgoersol all ages. The long-awaited

KO-eolumn card, the XEP80, was on dis-

play in prototypical flesh or plastic, if

you prefer and slated for First Quar-
ter 'S7 delivery.

Also on display and promised for ear-

Notes on

the Pittsburgh Atari Show

and how to be included in

The First Atari Explorer

User Group Directory

User
Friendly

By BETSY STAPLES

|y l

l)87 was the Blitter chip doing its

impressive flying bird demo. Mark Jan-

sen of Atari Customer Service, charged
with the safety of the chip, kept a watch-

ful eye on the 1 040 that housed it during

the show and carried it with him every-

where he went after hours- imagine
managing your Sunday brunch buffet

plate with a 1 040 under one arm! Mark
did it with aplomb.

Desk Accessory Cartridge

Just inside the door to the exhibit

area. John DcMar ol Quantum Micro-
systems Inc. (P.O. Box 179, Liverpool.

NY 13088 (315) 451-7747) was dem-

Atarians of all ages

had an opportunity

to put new ST and

Home Computer

software through

its paces. In the

background. Mark

Jansen (left)

answers technical

questions.

Putting On An Atari Fair

We spoke with John Babson and
Lanny Shoup. president and vice presi-

dent of the Pittsburgh Atari Computer
Enthusiasts, on Sunday afternoon, No-
vember 23, as the show on which their

user group had worked for the past nine

months drew to a close. We asked them
how it was done: what other user groups

should know as they considered spon-

soring Atari Fairs.

By way of background, they ex-

plained that P.A.C.E. has about 200
members, most of whom attend one or

both of the two meetings the group
holds each month; about 150 people

regularly attend the meetings that con-

centrate on X-bit systems, and about 50

go to the meetings that deal with the

concerns of ST users.

The club maintains a bulletin board

from which members can download

public domain software and on which

they can leave messages for one anoth-

er. Public domain software is also avail-

able to members through a P.A.C.E.-

sponsorcd software library, and
members exchange news and other in-

formation through a monthly newslet-

ter.

onstraling DcskCart, a desk accessory

cartridge that adds 14 functions to the

ST. including a calendar, notebook, ad-

dress book, print spooler, terminal emu-
lator, and macros. The ROM cartridge,

which also includes a battery-backed

clock, sells for $99.95.

QM1 also markets telecommunica-

tions software for the ST. ST-Talk
Professional 2.0 offers an 80 X 24 dis-

play with custom fonts within a GEM
window: support for VT-100. VT-52.
full ATASCII. and Vidtex graphics:

file transfer using xmodem. xmodem
crc. or batch ymodem: a smart macro
language for auto-logon, auto-answer,

and keyboard macros: and a message
and capture editor which doubles as a

mini word processor. The program is

priced at $29,95

BB/STte a bulletin board system that

features on-line Vidtex graphics in

menus and messages, menu and prompt
editors for easy customizing, extensive

remote sysop functions, and automatic

baud rate detection. It carries a retail

price of $49.95

Across the aisle from QM I, represen-

tatives from Mich i ron (576 S. Tele-

graph, Pontiac, Ml 48053 (313) 334-

5700) were doing a booming business in
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Atari's Gary Gee (right) discusses the Btitter

with showgoers.

John, one of the founding fathers of

the five-year old organization, thinks

thai the key to having a suceessful user

group is to make sure that members
continue to have fun: "They'll slay ac-

tive and work hard as long as they're

having fun."

And what makes Atari users join a

user group in the first place? John
thinks it's because "We like the people;

we like the computer: and we like what
we can do together."

Lanny even chose the Atari because

of the support he saw in the user group.

"I was looking for a computer with sup-

port," he says, "and when I saw what
P.A.C.E. could provide, I decided to

buy an Atari."

The Best and The Worst

For John, the most difficult and the

most rewarding aspects of the show
were closely related. The most difficult

part for him was waiting for things to

come together: two weeks before the

show, only ten exhibitors had paid for

their space, no advertising had been

done, and he wondered if the show
would ever happen. But that uncertain-

ty served only to heighten the satisfac-

tion he felt when everything did come
together.

Preparing for the show took a great

deal of John and Lanny 's lime along

with the time of about a dozen other

members of P.A.C.E. and the three oth-

er clubs thai shared some of the bur-

dens: the Westmoreland Atari Comput-
er Organization, the Spectrum Atari

Group of Erie, and O. P.A.C.E. of

Youngstown. OH. Everyone who
worked on it seemed to agree, however,

thai their investment of time and effort

had paid off.

According to John, it paid off in in-

creased exposure for the club and in

better relationships with local vendors,

who now understand belter what the

club does. Even if P.A.C.E. hadn't

made any money (they did). John
thinks that the whole experience would
have been worthwhile.

Advice for Other Groups

When asked what advice they could

offer toother user groups regarding the

Atari I air program, both John and
Lannv responded with a resounding:

"Do it!"

John said that P.A.C.E. had decided

in advance to "do it Atari's way."' and
they were satisfied with all of User
(i roup Coordinator Sandi Austin's rec-

ommendations.
They tried to downplay (he presence

of the user groups themselves, feeling

that a show should be a place where the

exhibitors take center stage, and would
advise other sponsors to do the same.

And the most telling question of all:

Would they do it again'.' An emphatic
"ves!"

sales of their popular products for the

ST.

Then we found Matthew Zobian of

Zobian Controls (P.O. Box 6406 Wyo-
missing. PA 19610 (215) 374-5478)

showing his RAOS (Rat Actuated Op-
erating System), a GEM-like window-

ing environment for 8-bit Atari comput-
ers. Using the SuperRat digital mouse
and Zobian 's /-DOS desktop program.

Atari I tome Computer users can access

disk files as easily as ST users can. Sev-

eral well known software developers.

Zobian lold us. are working on RAOS-

The Hybrid Arts booth was always crowded.

compatible programs. The RAOS/Su-
perRat system sells for $99.90.

Nearby, Microcube Corporation
(P.O. Box 488. Leesburg, VA 22075
(703) 777-7157) displayed the Micro-

Flyte ATC. a joystick designed to pro-

vide accurate and proportional control

over Flight Simulator II This unusual

peripheral provides control over the

throttle, brakes, guns, flaps, elevators,

ailerons, and rudder of your Flight

Simulator II aircraft without using the

keyboard. The MicroElyte ATC has

been available for Atari 8-bit systems

($59.95) for some lime, and an ST ver-

sion was announced at the show.

Progressive Computer Applications

(2002 McAuliffe Dr.. Rockville, Ml)
20X51 (301) 340-8398) was showing

the latest version of The Graphic Artist

and attracting a lot of attention. See the

November/December 1986 issue of

Atari Explorer for a complete review of

the product.

The Printed Word

Directly across from the Atari booth

was Xl.ent Software (P.O. Box 5228,

Springfield. VA 22150 (703) 644-

KX81 ). There. Linda Kubota- Barnes en-

thusiastically demonstrated The XLent

M ord Processor for Atari 8-bit comput-
ers, which sells for a very reasonable

$29.95. and the new Typesetter Elite

for the 520 and I040ST. Typesetter

Elite is a GEM-based update of

XLent's Typesetter ST. It allows you to

lay out a full printed page, incorporat-
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ing graphics and custom type funis, and
sells for $49.95.

Right nexl to the Atari Explorer

booth. George Morrison of Alpha Sys-

tems (4435 Maplepark Rd.. Slow. OH
44224 (216) 374-7469) spent the week-

end showing Atarians three new prod-

ucts. Power RAM and Power Print

.STfor the ST and Your Atari Comes
Alice for X-bit systems.

Power RAM is a plug-in RAMdisk
that provides an extra 5 1 2K of memory
without voiding Atari's warranty; op-

tional features include a clock and bat-

tery backup. Power Print ST is a graph-

ics print program that supports multiple

sizes and shapes. 1 6 shades of gray, and

color printing as well. It sells for S39.95.

Your Atari Conies Alice is a book

and disk package that George describes

as "an experimenter's handbook for 8-

bil owners that provides all you need to

hook vour computer up lo outside devi-

ces." "it sells for $24.95.

A sign on the table in the Alpha booth

promised that a color version of the pop-

ular Computer Eyes digitizing program

for the ST would be available for

Si 99.95 from Alpha in the near future.

In the Shclhourne Software Systems

(7221 Rising Sun Ave.. Sle. 191, Phila-

delphia. PA 19111) booth, two pub
games were on display: ST Pool and a

soon-to-bc-released tablctop shuffle-

board game. Watch for reviews in these

pages.

Talking to both exhibitors and show-
goers on Sunday afternoon, we knew
that the show had been a success. Most
of the exhibitors who had come lo sell

had sold al least as much as they had
hoped to sell, and visitors who had come
looking for new products and informa-

tion on Atari systems had found more
than enough of both lo satisfy them.

Atari Fair Schedule

Denver. CO
Rocky Mountain Atari Expo
February 2K- March I. 1987

Holiday Inn. Northglenn
Expo BBS: (303)452-9594

Allentown. PA

AIMS ACES
March 14-15. 1987

I lilton Hotel. Allentown

Salt Lake City. UT
ACE of Salt Lake
April 10-11. 19X7

Buffalo. NY
Western NY Atari User Group
April 25-26. 1987

Buffalo Convention Center

Dallas. TX
I)A I.-ACE
May 8-9. 1987

Infomart. Dallas

Seattle. WA
May 16-17, 1987

Seattle Center. EEAG Pavillion

Detroit. Ml

MACE
August 29-30, 1987

South field Civic Center

lor further information,

contact Sandi Austin. Atari Corp.

1 196 Borregas Ave.. Sunnyvale.

CA 94086. (408) 745-2012.

You Asked For It

Among the things you have suggested

in your letters and on your Reader Sur-

vey forms is a directory of Atari user

groups.

We plan to publish this directory in

an upcoming issue, but once again, we
need your help. Please designate one
person in your user group to provide the

following information about your
group:

1

.

lull name and acronym.
2. Address.

3. Name of president.

4. Name of membership chairperson.

5. Frequency of meetings.

6. Location of meetings.

7. A phone number for prospect ive

members locall for verification of meet-

ing times/dates and other information.

8. Dues.

9. Docs the group publish a newslet-

ter? If so. give name and frequency.

10. Does the group maintain a BBS'.'

If so. provide details.

11. Approximate number of mem-
bers.

12 Anything else you think we
should know.

Compile this information in legible

(typed or printed) form and mail it lo:

User Eriendly

Atari Explorer

7 Hilltop Rd.

Mendham. NJ 07960
Submissions must be received by
March 15. 1987 lo be included in the

di rector v.
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Two recent federal court decisions

have significantly broadened
software copyright protection, in

general pleasing large software produc-

ers and angering small ones. Specifical-

ly, the courts have ruled that one pro-

gram infringes on another if it

duplicates the overall performance, ap-

pearance, or structure of that program.

In the first case. Jaslow Dental Lab-

oratories wrote a program in Basic that

performed similar functions toone writ-

ten by Elaine Whalen to manage fi-

nances in dental laboratories. The Jas-

low program was not a direct

transliteration of the Whalen program,

but the court concluded it was a copy

because there was '"substantial similar-

ity in the program's structure, se-

quence, and organization."

The Whalen-Jaslow ruling was cited

by federal district court in San Francis-

co when it ruled that Unison World's

Print Master infringed Brodcrbund's

cop> right on its Print Shop by duplicat-

ing its "overall appearance, structure,

and sequence." In particular, the court

said that Unison copied the appearance

and sequence o\' Brodcrbund's instruc-

tion screens.

Some software developers say the

Broderbund ruling could cause havoc

among programmers if widely applied.

Many software designers try to make
their menus look like those in other pro-

grams to make it simpler for users to

move between programs. Programmers
say the rulings make it hard to distin-

guish between ideas— which can't be

copyrighted and the expression of

those ideas which can be. Further

suits seem inevitable, as courts refine

their definition of how similar to anoth-

er a program must be before it violates a

copyright.

Atari Stock Offering

Since being purchased by Jack Tra-

miel from Warner Communications
nearly two years ago. Atari has been

rather short of operating capital. How-
ever, a public slock offering in Novem-
ber was immediately oversubscribed by

enthusiastic investors and raised $51

million in cash for the company. The
stock opened at $1 1 .50 and was trading

as high as $14+ in the first two weeks.

A part of the money raised will be

used to finance an advertising cam-
paign, although relatively little money
is earmarked for this purpose. A new

print advertising campaign is being

mounted for the ST scries in newsweek-
lies. science, and business publications

Software copyright;

Atari goes public;

and hospitals

get Ataris for kids

News
&

Views
By DAVID H. AHL

around the theme. "Technology so ad-

vanced, it's affordable."

The XF series will be advertised on
television in a hard-hitting campaign
comparing it to the Commodore 64. The
30-sccond spot features two children

working on the competing computers.

As the announcer explains that each

child is smart to buy a computer, the

kid's foreheads suddenly inflate. When
the announcer stales how inexpensive

the Atari XE computer is. the Commo-
dore owner's forehead deflates, and the

Atari owner's pate zooms even larger.

Atari is also staging a joint promotion

with 19 software publishers involving

coupons for free and discounted soft-

ware. The coupon books are available

from dealers carrying the ST line of

computers, generally in conjunction

with the purchase of a computer.

Ataris for Kids

Uncomfortable, often hurling and
confused, hospitalized kids need a lot of

very special caring. Separated from

family and friends except for certain

hours of the day. the hospitalized child

may suffer from loneliness and isolation

almost as much as illness. Though most

hospitals provide well-equipped "playr-

oom" facilities for occupying young pa-

tients and distracting them from their

ills, the most pressing needs of child-

patients for contact and communica-
tion are seldom satisfied.

Martha Schriver, public relations co-

ordinator for Hi-Tceh Expressions,

thought computers might help. Coupled

with Hi-Tech's greeting-card software,

colorful computer paper, and supplies,

computers might help sick kids "reach

out" more freely and easily to family

and friends, stimulating communica-
tion.

Martha conceived a modest plan to

donate Hi-Tceh software and supplies

to several children's hospitals, but hit a

snag when she discovered thai mosi hos-

pitals weren't equipped with appropri-

ate computer facilities. Still seeking to

develop the idea into a workable form,

she approached Atari's Michael Kaiz
for assistance.

Mike responded enthusiastically.

"We thought that our computers and

their software would work perfectly to

provide entertainment, education, and

'uplift' to hospitalized kids, and we real-

ly wanted to help out." At his prompt-

ing. Atari agreed to donate some 30 8-

bit computer systems, including disk

drives and printers, to ten children's

hospitals, nationwide.

Next came a logistical dilemma
what was the best wa> to gel the equip-

ment and software to the hospitals, get

it set up. and instruct hospital staffers in

its use? Martha found the Atari com-
munity eager to help in this, as well.

User groups in ten major cities pitched

in to receive the equipment, set up work-

stations, and help to familiarize staff

and patients with the ins and outs of

Atari hardware and Hi-Tech software.

Group members arranged seminars,

donated additional software and sup-

plies, and even repaired equipment

damaged in transit. When Martha
made formal visits to the hospitals dur-

ing the month of November, user group

members w ere on hand to assist her pre-

sentations and make sure things went

smoothly on the technical end. Individ-

ually and collectively, the groups also

agreed to act as an ongoing resource for

hospitals participating in the program,

helping them develop wider applica-

tions for Atari computers in the hospital

setting.

As Martha herself a mother of

two— had suspected, the computers

were an instant hit. Using Hi-Tech's

software and supplies, kids could create

attractive, customized greeting cards

and letters faster and more easily than

with paper and pen. Animated images

and sound effects drew the attention of

even the youngest patients.

"Very young children, especially if

they're sick, don't concentrate on any-

thing very long unless it's entertaining,"

she says. "The computers keep them
involved and lei them produee some-

thing lhat's special to share with their

families."

What do the kids say? One little girl's

shy request, after her first turn at the

keyboard, sums it up: "I want to make
another card."
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Ymriflfe
The Atari Alternative
The ;iir was literally crackling

with electricity. Most of it. un-

fortunately, was caused simply

by thick carpets and dry. cool desert air.

Alter a brisk walk in my Reeboks from

the elevator down the corridor of the

Bally Grand, a six-inch arc leapt from
my room key to my doorknob. By the

end of the week. I was opera nt-condi-

lioned to avoid doors of any kind.

Shades of Skinner! Has anyone seen my
food pellets?

Any how . This time around, the mag-
ic number on many lips was 386. No. it

wasn't ;i new number on the roulette

wheel. Haven't vou heard'.' The miracu-
lous Intel 80386. The future of IBM-
compatible computing.

Yawn. Excuse me. But there's really

no electricity to be found in that num-
ber.

There was at least one spot on the

Comdex Show floor where the sparks of

excitement were more palpable, and
more sincere, than anywhere else, liven

after closing time on the last day of the

show, when lumbleweeds were drifting

across the rest of the floor, il was hard to

cross the Atari booth without doing

your Walter Paylon impression. It

would sound too much like blatant pro-

paganda to say "Atari was the real news
of Comdex 19X6." so I won't, even

though it's true.

If for some perverse reason you hap-

pened to be looking for a booth manned
by that fruity computer company, you
were out of luck they weren't there.

At an occasional software display you
might have run across one of their

"new" reheated graphics and sound
boxes. I must stifle another yawn. There
must be a better way to get an auto-

graph from the Wo/.
Also conspicuous by its absence was

any sign of the company that markets

the computer named after a female

Spanish friend. Given that they have

long touted their entry as a business

machine, their absence at the show
might be puzzling, were it not well

known that the company has faced

some rather sticky financial woes lately.

And so Atari bravely posed the only

viable alternative to the humdrum Intel

onslaught at Comdex. And they re-

ceived an impressive reception, even

from the ranks of the quasi-brain-

washed. Ever) country in the free world

now has its own nationalist group of

clonemakers and they all stopped by,

it seems. The Iron Curtain is now repre-

sented by Communist China, by the

way. Its clone is called "The Great

Wall." An apt name indeed, for the en-

tire situation, I daresay.

As a result, a frequent query
squeaked from desert-dried throats in

the Atari booth: "Is it compatible.'"

Avid Atarians choked down the natural

response "Good Lord, who cares?" in

favor of "Real soon now." No reason to

trouble small minds with large con-

cepts. Yes. you can put training wheels

on a Honda Goldwing, too.

And top off your tux with a beanie

and propeller, if that's your thing.

Following arc some of the wares that

were on display at the show.

Personal/Professional Productivity

Timeworks (444 Lake Cook Rd..

Deerfield. II. 60015. (312) 948-9200)
was showing a collection of integrated

productivity programs for home and of-

rice. Word Writer ST offers onscreen

underlining, italics, boldface, light type,

subscripts, and superscripts; an inte-

grated outline processor: a cut and paste

function: SwiftKeys to convert multi-

key commands to a single stroke; online

prompting: a built-in print spooler;

three spelling checkers, and the usual

array of word processing functions.

$79,95.

Data ManagerS! includes full GEM
interfacing, a search feature that allows

you to cross-search categories to locale

a specific group of items, a sort feature,

graphics, math capability, and custom-

By JOHN J. ANDERSON

Atari hardware and

software producers provide

an oasis of excitement in

the big biue desert

i/ed reports. $79.95

SwiftCalc ST includes graphics, the

ability to print a spreadsheet sideways,

SI 92 rows and 256 columns, mathemat-
ical functions, financial analysis func-

tions, and the usual database storage

and retrieval capabilities. $79.95.

Mirrorsoft (74 Worship St.. London,
EC2A 2EN, England. 01-377-4645)

launched Fleet Sireel Editor and Fleet

Street Publisher, desktop publishing

programs for the ST. Editor is intended

for the novice user; text can be typed

into the program directly or imported

from a word processing program as an
ASCII file. Graphics can be created

with the program or cut from the sup-

plied clip-art library.

Fleet Street Publisher is designed for

the more experienced user, offering two
levels of complexity. Both levels allow

you to produce multiple-page docu-
ments with editable layouts, left- and
right-hand page orientation, sequential

and non-sequential columns, and more.

Also being shown was the long-await-

ed VIP Professional from ISD Market-
ing (2651 John St.. Unit 3. Markham.
ON. Canada L3R 2W5. (416) 479-

1880),

A Lotus 1-2-3 workalikc. VIP Pro-

fessional features "identical spread-

sheet, database, and grahies." AVKS
file compatibility, macro support, and
"identical menu command structure."

The program also boasts the GEM in-

terface, support for printers supported

by GEM, and the ability to view graphs

and a spreadsheet simultaneously. It

works on 520 and 1040 ST systems with

either color or monochrome display and
can be used with a hard disk drive.

$249.95.

I.-/. Calc was being demonstrated by

Royal Software (2160 W. llth Ave'.

Eugene, OR. (503) 683-5361). This

GEM -based spreadsheet offers 300 col-

umns by 999 rows, a built-in calculator,

a built-in sort routine, ten macros con-

trolled by function keys, a notepad,

split-screen capability, and on-line help

windows. $69.95.

Regent Software (7 131 Owens-
mouth. 45A, Canoga Park, CA 91303.

(SIX) 8X2-2800) was demonstrating
Regent Base. Regent Word II. Regent
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Accounting and Regent Pak.

Regent Base is a relational GEM da-

tabase with procedural language for ihe

ST. Designed tor small business and
home use, the program offers optional

modules for invoicing, accounts receiv-

able, checkbook balancing, general led-

ger, financial reporting, accounts pay-

able, el al.

Features o\' Regent Wont II include a

30,000-word spelling checker, built-in

mail merge facility, and support of 15

printers with btiili-in printer drivers.

Regent Pak combines Regent Word I

and Regent Spell in one package.

Regent Accounting is double-entry

accounting system for small businesses.
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ll includes accounts payable, accounts

receivable, general ledger, customized

financial reporting, and transaction au-

dit trails.

Graphics

Digital Vision (14 Oak St.. Ste. 2.

Need ham. MA 02 1 92. (01 7) 444-9040)

demonstrated the Computereyes Color

Video Digitizing System for Atari ST
computers, Computereyes is a slow-

scan device that captures images in full

color or black and while from any stan-

dard NTSC composite video source

(VCR. video camera, video disc, etc.)

The interface module plugs into the

cartridge port and supports all ST
graphics modes in a variety of image
formats. Brightness, contrast, and color

balance are calibrated automatically,

and images can be saved as files com-
patible with popular graphics packages,

including Neochrome and Degas.
$249.95.

Three companies were showing com-
puter-aided design programs for the

ST. Generic Software (8763 148th

N.E., Bldg. C. Redmond, WA 98052.

(S00) 228-3601 ) had FtrstCADD Atari

on display. An entry level two-dimen-

sional drafting and design package.

Firstt ADD is designed to help you cre-

ate flow charts, organizational charts,

graphs, presentations, forms, floor

HmeWOrkS WaS ShOWing a collection of integrated

productivity programs for home and office.

plans, elevations, product drawings,

and livers. $49.95.

Foresight Resources (932 Massachu-
setts. Lawrence. KS 66044. (913) 841-

1121) announced Drafix I for the Atari

ST. Features include automatic dimen-

sioning, snap mode, layering, and trans-

form/copy. Any item on the screen can

possess attributes, including any of 16

pen colors. 8 line types, 256 layers. 12

text fonts, and 32 point marker types.

Drafix provides infinite zoom capabili-

ties and allows up to eight views to be

saved for instantaneous recall. $249.00.

The Draftsman from World of Win-
dows ( P.O. Box 968. Orem. IT 84057

(801) 226-3270) offers lines, circles,

arcs, dimensioning, fills, lasers, text,

edit features, view controls, grids, and

borders. $99.95.

Music

As usual, the Hybrid Arts ( 1 1920 W.
Olympic Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90064.

(213) 826-3777) demonstration at-

tracted a great deal of attention. Atar-

ians and even owners of Brand X com-
puters seem to be fascinated by the

music-making potential of Atari ma-
chines

Hybrid Arts was demonstrating EZ-
Track ST, a 20-track polyphonic MIDI
recorder for the ST. The program al-

lows music to be recorded directly from

a MIDI keyboard in real lime or step

time, with a range of .5 to 480 beats per

minute, $65.

Fleet ronic Music Publishing House
(2210 Wilshire Blvd., Santa Monica.

CA 90403. (213)455-2025) also offers

a record/playback system for the ST.

Called Midiplay, it supports all 16

channels of MIDI information, includ-

ing velocity, both key and channel afier-

touch, pitch bend, program changes.

Lind all 128 MIDI controller. $49.95.

Metatrak from Midisoft ( P.O. Box
1000. Bellevuc, WA 98009. (206) 827-

0750) is billed as a "multi-track MIDI
recording studio for the Atari ST.*" The
program features real-time record/

playback. 32 polyphonic independently

controlled tracks. 30.000 notes per

song, an optional metronome, and
more. $99.00.

Beam Team (6100 Adeline St.. Oak-
land. CA 94608. (415) 658-3208) was
showing I ransform-.Xsyn a graphic

sound editor/librarian series for FB01.

DX. TX. JX, and CZ music synthesiz-

ers. The program, which simulates the

hardware musicians are accustomed to

using, offers a sound manager, a real-

time recorder, a sound editor, and a

R A M d i s k . Tra nsforn t - A'.u /; , says
Beam Team, is a sound/music design

system. $99.95.

Utilities

Intersect Software (3951 Sawvcr
Rd.. Ste. 108, Sarasota. FL 33583.

(813) 922-6244. (800) 826-0130) was
showing Interlink ST, a full-featured

telecommunications program, which
includes autodial: xmodem. xmodem
ere, telink. and ASCII file transfers:

customized character translation ta-

bles: 48-line display: online help; and
record /pi ay back. The program takes

full advantage of GFM, and Intersect

modestly insists that il represents "the

next generation in telecommunica-
tions." $39.95.

MaxPak from Softwerx (P.O. Box
71118, Murray. FT 84107. (801) 272-

5623) includes a high speed print spool-

er: a "primer enhancer: a program that

calculates algebraic expressions; a pro-

gram thai prints out documents, pro-

gram listings, and lists: a digital clock;

macro keys: a RAMdisk:a screen saver;

and access to the ST extended character

set. $49.95.

Backup from MichTron (576 S. Tele-

graph. Pontiac, Ml 48053. (313) 334-

5700) duplicates the contents of your
hard disk drive on floppy disks and lets

you restore the floppy backups to the

hard drive after an accident. "Intelli-

gent" routines give you the option of
making full backups of the entire drive,

backups of only newly created or modi-
fied files, or backups by date. $39.95.B
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Welcome to Question Mark.
That's mc— Mark Jansen—
Consumer Technical Sup-

port representative for Atari. Each

month. I answer hundreds of letters and

calls requesting information about

Atari hardware and software prod-

ucts—questions ranging from the sim-

ple to the obscure. Starting with this

issue of Explorer, I'll be taking the most

commonly asked questions and provid-

ing clear, usable answers in this space.

If you have a question (or a handy lip)

regarding Atari computers, send it to

me at: Atari (U.S.) Corp., Attn: Ques-

tion Mark. P.O. Box 61657, Sunnyvale.

CA 940XH.

Q I have heard that there will be a

new release of ST Basic. What
new features will it have'.'

AThe new ST Basic runs faster,

takes up less memory, and al-

lows easy access to the ST oper-

ating system. Calls to the BIOS.
X B IOS .'( i EM DOS. A ES. a nd VD I a re

all relatively simple to make. The new

version also has a vastly improved float-

ing-point math package for greater nu-

meric accuracy.

Qln ST Basic, if I list a program

several times, the list window
tends to get cluttered, and when

I move around. I'm never sure if I'm

looking at the latest listing. Is there a

way to eliminate all but the latest list-

ing, to clear up this confusion?

A Yes. Simply tvpe.

CLEARW I <RF:TURN>
LIST<RETURN>

This will first clear the list window . then

list the current version of the program.

Ql have an ST with a mono-
chrome monitor. Sometimes,
when I load the Control Panel

or a graphics program (particularly De-

gas). I get six, widely-spaced, vertical,

black bars on mv monitor. What should

I do?

ATake your computer to an au-

thorized service center. There,

they will perform diagnostics on

the machine, determine the cause of

your problem, and repair it as quickly as

possible.

Atari's Technical Support guru

answers your questions

about Atari computers

Question

Mark

By MARK JANSEN

Ql have an ST with a mono-
chrome monitor. The image on

the screen seems to "jitter" up
and down. What causes this and how
can I correct it?

AThis is caused by having a color

monitor or the ST power sup-

plies too close to the monch-

rome monitor. It can also be caused by

other large power supplies being too

close to the monochrome monitor. Turn
off the color monitor and move the pow-

er supplies as far away from the unit as

possible.

Ql tried reading disks from a new
IBM portable on the ST and
they read fine. I can also read

disks from a Data General One. I can't

read disks formatted on an ST with ci-

ther the IBM or the DG. Why not?

AThere are some slight incom-

patibilities between the two
floppy disk formats. If you want

to transfer files between the two. format

the disks on the DG or the IBM.

Ql have heard rumors about an

upcoming "Blittcr"" graphics

coprocessor for the ST. What
will it do and will I be able to put one in

my machine?

AAtari is developing a graphics

coprocessor for the ST which
will increase the speed of ani-

mation and other operations requiring

memory moves. For example, when you
move a window, you are actually mov-
ing the contents of RAM memory
around, so this will speed up in a blitter-

equipped machine. Planned as a ser-

vice-center upgrade to current ma-
chines, the blittcr will eventually be

included in a future machine as a stan-

dard feature. The blittcr should be fin-

ished in the first quarter of 1987.

Q With the current version of ST
Basic, can I send or receive data

with the RS-232 serial port?

A Yes. You must first be sure you
have set the baud rate correctly,

both on your ST and on the de-

vice (modem, printer, etc.) at the other

end of the connection. On the ST, you

do this by clicking on the Set RS-232
Config. desk accessory and selecting the

baud rate you want. Make sure that

both the ST and the unit you are com-
municating with are set to the same
baud rate. Once you have done thai, you

are all set to send and receive data, us-

ing the INP and OUT statements in ST
Basic. To send a byte out to the RS-232
port, use

OUT 1,X

where X is a value from to 255. To
send a character, the statement

OUT l.ASC(CS)
can be used. The expression ASC(C$)
evaluates to the ASC 1 1 code of the char-

acter stored in C$. To accept input from

the RS-232 port, you must first check

that a byte is available. Use the state-

ment
S= INP(-l)

which will set S to-1 if a byte of data is

waiting at the port, and (zero) other-

wise. If S equals -I, input the actual

data using the statement

X = INP(l) AND255.
The l\P function returns a two-byte

value from the port; your data occupy

the lower byte. The expression AND
255 serves to "mask off the useless

high byte, so that only valid data arc

stored in X. To input data directly into a

string variable, use a statement like

C$ = CHR$(INP(1) AND 255).
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QWhcn I try to load some disk

programs on my XL or XE
computer, I get a message say-

ing "remove cartridge." even though

the cartridge slot is empty. What's
wrong?

A Older Atari computers, like

the 400 and 800. require a sepa-

rate Basic cartridge, whereas

the XL and XL have Basic built-in. To
retain full compatibility with older ma-
chines, this built-in Basic is designed to

mimic a cartridge when it is enabled. It

is this phantom Basic cartridge that

your programs want you to remove. To
do so. simply hold down the OPTION key

when booting. Keep holding it down un-

til the disk drive "busy" light comes on.

and the program will load correctly

.

QWhal is the most current ver-

sion oi 8-bil Atari DOS? How
can I get it?

A The latest Atari DOS is ver-

sion 2.5. which works in all

Atari 1 050 disk drives and some
third-party drives. If you received DOS
3 with your drive, you can gel DOS 2.5

free of charge by sending your original

DOS 3 disk, along with a letter request-

ing DOS 2.5. to: Atari Customer Rela-

tions. Attn: DOS 3 Upgrade. P.O. Box

61657. Sunnyvale. CA 94088. You will

receive DOS 2.5 and a mini-manual ex-

plaining its use. Please do not send your

DOS 3 manuals.

Ql have heard that hundreds o(

programs are available for my
Atari free of charge. Where can

I find these?

A These programs, known as

"public domain software" be-

cause their authors have decid-

ed to distribute them free of copyright

restriction, are available from dealers,

user groups, BBSs, and from Atari.

Check first with your dealer. Some
dealers have a large selection of public

domain software available, yours for

the price of a disk. Most user groups

maintain libraries of public domain ma-
terial, which is usually available for

around $5 a disk or so. With a modem
(What are you wailing for? The
XM30I retails for under S50!) you can

call public Bulletin Board Services and

download public domain programs for

the price of a phone call.

Atari maintains a 24-hour BBS in

Sunnyvale. CA. at (408) 745-5308.
There is no charge for this service, ex-

cept what you pay Ma Bell. The Atari

Base BBS is also an excellent place to

communicate wiih other users and to

ask questions of Atari staffers, myself
included. Atari-specific sections of

commercial information services like

CompuServe and BIX also maintain li-

braries of public domain material,

though their membership and connect
charges tend to boosi the price of "free"

software a bit compared with the other

sources mentioned.

Q I have a 600XL computer. Can
I use a disk drive?

A The Atari 600X1. computer
contains 16k of RAM. which is

not enough to use a disk drive.

For S35. vou can exchange your 600XL
for an 800XL with 64K of RAM
more than enough memory for disk-

based programs. Send your 600XL.
along with a check or money order for

$35 and a letter requesting an 800XL
to: Atari Customer Product Service.

390 Caribbean Dr.. Door # I 7. Sunny-

vale. CA 94089.

STAR RAIDERS

The Classic Game for Your ST

Is Now Available

ATARI ST COMPUTER SOFTWARE

To order, send check, money order,

or VISA/MasterCard number (including

expiration date) to:

Atari Bonanza, Dept. J.F.

P.O. Box 61657

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Shipping and handling (under $50.

add $2.50; over $50, add $5.00)

No COD's, please.

California residents, add 7% sales tax.

Outside USA, add $10 for shipping.

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

DS5019
DS5026
DS5004
DS5034
RS5035
DS5029

ST Star Raiders (color monitor required)

Joust (color monitor required)

DB Master One
dBMan

VT- 100 Emulator

1ST Word (1.06)

ST EXTRAS

SF354 Single Sided Disk Drive

SMM804 80 CPS Dot Matrix Printer

CO70263 Ribbon for the SMM804
C026224 Blank Disks, 3.5" Double Sided (box of 5)

$ 29.95

$ 29.95

$ 49.95

$149.95

$ 39.95

$ 49.95

$199.95

$229.95

$ 12.95

$ 16.95
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PROGRAMMING!

TryThis!
Extended Precision Arithmetic: How to do

calculations with 100 digits of accuracy

By DAVID H. AHL

Try
this with your pocket calcula-

tor: clear all entries and press the

number 2. the multiplication

key. the number 2, and the equal key.

Continue to press the equal key and
count how many times you can press it

before an error is indicated on the dis-

play. A calculator with the usual eight-

digit display will normally show an er-

ror on the 26th key press, i.e., 2 raised to

the 26th power. A calculator with a ten-

digit display will show an error on the

33rd key press.

Some calculators will then allow you

to press the CE key (clear entry) and

continue the doubling process, moving

the decimal point appropriately. You
then lose the least significant digits

from the right side of the number. This,

of course, is what your computer does

automatically when you manipulate

large numbers using a floating point

package. For most calculations, this

procedure of retaining only the most

significant digits (usually six or seven)

is quite appropriate.

On the other hand, there may be

times when it is desirable to perform

calculations to a greater degree of preci-

sion. Financial institutions, for exam-
ple, arc not in the habit of rounding off

balances in accounts when they exceed

$9,909,999. Likewise, scientists may
well want to calculate the value of a

factorial to more than 7 or 1 6 (double

precision for most computers) places.

And if you tried some of the compound-
ing problems in the last issue, you may
well have run into trouble computing
the answers we gave unless you were

familiar with extended precision arith-

metic.

Thanks and a tip of the hat to

Walter Koetke whose article in Cre-

ative Computing in 1975 provided a

basis for this article.

Extended precision arithmetic refers

to any technique that retains every sin-

gle digit of a calculation. Some lan-

guage compilers— most notably ones

like Cobol which are used for financial

calculations— retain as many as 24 dig-

its. However, languages like Basic and
Pascal even in double precision

mode- rarely retain more than 17 dig-

its. However, you can write software

routines in any language that will retain

an arbitrarily large number of digits of

accuracy.

An extended precision arithmetic

routine for multiplying numbers can be

illustrated by computing factorials.

Once you see how it works, you can

apply the method to other calculations.

You will recall that a factorial (N!)

for any integer greater than zero is de-

fined as:

N!= N*(N-l)*(N-2)... 1

A simple program to compute the

factorial of any entered value is as fol-

lows:

LIST
10 INPUT N
20 F-l
30 FOR M-l TO N
40 F=M»F
50 NEXT M
60 PRINT N; "factorial =-";F

RUN
? 5

5 factorial 120

RUN
? 12
12 factorial - 4.790016E+08

If only six significant digits are avail-

able, the results of this program are

subject to roundoff error for all values

of N greater than II. Moreover, be-

cause most computers— and practically

all Basic interpreters— have an upper

limit of between I0 1S and 10w , all of

them run out of capacity for evaluating

factorials when N exceeds some value

between 30 and 69. However, using ex-

tended precision arithmetic, we can ex-

tend those limits to whatever extreme
we wish.

To compute factorials more accu-

rately we need an algorithm for accu-

rate multiplication. Actually, the most

logical algorithm to use is simply the

one we use when multiplying numbers
with pencil and paper.

Consider multiplying 8 X 257. We
begin by multiplying 8 times 7. The
product is 56, but we write down only

the 6 and carry the 5. After next multi-

plying 8 times 5. we add the carried

value (5) to the product (40) and obtain

45. Again we write down only the 5 and
carry the 4. which is then added to the

next'product (8X2 + 4 = 20). In other

words, after each multiplication, we
write down the units digit and carry the

digits that remain.

To write a program using this algo-

rithm, we need to separate the units

digit from the carried part. If P is the

product o\~ two numbers, the carry (C)
equals the integer value of P divided by

10, and the units digit (U) equals the

decimal remainder, i.e..

C = INT(P/10)
U = P-10*C
This algorithm can be employed in a

program to compute factorials (see

Listing I ). The factorial is represented

by the subscripted value F. while D is

the total number of digits in the answer.

As it is dimensioned, the program will

compute factorials of up to 50 digits.

LIST
10 DIM F(S0)
20 D-50
30 FOR 1-1 TO D : F ( I ) =0 : NEXT I

40 PRINT "N-"; : INPUT N
50 P(l)-1
60 POR M-l TO N
70 OO
80 FOR 1-1 TO D-l
90 F(I)-F(I)*M+C
100 C-INT(F(I)/10)
110 F(I)-F(I)-10*C
120 NEXT I

130 NEXT M
140 FOR I-D TO 1 STEP-1
180 PRINT F(I)

;

160 NEXT I

RUN
M-? 500000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000120
RUN
H-? 4000 U 159152832478977343480112695961168942

Listing!.
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The hcari of the program is in Lines

90, 100, and 1 10. The product of ihc two

integers is calculated and added to the

previous carry in Line 90. The next car-

ry is calculated in Line 100, and the

units digit is calculated in Line 1 10. If

you understand these three lines, you
understand the fundamental idea of ex-

tended precision multiplication.

In this program, all the leading digits

(zeros) of the product are printed. This

isn't wrong, but it looks peculiar. Before

reading further, enter this program and

try to make a few improvements. In

particular, can you eliminate the lead-

ing zeros? Can you increase the number
of digits in the product? And can you
print the answer with no spaces between

the digits? Lastly, can you improve the

speed of the program?

Improving the Program

Increasing the number of digits in the

product is quiite simple. To do so, we
increase the dimensioned value of F in

Line 10 and increase the value of D in

Line 20. The maximum number of dig-

its is the largest integer that your com-
puter or Basic interpreter will handle,

usually 32.768 more than enough for

any sane person.

Eliminating the leading zeros is best

done with a flag, say S. which indicates

whether a non-zero value has been cal-

culated. As long as the flag remains

clear (equal to zero) nothing will be

printed, but as soon as a value is greater
|

than zero, everything thereafter is

printed. Note Lines 145, 148, and 155,

which add the flag routine to the previ-

ous program.

140 FOR I=D TO 1 STEP-l
145 IF F(I)>0 THEN 150
148 IF S-0 THEN 160
150 PRINT F(I)

;

155 S=l
160 NEXT I

RUN
N-? 5

12

Eliminating the space between the

numbers is not quite so easy. Actually.it

is no problem at all for Atari 8-bit users,

as Atari S-bit Basic docs not insert extra

spaces. However, ST Basic (and most

others) automatically inserts a leading

space before all printed numbers for a

possible minus sign and a trailing space

for readability. We can easily eliminate

the trailing space by using the function

STR$(X). but that still leaves the lead-

ing space. To get rid of it, we must use

the RIGHTS function combined with

the STR$ function as shown in Line

I 50.

150 PRINT RIGHTS | STRS (F(I> ), 1)

;

RUN
N-? 20
2 4 32 90200817 6640000

You undoubtedly noticed, if you tried

the program with any values over I 5 or

20. that it is very slow. This is because
the program always multiplies each in-

teger in the calculation (I through N)
by each of the variables F( 1 ) through

F(D-I ). Thus when N = 100 and D =
50. the compulation loop is repealed

100 x 49 = 4900 times. Fven when N =
5, the loop is repeated 5 X 49 = 245

limes; that is a great deal of excess work
just to calculate 5X4X3X2X1. If

you increase the value of D to 200 or

more to allow for larger calculations,

the computation time will increase pro-

portionately, yet the results will be ex-

actly the same.

These excessive computations can be

eliminated by the use of a pointer, a very

important concept in programming. Es-

sentially, we will use another variable,

say P. to point at the left-most non-zero

digit in the product. Wc will then multi-

ply each of the integers I through N by

each of the variables F( I ) through

F(P). When N = 5. this procedure re-

duces the number of repetitions of the

compulation loop from 245 to 6, or

more than 97%. For larger values of D,

the reduction is even greater, although

as N approaches D, the savings will be

less.

To employ a pointer in our factorial

program, wc start by setting P = I, i.e.,

we assume the calculation has a one-

digit result. We then multiply each of

the integers 1 through N by each of the

variables F( 1 ) through F(P).Todothis.

we change Line 80 to read FOR I = I

TO P. The pointer does not alter the

multiplication calculations, but after

the NEXT I in Line 1 20, we must exam-
ine the carry to sec if the result has more
lhan P digits and if pointer is to be

incremented. If the carry is non-zero,

wc increment the pointer, perform the

carry, and repeat the procedure. If the

carry is zero, wc can drop through to the

NEXT M in Line 130. Finally, because

the product contains exactly P digits, wc
can change the limits on the print loop

in Line 1 40 and eliminate the lines that

check for leading zeros.

The modified program- which will

handle some very large factorials in-

EXCBSSIVB computations

can be eliminated by the use of

a pointer, very important

concept in programming.

deed appears as Listing 2. Additional

improvements arc still possible, but wc
leave it to you to discover them.

Continued on page 48.

10 DIM F( 100)
20 D-100
30 FOR 1=1 TO D : F(I)-0 : NEXT I

40 PRINT "N-"; : INPUT N
50 Fll)=»l : P-l
60 FOR M-l TO N
70 C-0
80 FOR 1-1 TO P
90 F(I)-F(I) »M+C
100 C-INT(F(I)/10)
110 P(I)-F(I)-10»C
120 NEXT I

122 IF C-0 THEN 130
123 P-P+l
124 F(P)=C
125 C-INT(F(P)/10)
126 P(P)-F(P)-10»C
127 GOTO 122
130 NEXT M
140 FOR I-P TO 1 9TEP-1
150 PRINT RIGHT$(3TR$(F(I) ) .1)

;

160 NEXT I

RUN
N-7
120

RUN
N-? 16
1307674368000

RUN
N-? 30
265252859612191068636308480000000

Listing 2.

5UW3B0rtCE.
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Now that you have a computer,

how do you turn it into a useful system

job you want it to do?

Atari Solutions
By STEVE MORGENSTEHN

Lucky you! You have a brand new
Atari computer. To help you get

the most out of it as Atari Ex-
plorer has pledged to do, we present

here hints and suggestions to help you
build a complete Atari system for appli-

cations ranging from business to graph-

ics to education and beyond.
The first question all new computer-

ists must answer can come from your

next-door neighbor, your Aunt Mil-

dred, or your own spouse, and you may
hear it as soon as you open the box or

months later. But at some point, some-

body will lean over your shoulder and

say "Gee. it looks like a real nice com-
puter, but what are you going to use it

for?"

We're sure you can handle that ques-

tion with hardly a second thought. By
the time you finish listing all the imme-
diate and potential applications— word

processing, education, graphics, music,

financial management, games, and so

on and so on— your questioner will stag-

ger away, eyes glazed, and you can get

back to your machine.

The second question is tougher. That
is the one you ask yourself when you are

alone again: "How do I get the comput-

er to do all that stuff?"

Your computer is basically just a tool

that takes information and reshapes it

in interesting ways. Computers are

unique when compared with other com-
mon tools, because they can be used in

so many different ways. However, they

arc identical toother tools in one impor-
tant respect—a computer does not work
all by itself.

The computer equivalent of the nails,

plywood, and building plans you use

with your hammer are the additional

hardware and software designed for the

specific computer tasks you want to

tackle. Luckily, Atari computers have a

wealth of capabilities built in. and top-

quality software and hardware are

available— often at less cost than simi-

lar products for other systems. Select-

ing the wrong software and hardware,

though, can boost both your investment

and your frustration level. Let's look at

some ways to ensure that you make the

right choice the first time out.

The Question of Compatibility

The primary consideration in setting

up a computer system that actually ac-

complishes something is to make sure

the component parts— computer, peri-

pherals, software, and you (the most
important component)—can all get

along.

For example, you want to make sure

that the monitor you select is compati-
ble with your Atari computer system, so

it can display the video information

your computer produces. Any TV set

will work with an Atari 1 30XE comput-
er, using the antenna adapter provided

with the system. For your ST computer,

however, you will be making at least one
choice right off the mark—do you buy a

monochrome monitor (providing a

high-resolution, black and white dis-

play) or an RGB unit (for low- and me-
dium-resolution displays in full color)?

On the surface, this choice is simple:

Atari makes both high-resolution
monochrome and RGB color monitors
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Decide what kind of a

computer user you are and what

kind you are likely to become.

specifically for the ST line, so hardware

compatibility is assured either way.

But what about software'.' Although
most packages work equalh well in

monochrome and color, some signifi-

cant and popular programs require one

or the other. Are these the programs

you will be using? Do you have any

special physical requirements suscep-

tibilitv lo eyestrain, for example— that

might be accommodated belter by one

choice or I he other?

Deciding on a printer can be even

trickier. Printers come in several variet-

ies from many different manufacturers

(including Atari) and offer a diverse

array of features. Unfortunately, there

is no comprehensive list of Atari-com-

patible printers, so be sure that the man-
ufacturer or your dealer can guarantee

compatibility before you buy.

Most people choose a dot matrix

printer for day-to-day work. These

printers (the Atari XMM80I and
SMM804 are examples) form letters

out of groups of dots. Some dot matrix

printers can produce text of very high

quality (known as near letter quality or

A I.Q), as well as high-resolution graph-

ics. Others like the Okimate 20 from

Okidata can produce top-notch color

printouts, but are unsuitable for heavy

duty text output.

For higher quality printouts, there

are additional choices. Daisywheel
printers work much like electric type-

writers, striking the paper with a fully-

formed letter shape on a rotating wheel,

but they print at a much slower rate

than dot matrix printers and cannot

print high-resolution graphics.

Laser printers offer exceptional print

quality for both text and graphics, but

prices are still quite high the least ex-

pensive runs about £2000. A third

choice, for professional-quality print-

outs of line drawings, is a plotter, a

device that moves an actual pen across

the pnper.

How do you choose? Again, the ques-

tion is one of insuring that the printer

will work with your computer; that its

capabilities are consistent with the

kinds of applications you intend to tac-

kle (both now and in the future): that it

is compatible with the programs and

materials you use most (some printers

can't accept a single sheet of letterhead

or address an envelope, for example):

and that it is in keeping with your per-

sonal taste and the limitations of your

pocket book.

If you want toeommunicate with oth-

er computer systems over telephone

lines, you will need a modem. Again, the

question of compatibility arises. Which
modems will work with my computer?
With m> telecommunications soft-

ware? With my phone lines?

These arc hard questions, and getting

the answers right can mean the differ-

ence between compromise and real sat-

isfaction with your Atari system. To
prevent mishap, you must (as we say in

New York) "get yourself an attitude."

Steps to a Winning Attitude

• Consider your Atari system a long-

term investment. Add peripherals and
software after calm, careful delibera-

tion don't buy on impulse and regret

at leisure. Nor should you, on the other

hand, hesitate to spend where necessary

to get the capabilities that you want or

need. A properly outfitted Atari system

can save you hundreds of hours per

year, paying for itself many times over

in increased productivity.

•Think of applications first— in as

much detail as possible: then buy peri-

pherals and software to suit. By doing

things in this order, you will be more
likely to discover products that will tru-

ly serve your needs. Sometimes, you will

discover that the way you have envi-

sioned a particular application conflicts

with the methods offered by existing

software and hardware. If this happens,

don't be afraid to re-think your applica-

tion on the basis of new information.

• Know your limitations, and accept

them. Decide what kind of a computer
user you arc and what kind you are

likely to become; then follow the appro-

priate tack. If you are primarily a dab-

bler, just trying the computer experi-

ence on for size, just relax. A minimum
investment of time and money will let

you experiment in a number of applica-

tion areas.

If you area business or "power user,"

comfortable with computers and com-
mitted to making your Atari an effec-

tive productivity tool, you should proba-

bly spend a little more money up front to

evaluate a variety of competing alterna-

tives and decide rapidly and efficiently

what tools you need.

If you are a hacker at heart, time is no

object. Beyond a basic system, your ini-

tial investment should probably be in

documentation, programming lan-

guages, and the other fundamental tools

you need to "roll your own."

•Cultivate a relationship with your

dealer. Atari dealers are plugged in to

all sorts of information, both from Atari

Corp. and from third-party suppliers of
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Atari-compatible hardware and soft-

ware. They are usually eager to help you
make the right decisions about your sys-

tem, and some have very strong and

valuable opinions. Most will let you try

out new software and hardware releases

before j ou buy t he best assura ncc you

can have that you are getting what you
want- and main provide continuing

support for the products they sell.

•Gel "plugged in" yourself. Join a

local Atari user group and take advan-

tage of the mass of experience and sup-

port such groups provide. Users group

members are often privy to inside infor-

mation, receiving word on new products

(and sometimes the products them-

selves) months before the general public-

real i/es they are available.

Often, loo. groups sponsor equipment

and supply cooperatives, evaluating and
purchasing products in quantity at dis-

count prices. And user groups are al-

ways a resource of information, new
ideas, and jusi plain fun.

Frequently, having the proper atti-

tude, knowing what kind of user you

are. having your applications straight,

and cultivating the right sources of in-

formation will make certain kinds of

problems disappear.

For example, you can use a wide-

carriage Epson (or other C'entronies-

compatible parallel dot matrix printer)

with an Atari I30XE. However, you
will need an interface to set up a com-
munications channel between the com-
puter and the primer, and this interface

will have to be set up according to cer-

tain technical specifications before it

can exploit the special features of the

printer. Software may also have to be

adjusted or configured to work with the

printer.

While most self-respecting hackers

and competent power users can perform
these operations, they do take lime. If

you don'i have ihc time, or if you are a

more casual user who doesn't anticipate

needing the wider carriage and higher

speed of the Epson, there is an alterna-

tive a "path of least resisiance." Ata-

ri's own XMM80I standard-carriage

dot matrix printer plugs right into the

130X1:— no interface required -and
works with most standard software.

Many users will find il a safe and suffi-

cient choice.

Resources Aplenty

Where can you go for specific, up-lo-

ihe-minule answers lo questions on

compatibility and desirability of hard-

ware and software? As mentioned

Atari computers are blessed with perhaps the

most enthusiastic users in the world.

above, Atari owners have rich resources

to draw on. Alan computers are blessed

with perhaps the most enthusiastic us-

ers in the world.

That mav sound like hype, but as

someone who started out in computing
several years ago with an Atari 800 and
has gone on lo work with several other

systems. I am constantly amazed at the

level of commitment and expertise

found in the Atari user community.
These arc people who latch onto a

system, whether a member of the resil-

ient X-bit line or one of the powerful ST
computers, and learn everything there

is to know about it. squeezing every

ounce of performance out of the ma-
chine Not only are they extraordinarily

knowledgeable, the) are also happy to

share their knowledge with others, en-

thusiastically welcoming newcomers
into the Atari fraternity.

Man\ of these Atari devotees have

banded together in user groups, spread

across the counlrj and around the

world, which meet periodically to dis-

cuss recent releases and discoveries,

trade tips and public domain (uncopy-

righted) software, and generally enjoj

the common interest they share. The
odds are excellent that there is an Atari

user group in your area to find out.

call Atari's user uroup information

number. (40X) 745-2021. and talk to

Sandi Austin.

And while we're on the subject of

telephones, there are main phone-

based "user groups" open lo anyone
who has a modem hooked up to his com-
puter. The experience is very similar to

an in-person user group meeting

—

questions and comments, expert advice,

and public domain software available

for downloading over the phone.

Some of these Atari Special Interest

Groups (Sl(is) may be part of a larger

ATTEN DOWN THE HATCHES
WORLD WAR II SUBMARINE SIMULATION

Control speed, depth, heading,

periscope and weapons

Perform multiple

mission assignments

Choose from 10

difficulty levels

• Defensive/offensive enemy maneuvers
• Use navigational aids for enemy tracking

Available on Apple lie oi He 128K. IBM 178K. Macintosh 128K

(Macintosh Plus compatible). Commodore 64K_ Alan SI. and soon

available on Amiga

Spectrum
HoioBytelnc

050 WALNUT, SUITE 325

BOULDER. CO 80302

I3U3I 443-0191

Compuln. Inc IBM, Commodou 64.

Commodof* fledrnnics limited
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information sen tie like CompuServe
or ihe Source, while others are run as

independent computer Bulletin Board

Systems ( BBSs) by organizations, deal-

ers, and individuals.

Atari even runs its own multiline

BBS. Ataribase— (408) 745-5308—
and has a list of other boards you can

call, as well. You usually need only one
number to gel started; virtually every

computer bulletin board includes an ex-

tensive listing of other numbers vou can

call.

Atari-specific magazines (like Atari

Explorer, if you will permit us a mo-
ment of unabashed self-approbation)

provide timely and accurate informa-

tion gathered from a variety of sources,

review products, and feature tutorials,

columns, and other material designed to

help you get the most out of your Atari

computer. Most magazines contain a

mix of features some aimed at begin-

ners, some at more advanced users.

some at 8-bil Atari owners, and some
for the ST. in equal proportions.

Recommendations

To gel you started on the right fool in

configuring a complete Atari system,

we spoke with several experienced Atari

computer users from various user

groups across the country and asked for

recommendations on hardware and
software solutions for tackling particu-

lar computer projects. Here are their

expert opinions.

Education

Steve Tearlc. a teacher at Richmond
Elementary School in Dade County,
FL. has extensive experience with both

the XF and ST computer lines in an

educational selling, lie describes his

uork with Atari computers as follows:

"For teaching programming, I much
prefer the Atari to any other system.

Atari Logo for ihe S-bit machines is the

best Logo out there no ifs, ands, or

buls. It supports a lot of commands—
especially in sound and graphics that

other Logos can't even touch. That goes

for ihe ST Logo. too. And ST Basic

supports sound and graphics commands
that virtually no other microcomputer
offers. Teaching sound and graphics in

Basic on the Atari is a pleasure.

"We're setting up a pilot program
with the art department now. using

Atari ST computers. Okimate 20 color

printers, and a range of graphics soft-

ware. We plan lo start the kids on
Neochrotne, Atari's own paint pro-

gram. I hen move them into Degas ( Bat-

teries Included) for more advanced

work. Degas Elite is a more complex

package, so we'll try it with the gifted

children.

"Educational software is getting

harder to find, but It's there if you look

for it. We use Math Blaster (Davidson

& Associates) a lot. along with much of

the software from MECC (Minnesota

Educational Computing Consortium),

including those classic simulations, Or-

egon Trail and Lemonade Stand.

"For educators, the software basics

for an ST system include Basic. Logo.

.\eochronie. and 1ST Word for word
processing that's enough lo keep stu-

dents busy for quite a while.""

Business Graphics

Jim I lood has set up a business called

I loodwink in Oakland. CA. which turns

out presentation graphics for clients us-

ing Atari S-bit and ST computers. He
uses a variety of software lo create ihe

images and text he wants,

"I've done slides on everything from

Graphic Master ( Datasoft) on the S-bil

machines up through Easy Draw (Mi-

Graph) on the ST. What I mainly look

for are programs that give me nice,

clean fonts nol necessarily fancy

things, but fonts that I consider nice-

looking."

One useful tool Jim employs for add-

ing graphic images to his work, for busi-

nessand for pleasure, is ComputerEyes,
an inexpensive digitizer from (Digital

Vision) thai uses a video camera to cap-

ture an image and feed it into the com-
puter. "During the Sialue of Liberty

craze I created a picture of the statue

holding up the Atari symbol, and in-

stead of a book, she has an Atari com-
puter tucked under one arm. I digitized

an original picture, then transferred it

from the S-bit lo ihe 16-bit and spent

some time redoing ii all using Degas
graphics software."

Another neat irick Jim uses lo get

graphic images into his computer is to

project a slide onto his computer moni-

tor, then trace around it using a drawing

program. "If it's on the S-bit. I use the

KoalaPad (Koala Technologies) with

Microiliustrator software, or I use the

mouse and Degas on the ST. I get an

outline that way, and then go in and do

the coloring and modifying from that.

My wife says that's cheating, but I like

ihe results."

Jim let us in on an ingenious tech-

nique he uses to transform ihe on-screen

image he creates into a slide ready for

projection. He prints the image on a dot

matrix printer, then shoots the printout

with a 35mm camera and Kodak S0279
film, a special film used for making
slides from negatives. "By using differ-

ent color paper and ribbons you can get

different color backgrounds and type. I

usually use orange paper and a black

ribbon Shooting it with this film gives

me a slide with white letters on a blue

background. Sometimes. I'll use differ-

ent colored ribbons in multiple passes

on the printer. Red. blue, and black rib-

bons give me yellow, green, and white

lettering."

CAD (Computer-Aided Design)

'The development of CAD on the

Atari ST system has importance that

goes beyond bounds of Ataridom as a

viable alternative for the architectural

office, or any other drafting profession

in providing a low-cost workstation. I'm

looking at being able to set up a com-
plete, freestanding workstation for un-

der $3500 right now."

The speaker is Jack Durre. a profes-

sional architect who uses his ST "S to 10

hours a day. every day— I don't even

take weekends off." He gets plenty of

use out of Ihe system in his professional

life, as editor of "Atari Journal." a

monthly 24-28 page magazine that

grew out of ihe Dade Alari User Group
(DAUCi).and as a fervent tclecommun-

icalor.

Jack's system consists of a 520ST.
two double-sided drives, and mono-
chrome and color monitors. "Original-

ly, the monochrome simply sat on the

shelf and I used the color for all my text

work and everything, but lately I've

grown very attached to the high-resolu-

tion of the monochrome in the CAD
programs I've been using, so now I use

that for the lexi work, too."

Jack is enthusiastic about ST Writer,

a popular public domain word process-

ing program for the ST. He uses it for

his billing and letters, and to prepare the

magazine. "It allows me to do multiple

columns, and I find it faster than any of

the others."

Jack is also very pleased with his

NEC P6 Pinwriter printer, a 24-pin dot

matrix printer he calls "the poor man's

laser printer. It offers a higher resolu-

tion than a laser printer -360 x 360

dois per inch, as opposed to the laser

printer standard of 300 x 300 dpi."

Jack sees Drafix I (Foresight Re-
sources) as "the leader, all the way
around" in the current crop of CAD
software, but uses other programs for

specific purposes. X'AD 3D from Antic
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Software is a very handy visualization

tool, and will be much more so with the

additions (program author) Tom Hud-
son is making to it now adding real

world sealing and a Tew other features.

CAD 3D is great because it allows you

to visualize a general shape. particular-

Is for people who can't think in three

dimensions.

"Degas is a really useful tool for pre-

sentation purposes. First CAD from Ge-
neric Software is not necessarily for the

architect, but is great for the business

professional who wants to do a little

graphics work in the office.

"Easy Draw is another powerful de-

sign program. It is difficult to master,

but it does do certain things that no
other program does yet. particularly for

presentations. I use that in mv business

right now. for title blocks and things of

that sort."'

While his ST can't replace hand
drawing in his architectural practice

yet. its capabilities are growing steadily.

""I can ease them into my practice: it's

not as though I have io stop drawing
with a pencil altogether and move over

to the computer today. I can jump back

and forth and increase the si/e of the

workload thai my computer is taking as

time goes on."

Business Management

David (iroves bought an 8-bit Atari

in 1 980. "mostly for Star Raiders and

the other games. I also thought that I

could probably use the Basic language
for some business purpose or other."

In fact, he has become an expert on

Atari use in the business environment,

having used both XH and ST machines
in his work as a mortgage banker. Not
only does he know his stuff, he is avail-

able to share his knowledge with anyone
who has access to the CompuServe In-

formation Service. You will find him
(along with other Atari gurus, including

Degas&ulhor, Tom Hudson) on-line al-

most every night in his role as Senior

System Operator for the Atari ST Spe-

cial Interest Group.
Dave has brought the power of the 8-

bit Atari line to bear on the task of

preparing escrow analyses. "In escrow

analysis, basically you take the amount
of money the customer has on deposit

and determine the amount needed to

cover taxes and insurance in the coming
year; you then determine whether the

principal amount is short or excessive.

"We had about 250 borrowers, and
were doing the job manually. I the

switched to Data Perfect and Letter

AtaH iS Committed to helping you get the most out of

your Atari computer system.

Perfect (I. .IK Software), and for about

$600 I was able to do these escrow ana-

lyses b\ computer and send very com-
plete reports to all mv borrowers.

'"

While the bank has moved on to a

networked computer system. Dave uses

an Atari ST for the work he brings

home and reports excellent results. He
recently prepared some graphics using

an IBM system and a laser printer at his

office. He then took them home and
entered the figures into his ST. using

VIP Professional to produce charts and
Degas to retouch them before printing

on a Panasonic 1091 dot matrix printer.

"When I showed both sets of graphics

to the chairman of the board prior to the

board meeting, he much preferred the

printouts I had created with the ST sys-

tem."

Dave feels that the software now
available for the ST makes it a very

solid business tool, "lor m\ use. I'm

very happy with VIP Professional.

DBMan. and ST Writer. SI Writer has

a real nice price, being free, and

DBMan and VIP are both totally com-
parable to IBM programs costing twice

as much (DBMan is more powerful than

dBase III. as far as I can tell)."

Information at the Right Price

B\ following the suggestions listed

above and taking advantage of the re-

sources available to Alarians around

the world, you will soon be well on your

way to configuring a powerful, friendly,

and affordable Atari system.

As you put together your system, re-

member that Atari Corp. is behind you

with quality products, with customer

a nil dea ler su pporl a nd service, and with

publications like Atari Explorer, com-
mitted to helping you gel the most out of

your Atari computer system. Welcome
to the world of Atari!

THE ADVENTURE BEGINS...

SPACE SHUTTLE SIMULATION
• Command the space shuttle launch, orbit

and landing

• Perform any of 16

mission assignments

• Dock with ihe

space station

• Walk in space in the Manned

Maneuvering Unit

• Launch, rescue, or repair satellites

• View the Earth and other orbiting objects

Available on Macintosh 512K (Macintosh Plus compatible). IBM
2S6K. anil mni available on Alan ST

Spectrum
HalaBytemc

1050 WALNUX SUITE 325

80U10ER. CO 80302

(303) 443-0191

*pp)» Compute', Inc IBM and Alan

nupiclively.
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Magnification, multiple drawing screens, color-cycling,

and many more outstanding features adorn

as Elite

c
Pf,Ce-S79.95
Nummary Fu

Man
«facturer

andn
*>re.

"fed

f/?e newest paint program from Batteries Included

lacking these, the program was still very

good. But if these important features

could somehow be incorporated . .

.

After a wail that had computer art-

ists champing at the bit. Batteries In-

cluded has finally brought us Degas

Elite. It includes all the features listed

above, plus a whole lot more. It is more

logically organized and more intuitive

to use. and features a smoother, surer

mouse interface than its predecessor.

Degas Elite allows you todraw in any

graphics mode. You can draw freehand

or make use of tools that let you draw

perfect lines, rectangles, circles, ellip-

ses, polygons, boxes, discs, and rays. In

addition to the airbrush offered in the

original version, a Stipple selection,

which is like an airbrush with a custom

tip that you can design, has been added

to Degas Elite.

Another new feature. Smear, allows

you loscmi-randomly mix-up the pixels

within an area the size of your selected

brush. It is handy for smoothing bound-

aries and smudging sharp contrasts into

fuzzier ones.

Mirror allows you todraw symmetri-

cally across up to six axes, while Outline

draws an outline around whatever
shape you specify. Slowdraw makes the

mouse into a very precise instrument,

while Snap allows you to align shapes on

a grid. And Shadow lets you offset an-

other color from your main color in any

of eight directions, with an offset of 1 to

16 pixels.

The Fill function of Degas Elite has

been substantially refined. In addition

to the single-color fill patterns of the

original program, pleasing and sophisti-

cated multicolor fills are now available

(in low-res color mode). Or, you can

design your own. The fills arc fast and

repeatable—you can always fill an

area, even if it has been solid-filled be-

fore, as long as your fill pattern is of a

contrasting color.

The palette and text functions have

also been improved. Now colors can be

moved from one paintbox to another,

and "tweaking" between shades of a

single color has been made much easier.

Afew disks are software essentials

in any Atari ST library. One is a

word processor: another a tele-

communications program. The third is

a paint program of some kind. After all.

what's a computer like the ST for if not

to produce some eye-popping graphics

on the screen?

Among paint programs Degas from

Batteries Included, which was released

soon after the ST itself reached dealer

shelves, soon emerged as something of a

standard. Its graphics capabilities were

truly impressive, yet it was easy to learn

and easy to use. It allowed you to create

in both low- and medium-resolution col-

or modes and high-resolution mono-
chrome as well. It offered more features

than any other program available at the

lime.

And yet. there were a number of quid
omissions in Degas, which limited its

capabilities. Four omissions could be

called critical: There was no zoom or

magnification mode, no sealing poten-

tial, no ability to rotate blocks, and no

space for primitives to reside. Even

By JOHN J. ANDERSON
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Palettes alone can now be loaded and
saved, leaving the graphics screen in-

tact. Conversely, images can be loaded,

leaving the palette intact. Text fonts can

be loaded as well: and text can be under-

lined, thickened, lightened, skewed
(italicized), or outlined. Shadowed let-

ters are possible, and can be used to

dramatic 3-1) effect.

Most impressive, however, are the

additions that remove Degas Elite from

the ranks of the very good and make it

superlative.

Magnify expands an area of your

drawing to about a third of the full-

screen size, so you can work on it in

more detail. By pressing a function key,

you can move from 3X to 1 2X magnifi-

cation. (At I2X magnification, each

pixel is nearly the size of a dime.)

In the magnification mode, the top of

the screen displays a palette, scrolling

arrows, and a toggle for the level of

zoom you want. The left side of the

screen shows the real size of your graph-

ics, while the right side displays the

magnified version.

You can draw in the magnify mode
just as you would upon the regular

drawing screen. Magnify gives you total

control over every pixel on the screen of

your Atari ST.

Blocks

The concept of Blocks has been con-

siderably expanded in Degas Elite and

offers a whole new range of capabilities.

The main menu screen.

Pressing the

Escape key puts a crosshair

on the screen, which can then be used to

define a block. In this way. graphics can

be moved and copied.

The Stretch command allows you to

scale a block up and down vertically and

horizontally. Rotate allows you to turn

a shape to the angle you specify. Hori-

zontal and vertical Skewing allow you
to offset either the lop and bottom or

sides of a block. Distort lets you move
each corner of a block to a different

position on the screen and distort the

image quite radically. You can even

overlap sections of the block itself and
fold the image upon itself. In addition,

individual blocks can be saved to and
loaded from disk.

One of the most powerful additions to

Degas Elite is the ability to provide col-

or-cycling animation to graphics
screens. Animation permits you to cycle

a selection of colors in your palette auto-

matically. If your imagery and palette

are carefully orchestrated, the effect

can be extremely effective. You can de-

fine up to four sets of animation palettes

and set individual speeds and directions

A small section of

the picture on the

left is magnified

12 times on the

righthand side of

the screen, allowing

subtle changes

to be made.

for each.

Cycle is a tool that

iuses the animation

i palette to define its

Icolors. When you
'draw with a Cycle
brush. the brush-

stroke automatically cycles

through the range of colors. This fea-

ture, which was once available only on

graphics workstations costing thou-

sands of dollars, now literally shines on

your Atari ST.

Multiple Drawings

Perhaps most important. Degas Elite

now supports multiple drav\ings or

workscreens. depending on \our memo-
ry configuration. A 520ST will support

four simultaneous screens; a 1 040 will

support up to eight. To select a screen to

work in. you need only click on a num-
bered box at the bottom right of the

main menu.
Multiple screens give you the ability

to work up a library of graphics primi-

tives for use in creating more complex
drawings. You can load a number of

screens simultaneous!) and move
graphics between them. The only limi-

tation is that all workscreens operate

under the palette of screen I

.

Disk Options

The disk options o\~ Degas Elite are

also greatly improved. Set Drive allows

you to set the default drive (not path)

from which to load and save files. You
can load pictures from original Degas,
.\eoehronw. and Koala Pad formats, as

well as Amiga .IFF format pictures ( us-

ing the Electronic Arts file formal).

You can also move images within ST
resolution modes monochrome to

low-res color or high-res color, for ex-

ample, or vice versa. When you load a

picture saved in a different resolution

from the one you are using, the picture

is translated line by line, and the image
is processed and adjusted to achieve the

best possible rendition of color densi-

ties.

Degas Elite also features an auto-

matic compression routine which re-

duces the size of a standard picture file

from roughly 34K loans where between
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Stoneface by Darrel Anderson

10 and 24K. Several factors should be

considered in deciding whether or nol lo

use compression: Some word processors

now allow you lo include graphic files

such as Degas pictures in them. The)

usual!) require an un-comprcssed lile,

however. Translation programs, which

allow sou to turn Degas pictures into

other formal files also require un-com-

pressed pictures to translate properly.

On the other hand, you can fit many
more compressed pictures on a single

disk, and Degas can read them without

modification. If you are putting togeth-

er a slide show, for example, the com-
pression feature of Degas Elite can in-

crease the scope of your presentation

quite a bit. (An improved slide show
program is included on the Degas Elite

disk, along with a set of printer drivers

and a font editor.)

All commands except those on the

pull-down menu bar can be activated

from the keyboard. This is an excellent

feature, and one we have come to expect

from Batteries Included. It ensures that

as your proficiency increases, the point-

and-click interface that initially made
the product easy to learn does nol itself

become a hindrance. You can move
from point-and-elick 10 selected key-

board commands at your own rate.

Documentation

The documentation accompanying
the package is clear, well-written, and
well-organized. If I were to pick any
nits, it would be to point out that the

index can be a bit maddening it points

lo every occurrence of the word you
seek, with no hint of where the "meat"

will be found. One example: Disk: I. 3.

4. 9. 1 4, 43-46. 5 1 , 53-56. 59-62, 64, 66,

67, 69, SI. This makes for an impres-

sive-looking index, but doesn't really

help the user very much. (It is a fre-

quent problem, now thai indices are al-

most always compiled by computer.)

The documentation is also perfect-

bound, which means you have lo break

its spine to get it to lie flat and open.

Pages are coming loose from mine al-

ready, so please treat yours carefully,

But it is the software that counts, and
Degas Elite is probably the besi piece of

software that has appeared for the Atari

ST to date. If you have Degas and use it

regularly, you will want to upgrade.

(Return your Degas disk to Batteries

Included along with $40.) If you have

pul off buying a paint program for the

Atari, be assured that the time has

come.

Tom Hudson, the author of Degas
and Degas Elite, has scored once
again this lime with ;i superlative pro-

gram that leaves absolutely nothing to

be desired. Now if only he would get to

work on an animation program of the

same caliber ...

ProCopy ST
BACKUP
UTILITY

You can't backup your software
because copy protection locks
you out. ProCopy is the key!

Protects against the accidental loss of

expensive software

Works with all Atari STs

Copies both S/S & D/S disks

Use with 1 or 2 disk drives

Not copy protected
FREE shipping and handling

TOLL-FREE telephone number
Updates are only SI 2 with return

Orders shipped same day
Disk analyze function included

Dealer
Inquiries
Welcome

and COD.
orders ? 34.95

Call (800) 843-1223
Send check for S34.95 (overseas add S2.00 for air mail) to:

PROCO PRODUCTS
P.O. BOX 665. CHEPACHET, RHODE ISLAND 02814 USA

(401) 568-8459

Available the moving finger co
Internationally Building 2

in Europe Shamrock Quay

and
Soufhampfon, SOl-lQL

England
Australasia Tel. 0703-227274

TECH-SOFT
COMPUTER WHOLESALE
324 Sfirling Highway

Claremonf
Western Australia 6010

Tel 09-385-1885

ATARI ST BEST SELLERS!

Pinball
Factory

£ewf) $39.95

Cornerman

$49.95

BBS 2.0

$79.95

Mighty Mail

$49.95

Over 30 quality titles. Send for our latest

catalog. Dealer inquiries welcome.

MichYron
576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac, MI 48053
Orders and Information (313)3345700
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For your

needs
PaintPro Library

Number 1

|„.lu.U.Flv« COOS Foul.

Swte&ganqujg

«(,.«. --'anks

Ovoc so «»u"^ sytrtKHs

'

'

Oxer 100 etetwortc synuots

100 c*> aft syirtKti

A valuable companion lo

the ST PaintPro pack-
ago, .include* livo now
GDOS loots that can ba
used with PaintPro

—

Swiw, Computer, Chan-
tal. Mixed and Theme*
(Old English). Hundred*
Of symbols (electronic &
archilectuei), borders and
artwork that can also be
used with Degas. $20.96

Express yourself with PaintPro, the

GEM-based, full-page graphics design

package for the Atari ST.

Features an enlarged drawing area—640x800

(full page) in monochrome or 640x400 with

four colors, 320x400 with sixteen colors.

Work on three drawings at one time. You
could load a set of electronic symbols, cut

and paste the ones you need, and then add

them to the schematic you're working on.

The toolkit is displayed on screen—just point to the icon and click. The toolkit contains

many tools for your convenience—add text, draw freehand or straight lines, spraypaint, paint

with the brush, draw boxes, circles and ellipses or zoom in to do fine detailed work. Edit and

save your own fill and line patterns. Use block operations to cut, paste, delete, rotate, invert

and save sections of your drawings. The extensive text capabilities allows you to use up to

six GDOS fonts in different type styles (bold, italics, outline, etc.) or reading directions.

The forgiving right mouse button permits you to undo a mistake you might have made.

Tells you how to create your own printer driver so PaintPro can work on virtually and

printer. An added program included will convert full-page MacPaint™ pictures (available

from various Bulletin Boards) to full-page PaintPro pictures. $49.95

Interested in learning hew
to program in mechine
language on your 8T?
Our book ST Maohlne
Language is devoted
exclusively to programing
the 68000 micropro-
cessor in the 8T. Make
your way into the world ot

machine language pro-

gramming. 2NP0 $19.96

The programs found
in the book are avail-

ableondak forSI 4.95

What the reviewers say about AswmPro

Having everything in a package makes develop-

ment a dream...as long as each of the

components are good—and in AssemPro, each

component is great!.../ wish I had it

(AssemPro) a year and a half ago... it could

have saved me hours and hours and hours—
Kurt Madden, ST World

. A wonderful package. ..The whole system is

well designed and makes the rapid development

of68000 assembler programs very easy—
Jeff Lewis, Input

AssemPro is a complete machine language development package for the professional

programmer. This full-fledge package contains it all—Editor, Assembler, Debugger and

Disassembler. The powerful editor has full block operations, search command and undo. The

fast assembler creates an automatic error file. If the assembler encounters an error, it stops,

displays the error and then allows you to correct the error and continue assembling. Supports

four types of constants: binary, decimal, hex and string. Allows for three types of "include"

files: normal ASCII, binary and library. The extensive macro library contains all of the

GEMdos, BIOS, XBIOS, AES and VDI calls. Supports conditional assembly and creates

relocatable code. The unique symbolic debugger lets you single-step through your program,

set 16 breakpoints and display and edit the 16 registers. AssemPro is available on

single-sided diskette. Not copy protected. $59.95

Design, Sketch, Draw,

Illustrate, Doodle,

Cartoon

The Complete Development^

Package for the

AtariST

Not

Copy
Protected

Other software- and books also available. Call or writ* for your
fraa catalog or the name of your nearest dealer. Or you can
order directly using your Visa, MC or Amax card. Add $4.00 par

order for shipping and handling. Foreign orders add $1 2.00 par
Hem. 30-day money back guarantee on software. Dealers
inquires welcome over 2000 dealers nationwide.

AJeri end Atari ST mm trademark* d Auvi Corp. GEMisatiadamarkofOigfcel fwnsrch Inc.

Abacus
**********

mmm
P.O. Box 721 9 DepLE2 Grand Rapids, Ml 49510

Phone 616^41 -551 • Telex 709-1 01 • Fax 616/241-5021



David Small talks about Macintosh emulation for the Atari ST
Somebody said that it couldn't be done

Bui he, with a chuckle, replied:

That "Maybe it couldn't." hut he

would he one

Who wouldn't say so till he tried.

Edgar A. Guest

I

How
D'ya
Like
Them

Apples?
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n our recent Reader Survey, we
asked Atari Explorer readers

which authors they would like losee

writing for the magazine. Among the

most frequently mentioned were David

and Sands Small, whose early "Out-

post: Atari" columns in Creative Com-
puting earned them something resem-

bling cult figure status in the Atari

community.
So we gave them a call, and although

ihcir life has been hectic lately, the\

agreed to do some writing as soon as

things settle down. Dave has been de-

voting most o\' his time to his new com-
pany. Data Pacific, and the develop-

ment of the Magic Sac Macintosh

emulator, a process we thought would

be of interest to our readers, so we spent

some time talking with him about it . . .

AK: You've been in this business for

quite a while, haven't you? Why don't

you tell us how it all began.

OS: Well. I started hacking Hewlett-

Packard computers in 1 974 when I was

in high school, and in 1 976 I went to

Colorado State and got a computer sci-

ence degree. I escaped in 1 980 and did a

short stint with Control Data and an-

other with Tl When I was at Tl. I got

involved with the Atari and started

writing for Creative Computing.

AK: Have you been an Atari person,

then, since sou got into microcomput-

ers
•>

I)S: Yes. pretty much. I've played

around with other systems a little, but

the Atari line is certainly what I'm most

expert in.

AK: Of course, you learned enough
about the Macintosh to write a software

emulator for it.

|)S: Well. yeah. It wasn't planned that

way. I didn't really want to learn all

about I/O cues and the operating sys-

tem Attach/ Detach, but I had to.

AK: When did the idea for the Magic-

Sac first occur to you

DS: That would have been in about

March 1 98 5. The ST was new and had

been shown at various shows, but you

weren't allowed to touch the machine.

The first STs were shipped in about

June of '85. and it was then that I start-

ed thinking, "(ice. why can't this run

Mac software?"

There were some really obvious rea-

sons, like it didn't have the operating

system toolbox and it didn't have the

Mac disk drive, but I started digging

into the hardware and discovered that

there reall> wasn't ans reason that it

couldn't run Mac software if I did the

appropriate work. As I got into it. I

found that there were a thousand rea-

sons that it couldn't have worked and
none o( them turned out to be true.

Ii> about September "S5. I had really

dug into the memory maps and got out

all ms old Bvte articles on hosv the Mac-
intosh svorked. I had a little bit of docu-

mentation on the Atari, and I really felt

that it was possible to do. So I svent to

Comdex in "85 and talked with a guy I

had knossn for years; he agreed to fi-

nance it if I would write it. And that's

when it officially started.

Ms backer was the best man at my
wedding I've known him since high

school: his name is Joel. We brought

some machines home from Comdex and

got to work.

AK: So. sou svorked all by yourself on

this thing. How long did it take to put

together'.'

DS: The first revision look about three

months -it svas really awful. What I

typically do is gel up at about two in the

afternoon and drink coffee and settle

down to work. During that time. Sandy
ssould watch the kids so I could sleep,

and I ssould ssork during the night when
the kids were quiet. In November. I got

it to the point where it thought it was a

broken Macintosh it popped the sad

Mac screen up at sou. December I spent

writing the debugger so I could figure

out what svas going on. because it was
crashing a lot and I didn't knosv why.

Then in January we got the desktop

ssork ing. and we got the mouse and the

keyboard drivers up: we demonstrated

it for the first time in Kebruary. So it

moved right along.

It's 1 3.000 lines of code. I can't even

assemble it to the printer any more be-

cause it crashes it's too big.

AK: What assembler did you use?

DS: AS6S from Digital Research.
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AK: So the project was mounted pri-

maril) on the ST. not on the Macintosh,

How did you go about getting into the

Macintosh to the point where you knew
what was going on?
I)S: I read Inside Macintosh, and then I

read Inside Macintosh, and then I re-

read it. Inside Macintosh is a pretty

funny book. You have to read the whole

thing over and over and over again be-

fore it starts making sense. You can't

just dive in and look ai any one piece.

\K: So there's no point in it having an

index, which is luck) because, at least in

the versions I've seen, it doesn't have

one.

i)S: It was really awful. I didn't know

that much about the Viae: we had a

Mac at home, because Sandv was using

it. I started doing disassemblies and list-

ing what I got out to the printer, and
when I was done I had a printout two

inches high that was the Mac ROMs.
Then I started tracing what it would do
when it started up. and found all kinds

of weirdness. They would pop the slack

into the lop of memory minus two.

which is completely illegal, and God
only knows what it does. So I had to

make some educated guesses about

what some things were doing. It took a

long time.

AK: What does the Sac actually consist

or?

I)S: It's a cartridge board that you plug

the Macintosh operating system
ROMS into. It has a real-lime clock

with battery on it. and there arc a couple

disks of software— one in Macintosh

formal and one in Atari format. The
software glues the Macintosh ROMs
into the Atari hardware. There are disk-

cop\ utilities, formal utilities, and a

transfer uliliu that gets stuff from the

Mac via telecommunication.

AK: So you have to have access to a

Macintosh to load applications from
Macintosh disks into the ST. What hap-

pens then''

I)S: Once you have transferred a piece

of software over, you can save it on an

ST disk and load it normally after thai.

Of course, public domain Mac software

available on bulletin boards can be

downloaded to ihe ST directly, so you
don't absolutely need access to a Macin-
tosh to make ihe Magic Sac work.

AK: Don't you view the porting process

as a drawback?
I)S: Only when you're dealing with

"Whit I typically do is get

up at about two in the afternoon

and drink coffee and settle

down to work.

"

copy-protected Mac software. The
transfer utilities can't read il from the

disk at the Macintosh end. Otherwise.

it's noi that hard.

AK: What degree ofsuccess have people

had in gelling things to run once they

are ported over'.'

DS: The Sac generally does pretty well.

It's more the exception than the rule

thai something doesn't work. The list I

have says 88% of software should run,

though that figure changes as we test

more and more.

Actually, you know, the Sac runs

things about 20% faster than the Mac-
intosh does, because we do two things

that are clever. The first is that we have

a built-in RAMdisk that you can use if

you want to. and thai really makes it zip

along. The second thing is that Atari's

processor runs at just about 8MII/.The
Mac processor is supposed to run that

last, but it doesn't, really. It sits and
fights with the video so much that it

runs at about 6MHz, so we really do
pick up a good honest 20% in horsepow-

er.

AK: So. once the software gets into the

ST. what actually happens' You've
built a memory map in the ST that con-

tains these Macintosh ROMs at the ex-

pected addresses. So a program can ac-

He began keeping programmer's hours long

before he became a programmer.

cess the Mac's QuickDraw and other

operating system routines in the normal

fashion'1 What about programs that

talk to the hardware?

DS: Mac programs generally stay oul of

the hardware, so we didn't have the

problem o\' intercepting attempts to

write to registers and so on. That's be-

cause in the beginning, ihe development
system for the Mac was the Lisa, which

has different hardware. So. generally

programmers tend to work legally

through the toolbox. Also, calls to the

Mac ROMs run al full speed, whereas
calls elsewhere in memory fight with

the video. So Mac programmers have

really been encouraged to keep their

programs legal, and as a result, ihe vast

majority of software runs on our box.

simply because il never talks to the

hardware.

AK: I lave you a list of software thai has

been found to work?
DS: Yes. it's up to about 100 items: it's

not yet "extensive." but we put the list

on the release disk in a file called

Rl \I)MT. along with 88 other bits of

vital information.

AK: There are a couple of categories of

software ihe Macintosh is known for:

one is desktop publishing, and the other

is music software MIDI control stuff.

Have you had any luck running these

kinds of software on the ST under Mag-
ic Sac?
DS: Yes to the first. ReadySelGo and

PageMaker (two Macintosh desktop

publishing packages) work fine. In fact,

ReadySetCio seems to be the demo of

choice for the product.

The problem with MIDI is that the

Mac people didn't design their serial

port to run al MIDI speed, so if you
want to use the serial port for MIDI
transmissions, you have to go straight to

the hardware. That, of course, invali-

dates our device.

AK: Can you boot any version of the

Finder (the Macintosh's desktop file

management syslem) you like? I know
many versions are now in use.

DS: We support Tinder versions 1.0

through 4.1. The 5.0 and subsequent

versions don't necessarily need, but

want the 128K ROM upgrade, which
we will eventually emulate, but don't as

yet. They have HIS (Hierarchical Fil-

ing System). Finder 3.2 won't work, be-

cause of a bug in Apple's code; I've been

tracing and tracing. Irving to find a way
around il. but haven't as vel.
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David began training for a leadership

position in the computer industry at an

early age.

"7/W AtaH'S processor

runs at just about 8MHz. The

Mac processor is supposed to

run that fast, but it doesn't.

"

AE: I understand that Magic Sac is al-

ready in its third release.

I)S: S'es. we keep rinding little bugs and

fixing them. Generally, what we're do-

ing now is fixing problems in the operat-

ing system software.

AE: So the changes are in software, not

hardware.

L)S: Right The changes are all pretty

minor like in Revision 3. MacWrite
works and in Revision 2 it had bugs.

And there was a real strange bug in the

serial driver that we fixed, so Switcher

(a Macintosh "context-switching" util-

ity) works now. It's just a kind of gradu-

al improvement.

AK: What kind of problems have you

run into with people having lo obtain

the ROMs?
I)S: Back in May, Apple wrote us a

letter that said. "We don't want you to

use the name "Mac' ( MacC arlridge was

the original name), and we don't want

you to sell the ROMs." We said. "OK.
OK." and we don't do either of those

things. We haven't heard from them

since.

The main thing about the Mac-

ROMs is that they seem to be very widc-

ly available. A lot of dealers have not

necessarily mailed the ROMs back lo

Apple when they have done the Mac
I28K upgrade. It's all quasi-legal

ground about whether or not dealers arc

allowed lo sell them.

AE: Has Apple tried to put pressure on

dealers not to sell the ROMs to people

who want to use them with Ataris'.'

PS: No. the only place we heard of that

happening is in England. Apple U.K.

reminded its dealers thai the ROMs
were Apple parts.

Back when we first showed the Sac at

the West Coast Computer Fa ire, one

columnist noted that you could load the

ROMs from disk, and that really pan-

icked Apple. I understand why. so we

made some changes to the code, so it

would be very difficult to use a disk

version. And we even made it soil didn'i

work with EPROMs. Then we lest the

ROMs in software all the time to make

sure everything is legal.

AK: So you are working in very good

faith to keep people from ripping Apple

off.

PS: Oh yes. Ultimately, I think Apple

has more to gain than it does lo lose

from our project.

AK: But nobody from Apple has come to

you with any kind of overture o( friend-

ship'.'

PS: No

AE: Their altitude is "wail and see."

then. What about Atari?

PS: Atari was initial]) enthusiastic and

continues to be so.

AE: So where do you go from here in

terms of developing the product? Is

there any possibility of you rewriting

the ROMs in such a wa> that copy right

is not infringed, but you have essentially

your own complete product?

PS: I know three companies that have

done studies on what il would take lore-

do the ROMs. The problem is that with

the recent Broderbund ruling, people

are afraid that the) might do a com-

pletely legit re-engineering of the

ROMs and still be sued, because, ap-

parently, a similar "look" and "feel"

have some sort of substance as evidence

of infringement. That has scared a lot of

people.

The second thing is that we think it

would lake about a year and about

$150,000 to re-engineer the thing. And
thai could be hopelessly optimistic. 1

1

would be tricky.

AE: So the forlunes o\' the Magic Sac-

are lied to continuing availability of the

ROMs, among oihcr things, from a

user's point of view. ihen. is this a risky

proposition?
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DS: Well, not as long as the ROMs are

still available. We generally find people

who purchase the Sae alrcadv have the

ROMs.
It's funn> : when we did our first mail-

ing baek in Mareh. we had a little box

on the eard that said. "Do you want

Mac ROMs'?*" Most of the people who
sent it baek said. "No. we don't. We can

gel them. No problem." I wassurprised.

AK: What kind of numbers arc you ac-

tually talking about in terms of bought
units in the field?

I)S: Bearing in mind that this will be

way out of date by the time it appears in

print. I'll tell you that we have shipped

1000. and we have orders for another

couple hundred.

AE: At the moment, the people I know
who are intoxicated by the idea of the

Magic Sac are all very up on what's

happening in the Atari world. They are

people who hear about it through user

group scuttlebutt: they're basically

hackers. It has not made a big splash yet

with the man in the street. Most people

have heard rumours about it. but have

no hard information. How are you plan-

ning to reach the more casual user? And
how is the product going to appeal a

person who isn't technically sophisticat-

ed enough to know what you mean v, hen

you tell him he has to bu> the ROMs
separately?

I)S: Well, that really is a lough issue,

because we need to play square with

\pple: we can't get around the problem

of having the user obtain and install the

ROMs himself. Generally, we have

found thai Atari's approach of going to

user groups and letting them handle a

lot of the support and do some of the

selling works really well. In the Atari

world the user groupsarealmosi ihe last

organized sales force there is.

AK: Are you getting into the user

groups?

DS: We've done a user group mailing

and given them offers.

AK: Thai's great. Are they laking you

up on it?

DS: It's still too early to tell.

AK: What about availability of soft-

ware? It would be simpler to use the Sac
if people could buy Mae software on

ST-compatiblc disks. Have you made
any overtures to Macintosh software

people to make their software available

''We have found that Atari's approach of

going to the user groups and letting them handle a lot of the

support and do some of the selling really works.

"

in ST formal?

DS: Oh. yes. And the one problem they

have is that back when we were talking

with the software people the cartridge

was not on the market. So they took a

"put up or shut up" altitude. Now thai

we've made it, we're talking with them

again.

AK: What about the rumours of a disk

drive for the Magic Sac that will permit

reading Mac disks directly?

DS: That's all true.

Enjoying one of his pro-Atari hobbies.

AK: li will be a hardware addition to the

ST?
DS: Actually a hardware enhancement

to the ST floppy drive. We'll probably

just plug it between the disk drive and

the Atari. It has about four or five chips

and it decodes the Apple weirdo-format

disk and lets the Atari read it directly.

AK: Will that. then, be the end of the

copy protection problem? You will buy

a piece of Mac software, and it will run?

DS: Well, that will depend on how badly

the author or publisher wants 10 protect

the program. Naturally, if a program
tries to modify the way ihe drive reads

the disk, a Mac disk drive will respond

to that, whereas our hardwarc-con-

irolled drive won't. Bui most of ihe

copy-protection is much simpler than

that.

AK: What about laser printer support?

DS: I haven't been able to get my hands
on an Apple LaserWriter printer to try

it. but it seems that if we plug it in

through serial, it should work. Al least I

can give you lots of reasons why it

should none of which is as good as

testing it. bul il should work. If it

doesn't, it sure will soon. The laser

printer aspect is very important that

and the disk drive.

\K: Do you have any advice for people

who have bought the Sac'.'

DS: Well, for one thing, everybody,

should look for our hidden dedication

page. One of the people we've dedicated

il to is Bill the Cat. from Bloom County.

Just hunt around ihe sign-in page with

ihe mouse we have an invisible button

there. The other thing you'll find is that

when you crash the machine, you come
up to a crash page. The undocumented
way lo restart from a crash is lo hit the

table with your hand. That joggles the

mouse a little bit. and that's what the

software looks for prior to doing a re-

start.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

The Magic Sac

Macintosh Emulation on the ST?

Some said, "Why bother?"

David Small said, "Why not?"

"Who will write the STjMacintosh
interface? Talk about the put ofgold at

the end of the rainbow! If you go out

and leurn about the Mac and the ST,

and 68000 assembler, yon can do it. (/

just may myself: I always wanted to

retire by age 30.) The advantages oj

taking that year ofMac software devel-

opment and making those programs

available to the ST are pretty clear.

Someone is going 10 do it, and clean

up!"
— David Small.

writing in Outpost .Atari

Creative Computing.
July 19X5

D uvid Small turns 30 this year.

and he isn't a millionaire not

yet, anyway. But lie has made a

start. In October of 1985. Small accept-

ed his own challenge, working solo to

develop a device and software system

that would let the ST run Apple Macin-

tosh software. The technical problems

proved tractable, and SmalTs company.

Data Pacific. Inc.. started marketing

the Magic Sac Macintosh emulator in

mid- 1986.

Other practical difficulties may. over

the long term, prove more daunting: the

Magic Sac requires its user to obtain

and install a pair o\' ROM chips con-

taining Apple's proprietary code for the

Macintosh OS. Whether this task re-

quires too much of the casual user's

computer saw) is open to question, as is

the issue of whether Apple will permit

these chips to remain widely available.

Moreover, the Magic Sac works onl\

with the ST monochrome monitor, an

option main users have foregone in fa-

vor o\' color systems. These limitations

may ultimate!} constrain the potential

market for the Magic Sac. Meanwhile,

says Small, the device appears to be

selling fairly well.

What's in the Sac?

lor SI 29.95. you gel (as the name
implies) a brown paper bag containing

the Magic Sac cartridge itself, one

Atari ST disk, an Apple Macintosh

disk, a cable to connect your ST to a

Mac. and a manual. For $I49»5. you

get the Magic Sac Plus, which includes

all o\' the above, plus a batten -backed

clock that functions in both Mac and ST
modes. The Plus version is marketed

through dealers and mail-order distrib-

utors; to obtain the basic Sac. you must

bu\ direct from Data Pacific (609 E.

Spccr Blvd.. Denver. CO 80203. (30?)

733-8158).

By itself, this conglomeration of

hardware and software isn't enough to

run Mac software. You also need to

obtain two "Apple (>4K Boot ROMs"
(Apple part numbers 342-0220-A or B

and 342-022 1 -A or B) containing the

Macintosh operating system, graphics

toolbox, and other code for which Apple

holds the copyright.

Cictting these chips—either direct

from an Apple dealer or via mail-order

from an electronics surplus house- is

not difficult at present, though Apple

could conceivably attempt to curtail

their availability should the Magic Sac

become an important issue in competi-

tion between the Mac and the ST. If you

own a Macintosh, the Data Pacific

manual half-jokingly suggests remov-

ing its ROMs and pulling them in the

Sac (not a very practical notion, be-

cause the Sac requires access to a work-

ing Macintosh for use as a front-end

system in obtaining software.)

Once you have cadged the ROMs.
installing them is fairly simple you

just open up the Sac cartridge, press the

ROM chips into sockets provided for

them on the circuit board, close up the

device, plug it in your ST cartridge port,

and you're off. If you make a mistake.

the Sac software will tell you— a nice

touch. Now. you're ready to run some

Mac software.

Well, not quite the next step is to

obtain some Macintosh software to run.

Because the ST disk drives can't read

Macintosh formal disks, you must first

find a Macintosh.

If you already own one (and haven't

removed its ROMs for installation in

the Sac) you arc in great shape (of

course, if you own a Mac. why would

you want to run Mac software on your

ST'.
1

). If you don'i own a Mac. you will

have to be a little more resourceful—

a

lew calls to local user groups and a little

pleading will probably gel you what you

need. Your benefactors may smirk a

little, but you'll have the last laugh yet!

Now go to \ our Apple dealer and buy

some Macintosh software, or presume

further upon the generosity oi' your

newfound Apple friends and borrow

some disks of public-domain Mac soft-

ware. Make sure the material isn't

copy -protected, as this will defeat the

software used to transfer programs

from the Mac to the ST.

Next, boot your ST with the Sac dis-

tribution disk, and formal some blank

By ADAM STEPHENSON
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disks in Magic Format to receive the

software you are about to transfer.

Magic Format disks contain about

400k (no provision is yet made for using

the greater capacity of ST double-sided

drives) and cannot be read by llie ST in

ils native mode. In addition to the Mag-
ic format utility, the Sac disk contains

programs for copying and archiving

Magic Format disks, as well as two pro-

grams 10 facilitate use o( the battery-

backed clock built inlo the Magic Sac

Plus.

Sei up your ST and your begged or

borrowed Macintosh, side-by-side, and
use the cable supplied with the Sac to

connect the serial ports of the two ma-
chines. Now. run a program called RF-
CEIVE.TOSon theSTand its compan-
ion. TRANSMIT 1.0. on the Mac.
Once communication is established, a

Mac disk can be transferred to a Magic
format disk on the ST in about 1 1 min-

utes.

Now You're Ready to Mac

To cngaee the Magic Sac. you open

the file MAGIC PRG on the ST distri-

bution disk. In a few seconds, a dialogue

box comes up. asking you to indicate

what size Mac you want your ST to

emulate: 1 2SK (original Mac). 2>(>k

i Midi-Mac). 5I2K (Fat Mac). 512k
plus RAMdisk (Fai'nTast Mac), or

N%k (Obese, but not quite a Mac-

Plus). The latter three options are avail-

able only if you have a 1040ST.

You must also specify which of the

ST output ports. RS-232 or parallel.

you want used for printing. The kind o\'

output you will gel depends on the kind

of printer you have hooked up. the kind

of printer drivers you have installed,

and the kind of software you are using.

Theoretically, it is possible to hook up

an Apple lmageVS riier or even La-

serWriter printer via appropriately cus-

tomized cabling and achieve from it the

same results as if they were hooked up
tn a Macintosh. Users of Atari
SMMN04/Epson-iypc printers should

note that the Sac currently makes no

provision for obtaining ImageWritcr-

lype graphics from this lype of output

de\ ice.

After setting your options, you en-

gage the cartridge by clicking on the

MAGIC box, at which point the system

tells you to INSERT A MAGIC I OR-
M \t DISk. At this point, you really

are on your way. I lonest.

Assuming there is a Magic Sac com-
patible cop) o( the Macintosh Finder

(the Mac equivalent to the GFM desk-

top) on your disk (the Sac supports

Theoretically, ms
possible to hook up an Apple

ImageWriter or even

LaserWriter printer.

Finder versions 1.0 to 4.1. with the ex-

ception of 3.2) your next stop should be

the Macintosh desktop.

The only major differences between

working with the Magic cartridge and
with a real Mac involve the keyboard

and the disk drives. The Macintosh key-

board contains a cloverleaf symbol key

and an Option key that don't exist on

the ST: the Sac substitutes the ST Con-
trol and Alternate keys for these special

Mac keys. An easy way to see which key

is which is to use the keycaps desk ac-

cessorv included on the Mac svstem

disk.

The disk drive problem is a bit sticky.

Unlike the more straightforward ST,

the Macintosh is a virtual memory ma-
chine and spends a lot of lime and ener-

gy talking to ils disk drives. To prevent

users from removing magnetic media

before the system is ready to relinquish

il. the Mac disk drives have no eject

bullous. Instead, disk-ejections are nor-

mally performed by software, with

heavy prompting. Because the ST disk

drives are subject to no such limitations,

you must be careful to eject your Magic
Formal disks only when the system

prompts you to do so. To do otherwise is

to risk losing data. Aside from this small

hardware problem, the Magic Sac is

successful in forcing the ST disks to

behave in the expected Mac fashion.

In most other respects, performance

of the ST under the Magic Sac mecis or

exceeds the performance you would ex-

pect from a Macintosh. Speed of pro-

gram execution is about 20% faster on

the ST. due to the faster clock speed of

its processor.

The ST monochrome screen is actu-

ally a little larger than the Mac screen

in terms of pixels across and down, and

some subtle trickery permits "correctly

written" Macintosh software to lake

advantage of this extra size. Mosi pro-

grams, however, execute only in the up-

per left-hand corner of the ST screen, in

the portion subtended by the Mac's ab-

solute display boundaries.

The Magic Sac mouse pointer seems

lo move a little more smoothly than the

Macintosh's own. probably, once again,

due to the higher clock speed and resul-

tant higher sampling rate of the ST.
Not all non-copy-protccted Macsofl-

\\are will run successfully on the Magic
Sac. Generally, ifdevelopers have made
an effort to adhere to .Apple's guide-

lines, the program will work on the ST
under emulation. If a program tries lo

access the Mac hardware directly, how-

ever, it won't work -the Mac hardware
is not emulated by the Magic Sac.

The ST distribution disk that comes
with the Sac contains a list of around

100 software packages that have been

found to work, and some that don't. The
list of functional software packages is

fairly impressive. Included are Mac-
Draft 1.2. Mm- IVrile 2.2. Microsoft

Excel, ReadySetGo, Overview, Mac-
paint 1.5. 1st Base. Switcher 5.0, BP1
Accounting, and many others. Some fa-

vorites don't work yet: Goto. MacGolf,
Balance oj Bower. Star Trek. Loins

Jazz. Full Paint, and Red Ryder to

name a few. But Small and company are

finding and fixing bugs as fast as they

can. and by the time you read this, some
of these programs will surely have

moved lo the "Ok" list.

By the time you read this, version 4.0

of the Magic Sac should be available.

Promised improvements include lipson

printer support, limited color monitor

support, a belter RAMdisk. double-sid-

ed disk support, hard drive support, pos-

sibly some sound, and maybe even ac-

cess to a built-in debugger.

In coming months. Small intends to

release a hardware interface that will

permit the ST disk drives lo read Mac-
intosh formal disks directly, eliminat-

ing the rather nasty problem of having

to find a Mac for software transfers.

This enhancement should also permit

the Sac to run most copy-protected Mac-

programs.

Conclusions

Should you buy a Magic Sac? Not if

you aren't a fairly patient and sophisti-

cated ST user willing to put up with ils

limitations. In its present release, the

Magic Sac must be considered an unfin-

ished product, requiring a lot of revision

and testing before it is easy enough for

the dilettante to use and reliable enough

lo be trusted with serious applications.

On the other hand, the Magic Sac is

an extremely interesting hack, is fairly

affordable, and can be said to enhance

the potential utility of the ST for those

willing to tolerate its quirks and become
familiar with the Macintosh idiom.
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Software
Survey

These short reviews will bring you up to date

on some of the newest software available

for both 8-bit and ST systems.

Set in medieval times. Wizard's

Crown sends you and your X-bit

Atari Home Computer on a quest

for the treasured Crown of the Emper-
or. You and your band of explorers,

weapons at the ready, search a land in-

habited b\ wanderers, criminals, and
peasants. And what a search it is.

To begin the game, you must take

three blank disks and set them up as

your game disks a lengthy process, to

say the least. Then, housekeeping out of

the way, you arc off to the local inn to

begin your adventure and enjoy the

flexibility of some very professional

programming.
While the contest requires you to cre-

ate a band of adventurers, beginners

can choose to use a group provided on

the game disk. When you become more
familiar with the game, you can put

together a team of your own.

Predictably, in the course of your

quest you meet characters who want to

do you harm. The weapons at your dis-

posal mauls, daggers, swords— differ

in their efficacy, and vour success in

battle is also affected bv the direction

Ballyhoo

PLAYABILITY

CHALLENGE

AD IICTIVENES:

EASE OF LEARNING

System: 48K Atari 8-Bit

Home Computer

Price: $34.95

Summary: An intricate text

adventure set at the circus

Manufacturer:

Infocom

125 Cambridge Park Dr.

Cambridge. MA 02140

(617)576-3190

A Mercedes Ben 7 and a bicycle.

Both move you from place to

place, but they do so with radi-

cally different style. Text adventures,

loo. move you from place to place, and
thc> also do so with different degrees of

style.

Experienced adventurers will affirm

that Infocom has become the Mercedes

Ben/ of text adventures the standard

by which others arc measured and the

new Ballyhoo is no exception.

Taking you behind the scenes of To*
mas Munrab's big-lime circus, Bally

-

/joo asks you to find the kidnapper of the

owner's daughter.

As you scratch and scrounge for

clues, you face a multitude of obstacles,

including puzzles, dangerous animals,

and off-center carny workers. Oh. the

people you meet!

Infocom. as always, has provided a

vivid framework . for you to traipse

through. The descriptions of your sur-

roundings will soon have you recalling

the sights and sounds of circusscs in

your past.

Although this is a text adventure, you
never lack reminders of what is going on

around you. When a monkey hops on

your back, for example, you arc kept

well informed about his activities.

Like other Infocom games. Ballyhoo

comes with a package of supplementary

material, which you would be well ad-

vised lo study. Certain bits of informa-

tion are available only to those who fa-

miliarize themselves with these props,

and even those things thai don't affect

the story make the game more fun: a

balloon, a ticket, a souvenir program

all give the game a certain immediacy
and make you believe you are there.

Other trademarks of Infocom live-

ly prose, clever wit. challenging mazes,

and the ability to succeed with different

strategies combine with the local col-

or to create a game that will keep you

occupied for hours— and hours. Bally-

hoo is yet another success from Info-

com. Andy Eddy
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Wizards Crown

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

System: 48K Atari 8-bit

Home Computer

Price: $39.95

Summary: Challenging

medieval role-playing

contest

Manufacturer:

Strategic Simulations

1046 Rengstorff Ave.

Mountain View. CA
94043

EASE OF LEARNING (415) 964-1353

your adversary is facing and whether he

is standing or lying down.
In combat, as in the creation of your

cohort, you can take a shortcut. Rather
than engage in ;i blow-by-blow strategy

session each lime you encounter some
wandering thusis. vou can choose the

"quick combat" option and have the

computer resolve the confrontation.

While this form of battle lacks the ex-

citement and variety of standard com-
bat, it does offer quiek results and al-

lows you lo work your way into the

gamepla\ instead of suffering demise

after frustrating demise.

SSI has crammed a great deal of pla\

value into Wizard's Crown. ;md ifyOU
spend the estimated 50 to 100 hours

completing the quest, you will undoubt-
ed Is feel you have gotten vour moneys
worth. And\ Eddy

Among the latest game releases

for Atari S-bit Nome Comput-
ers is Mercenary: Escape From

Targ, an arcade-like adventure from

D.itasofi that features sharp vector

graphics similar to those that made the

coin-op Battle7one a favorite among ar-

cadcrs.

The object of the game is to find all

the items necessary to leave Targ and

escape from the warring factions. To
earn the money and materials for your

escape, however, you must befriend the

local residents bv working as a merce-

nary .

You can cruise the surface of the

planet in one of the many craft you

come across during the game: the real

challenge is to find the intcrgalaclic

ship that will take you into outer space.

As you search, you find landmarks

belonging to the battling powers: these

range from bridges and buildings to

decorative monuments like "Vector-

henge." a futuristic version of Stone-

henge. You can destroy the structures

you encounter with a single blast of your

ship's guns, and when sou do, you are

rewarded with a stunning visual display

as walls fold in on ihemselvcs and peaks

topple. There are even some humorous

touches like the Commodore logo/

monument which, when destroyed,

earns a commendation in your text win-

dow .

The text window provides informa-

Mercenary: Escape From Targ

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

System: 48K Atari 8-bit

Home Computer

Price: $29.95

Summary: Vector graphics

add appeal to this space

adventure

Manufacturer:

Datasoft/lntelliCreations

19808 Nordhoff PI.

Chatsworth. CA 91311

(818)886-5922

tion about the objects you pick up and
displays messages from the leaders of

the opposing sides.

Datasoft claims that there are three

different ways to escape from Targ, but

you will find that discovering even one
will require a great deal of experimenta-
tion.

lor those who become addicted to

Mercenary. Datasoft has released a se-

quel disk called Mercenary; The Second
City, which sells for SI 4.95 and should

add even more hours of challenging fun

to the original game.

—

A nd\ Eddy
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Long-time adventure gamers will

be happy to learn that Epyx has

released its elassie Temple of
Apshai Trilogy for the Atari ST.

The new trilogy, which includes the

games Temple of Apshai. Upper
Reaches of Apshai. and Curse of Ra.

takes advantage of the GEM operating

system, allowing you to manipulate

your character onsercen with the mouse

and choose your response from a pull-

down menu. Clicking on a highlighted

action —shooting an arrow, using a po-

tion, searching a room puts your char-

acter into motion much faster than typ-

ing the command, so you have more
lime to enjoy the game. If. however, you

prefer keyboard entry, you can use the

available one-stroke commands.
The game takes you through many

phases of play, from creating a charac-

ter and buying necessities to warding off

monsters and pursuing treasure. The
568 rooms and 12 levels of play ( four for

each game) make the game very diffi-

cult to complete without some sort of

fatal maneuver. But you can save your

game on disk, so you can pick up where

you left off if you expire.

When you do die. you may well be

"saved" by one of the denizens of the

dungeon, but depending on who finds

you. a price may be exacted for the

service; in the worst case, you could find

Temple of Apshai Trilogy

PLAYABILITY

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

System: Atari ST

Price: $29.95-$39.95

Summary: Comfy

adaptation of an old

favorite

Manufacturer:

Epyx

600 Galveston Dr.

Redwood City. CA

94063

(415)366-0606

Desk Gane Battle Options

yourself wandering the halls bereft of

armor, weapons, and money.
The manual is an entertaining and

informative adjunct to the fine design of

the graphics and gameplay . The prose

sets the mood for the game and gives

you a taste of the atmosphere in the

dungeon. Descriptions of the rooms, the

treasures, and the creatures you will

encounter are included, but there is still

plenty to discover on your own.

I find that the computer games to

which I return most often are those that

provide an environment that stirs my
imagination and makes me feel part of

the action. Temple of Apshai does this

for me: it holds in its medieval grasp the

key to successful and enjoyable adven-

ture gaming. Andy Eddy

The NeverEnding Story

PLAYABILITY

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

System: 64K Atari 8-bit

Home Computer

Price: $29.95

Summary: Lightweight

adventure game/

adaptation

Manufacturer:

Datasoft/Inte 1 1 icreations

19808 Nordhoff PI.

Chatsworth. CA 91311

(818) 886-5922

Where novels once spawned
movies, they now beget com-
puter games. Based on the

1983 book (and subsequent movie) of

the same name. The NererEnding Sio-

ry takes place in F
7antasia, a shining

land reminiscent of Oz.

fantasia is being consumed by a

force called The Nothing, and as the

warrior Atreyu. you must save the land.

To further complicate things, an Earth

kid named Bastion is reading The Ne-
oerEnding Story at the same lime, but

doesn't realize that his reading will

draw him into the tale.

This adventure appears to be de-

signed lor the younger set—those who
were attracted to the original story.

Which is not to say that adults can't

enjoy it. but the game is very basic as

adventures go and can be completed

quickly by an experienced player.

The Never Ending Story is laid out as

a text adventure with a picture linked to

each location. Unlike other graphic ad-

ventures, however, these scenes don't

really help you in your quest. They are

more like a storyboard that makes play-

ing the game remind you of reading an

illustrated book.

The text that accompanies the pic-

lures is only slightly more helpful. I

found the text difficult to read at first,

because the resolution of the 8-bit com-
puter screen is inadequate to support

the flowing script-like character set

used throughout.

There are very few objects to pick up
on each of the three levels, and most of

them bring you closer to your objective.

The most difficult part of the game is

getting through the maze on each level:

as in other adventures, making a map
diminishes the number of unnecessary

moves your character has to make.

The most attractive feature of the

game is that children can join forces

with their parents to play it, and you can

save your game to disk when younger

players" attentions wander.

While knowing the story— through

either reading the book or watching the

movie— won't ruin the game for you. it

will help you cut down the amount of

lime needed to discover the traits of

certain characters.

If you have kids. The NeverEnding
Story will be a great addition to your

software library. For yourself, unless

you arc a rank beginner, you will proba-

bly be happier spending your S29.95

elsewhere.

—

Andy Eddy.
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Starglider
!

^j
System: Atari ST

Price: $44.95

Summary:

Excellent space

action/combat/flight

simulation game.

Manufacturer:

Firebird Licensees

P.O. Box 49

Ramsey. NJ 07446

(201)444-5700.

PLAYABILITY

ADDICTIVENESS

CHALLENGE

EASE OF LEARNING

A world inside a computer— it's

not really possible yet, and may
never be, but today's cleverest

programmers can cram information

Into mentor) banks and present it to us

as an utterly convincing simulation of

an actual or imagined universe. Star-

glider is British programmer Jeremy
San's fantastic but credible version of a

possible future reality.

Your home planet, Novenia. is under

attack by a group of bad apples under

the leadership of one Hermann Krudd.
His fleet has bypassed the outer de-

fenses of the planet by disguising its

ships as Stargliders, large birds (trea-

sured by the Novemans) that migrate

into outer space, then return to mate.

Once Krudd's fleet of Trojan Star-

gliders achieves Novenia's atmosphere,

it releases a vast invasion force which
practically obliterates every recogniz-

able feature of the planet.

Just as it seems all hope is lost, you
discover the world's last AGAV (Air-

borneGround Attack Vehicle). Incredi-

bly, this swift little fighter, armed with

lasers and missiles, and your agility and
cunning arc the only things necessary to

knock out the overpowering enemy
force.

The exquisitely maneuvcrable
AGAV can shoot through the atmo-
sphere at breathtaking speed or hover in

one spot. Its equipment includes Plasma
Drive, a Molecular Neutralizing Force

Shield, and a computer system with

synthetic voice output. The remoie-con-

trolled Television Reconnaissance Sys-

tem lets you gel a close risk-free look at

your immediate surroundings by send-

ing out a guided missile equipped with a

video camera.
Yes. Starglider is a shoot-'em-up

game, but that's about all it has in com-
mon with such venerable ancestors as

Space Invaders, Jeremy San's imple-

mentation of the classic concept is su-

perb. This is Super Realistic Ultra

Space Invaders in full color with real-

time 3-D point-of-view graphics

As you play, you will find yourself

ducking to avoid the various enemy
ships, lasers, and missiles that hurtle

toward your view-screen, and there is no
mistaking the visceral feeling of satis-

faction you derive from watching ene-

my ships explode into shrapnel at the

jab of your lasers.

There is more than just shooting to

Starglider, however. When your laser

or shield power drops below a certain

level, you must carefully fly into one of

the slowly rotating silo entrances on the

surface of the planet for maintenance.

There you can also query [he computer

system about the various forms of ene-

my craft.

No software is perfect, but the only

two flaws I found in Starglider are mi-

nor and detract little from the game.
The first is thai although a list of the ten

highest scores is maintained for each
play session, the information is never

stored to disk, so there is no permanent
record. The other Haw is that the game
always begins in exactly the same way:

ihcrc is no randomized scattering of en-

emy forces.

The rest of the good news is that the

game works fine with a monochrome
monitor.

So, are you qualified to fly the

AGAV? All it requires is a little nerve,

some agility, and a few bucks for the

disk. If you are an ST owner who enjoys

action-oriented computer games, don't

m i ss Starslider. I)u i id I)uhernuin

"Now that I finally made it to 'Star Commander' in Star

Raiders, life just doesn't seem to have any meaning
"
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Trivia Challenge

PLAYABILITY

ADDICTIVENESS

CHALLEN6E

EASE OF LEARNING

System: Atari ST

Price: $39.95

Summary: Challenging

game for serious trivia

buffs.

Manufacturer:

MichTron Inc.

576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, Ml 48053

(313)334-5700

I
love trivia. I like the idea of finally

being rewarded for the many hours

I spent in school absorbing facts

that turned out to be of no consequence

to anyone but the teacher who told us

they would be on the next qui/.

So, when MichTron's new Trivia

Challenge arrived at the office, I

grabbed it in the name of investiga-

tory journalism, of course.

Trivia Challenge is a solitaire game.

What makes it a game instead of a sc-

ries of trivia questions is the challenge

to earn hypothetical money as you play.

You start the game with $10.00, and

you must part with that stake in $1.00

or $.25 increments to play. If you score

over 1000 points in a single round, you

begin to replenish your bank account.

When a question appears on the

screen, you have several seconds in

which to read it. Then three answers

appear below, the timer starts, and you

must click on the correct response be-

fore time runs out. The faster you

choose the correct answer, the more
points you score. Play continues until

you miss two questions, at which time

you can begin a new round— if you have

any money left.

The questions arc grouped into five

categories. Sports covers sports on an

international level; you don't have to

know "Which Yankee pitcher . . .

," but

you might have to know something

about the origins of Cricket.

Art includes questions on painting,

sculpture, music, literature, theatre,

and decorative arts. Pop music covers

the last few decades, from Bing Crosby

to Madonna, from Jimi Hcndrix to

Chris de Burgh.

Science was my favorite category.

with questions on chemistry, physics,

biology, botany, astronomy, inventions,

natural history, medicine, mathemat-
ics, psychology, and archaeology.

The specialized categories are all

quite challenging, and it is comforting

to know that just before your money
runs out, you can switch to General

Knowledge and stand a decent chance

of recouping your losses.

There is also provision for adding

your own questions, using a text editor

or word processor.

Trivia Challenge is fun. The ques-

tions are difficult and varied enough to

be challenging, and there seem to be

enough of them to keep you going for

quite a while: I played for several hours

before I began to notice repealed ques-

tions.

The choice of questions and some of

the spellings used reveal the British

roots of the program. This can occasion-

ally trip you up. but really doesn't

present any hindrance to your enjoy-

ment of the program.

What docs detract somewhat from

the program is the inordinate number of

misspellings found throughout the

game. When presented with answer op-

tions like "Belle Davies." "tarn o shan-

kcr," and "Eddison," you are forced lo

wonder whether the author is trying to

trick you. I eventually came to the con-

clusion that the author was careless

rather than devious, but a few hours of

proofreading would have gone a long

way toward increasing my enjoyment of

the game.
Overall, however. I liked the game

very much. No namby-pamby kid's

game. Trivia Challenge will provide

hours of satisfying play for the person

whose head is filled with random bils of

information in search of a quiz.— Betsy

Staples

Try This
Continuedfrom page 27.

Reader Challenge

We have presented here a routine to

do extended precision multiplication.

Our challenge to you is to write a rou-

tine to do extended precision addition.

To make the challenge more interest-

ing, the routine should be employed in a

program to calculate palindromes using

the repetitive addition conjecture.

To refresh your memory, a palin-

drome is a number that reads the same
backward as it docs forward, for exam-

ple. 22. 484. 2332. and 1356531. The
repctiiivc addition conjecture requires

that you begin with any positive integer.

If it is not a palindrome, reverse its dig-

its and add the two numbers. Iflhesum

is not a palindrome, treat it as the origi-

nal number and continue, The process

stops when a palindrome is obtained.

For example, here is the process begin-

ning with 78:

\

78

87

+
lo5

561

+
726

627
1353

+ 3531

4884

The conjecture, often assumed true.

is that this process will always lead to a

palindrome. And indeed, that is what

usually happens. Most numbers less

than 10.000 will produce a palindrome

in fewer than 24 additions. But there is a

real thorn in the side of this conjec-

ture—the number 196. No one really

knows whether a palindrome will be

produced if the beginning number is

196. After 100 repetitive additions, the

result appears to be almost palindromic,

but "almost" doesn't count in precise

mathematics.

You can. of course, experiment with

196 as a starting value, but you should

test vour program with starting values

of 89 and 6999. Hint: 89 produces a 1
3-

digit palindrome after 24 additions and

6999 produces a 14-digit palindrome

after 20 additions.

Next issue: more about palindromes

and our extended precision program to

test the repetitive addition conjecture.
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As a multifaceted writing tool.

Thunder offers Atari 520 and

1040ST users a powerful spell-

ing checker that may even help them
improve their writing style. The large

memory capacity of the ST allows the

main dictionary to be loaded into mem-
ory to provide instantaneous reaction to

your typographical errors.

The program can be used either inde-

pendently to check your documents af-

ter they have been created or as a desk

accessory. In the latter mode, it looks

over your shoulder as you type and noti-

fies you with a beep if it doesn't recog-

nize a word. If you find the beeping

annoying (as I did) you can either turn

the feature off or run the stand-alone

spelling checker when the document is

completed.

If. on the other hand, your hearing is

impaired and you can't hear the beep.

Batteries Included will exchange your

disk for a special version that Hashes the

screen instead of beeping to bring an

error to your attention. This is the only

such special version of a software pack-

age that I know of, and I think Batteries

should be applauded for this move to

make computers useful and accessible

to more people.

Dictionaries

You can add a limited number of

words to the main dictionary, or you can

create a supplemental dictionary of

words that pertain to vour area of exper-

tise— handy for technical writers and
others who work with specialized but

frequcnth-used terms. You must bear

in mind, however, that words added to

the main dictionary cannot be deleted

System: Atari ST Price: $39.95

Summary: Versatile spelling checker/

document analyzer.

Manufacturer:

Batteries Included

30 Mural St.

Richmond Hill, ON L4B 1B5

(416)881-9816

because of the special process Batteries

Included uses to enable the word to be

saved in a very small chunk of memory.
(The entire ?0.000-word dictionary oc-

cupies only 88K of memory.)
You can also create a "learn" diction-

ary that allows you to call up entire

words or phrases simply by typing an

abbreviation or code of your own. For

example, in writing this review, all I

have to do to call the words "Batteries

Included" to my ST screen is to type the

Thunder!
PRODUCT REVIEW

More than a spelling checker, this program for the ST can correct

your typos and calculate the Fog Index of your writing

letters "Bl." The learn feature can also

be used to correct automatically the

typing errors that >ou make most often.

I, for example, frequently type "lite"

instead of "the." so I have "taught"

Thunder to correct the error each time I

make it.

Running Thunder automatically ac-

cesses the learn dictionary and makes
all the pertinent corrections and expan-

sions. You can even create multiple

learn and supplemental dictionaries for

different uses or users.

Using Thunder

When Thunder finds a word it

doesn't recogni/.e. it highlights the word
and displays a list of similarly spelled

words. All you have to do to change the

word is click on the proper spelling. If

you know your word is correct, you can

use the mouse to move on. ignore repeat

occurrences of the word, or add the

word to the main or a supplemental dic-

tionary.

You can also test an isolated word by

typing it and clicking on the TliST box.

All these options are contained in a

single dialog box to minimize the hop-

ping around required by some utilities.

Analyze Your Work
Thunder can also perform various

calculations that enable you to analyze

your written work. It can quickly calcu-

late approximate word, sentence, and

paragraph counts and tell you the num-
ber and percentage of words of three or

more syllables in your document. This

information can then be used by you or

the program to estimate the approxi-

mate grade level (or Fog Index) of your

writing.

In addition to running checks in the

stand-alone mode from your disk drive.

Thunder allows you to analyze files on a

hard disk or RAMdisk to save a bit of

lime. But no matter what storage medi-

um \ou use. you will find Thunder
speedy and helpful.

You can choose to have Thunder load

immediately upon boot-up. and you can
choose which dictionaries to load. An-
other very useful feature is the one that

allows you to ignore certain combina-
tions of letters, such as those that start

Desk hie V i *n nations

I recitve
j

Leirn mil ill occurrences of:

should p reolited kith:
j

tincel C*D

I tot to:
gsjjjjl tuijj gig

The Learn feature teaches Thunder to

correct a spelling mistake.

-r?ir -^TTT Tidier 4-:rs §m
file laic H:\S«nPLC.OBC

lotil nunber ol cruricttrs: HI]]

lotil nunber of words: 7M8
Tout nunber of sulliblts: 4IM
tiunotr of nords mtfi ncre thin 3 sv,lllblts: 5(1

Percentjgs of noras mm we lltfl 3 sglUMes: 13

lotil nunber of sentences: IS?

Anerije ntnber of nords per sentence: 11

lotil nunber of Pirigriphs: 6

Total nunber of "Cirruge Returns": 3?&

Cunning's Fog Into: 12

Mesa's Irflpi U

h:^ I

yeirs of schooling)

By ANDY EDDY

The Find Statistics command produces a

page of information about your document.

with capital letters. This lets the pro-

gram pass over proper names, which

most certainly arc not included in the

dictionary.

On the negative side. I found Thun-
der's inability to recogni/.e contractions

frustrating. It interprets the apostrophe

as a delimiter and breaks the contrac-

tion into two words, flagging the whole

thing as a misspelling, so you must con-

linualk click the IGNORE REPEATS box.

This inconvenience is slight, however,

and pales alongside the strength of the

program as a writing utility. Thunder

offers sufficiently sophisticated fea-

tures to make it a worthwhile buy for

the professional—at any price— but is

so inexpensive that any ST user can

afford to have it on hand to improve his

writing.

Note to current owners of Thunder.

If vou have version 1 .3 or lower, you can

return your disk to Batteries Included

for a free upgrade.
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T H C O M U T R

Word Processing

The STfeaturesfamiliar icons,

spectacular graphics, mouse control

windows, drop-down menus and
on-screen directionsfor ease ofuse.

The ST transfers data at 1 .33 mega-
bytes per second. Which means it

could transfer the entire works of
Shakespeare in less time than it

takes to read this ad.

The ST keyboard is identical to that

ofstandard data terminals, so it's

alreadyfamiliar.

Graphics & Design
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Music Composition

Introducing technology
Finally, there's a personal computer that

not only solves problems like other com-

puters, but also solves the one problem

other computers created. Affordability

Introducing the ST™Computers
from Atari: The 520ST™ with a512K
memory and the 1040ST™ with a full

megabyte. The ST was designed utilizing

the most recent breakthroughs in semi-

conductor technology, producing a PC
that does more tasks with fewer parts.

Which means it costs less to make.

And less to buy.

The Joy of

Speeding.

One of life's

great pleasures is

working with a

fast computer. To

Sic?' "">-

Am /

|H I

bring the ST up to speed

.

Atari starts with

the Motorola ^--_

68000 chip—the

same "brain"

you'll find in the Macintosh.™ Then.

Atari adds the extra oomph of four exclu-

sive chips—specially designed to handle

several functions simultaneously. (Other

PCs limp along handling one function at

a time).

This results in making the ST much
faster in the computing process.

Faster in moving data within the

system. Faster in getting infor-

mation to the screen.

So now. you can run pro-

grams like word processing,

database management, and

financial planning with more zip

and efficiency than ever before.

A nice feeling.

Compare Our
Components.

A computer is only

the sum of its components. So we made
each one better. Look at the layout of the

ST keyboard, for example. You get a full

numeric keypad. Plus a cursor control

keypad with editing keys. Plus 10 pro-

grammable function keys. Now add the

mouse and consider the options.

The monochrome monitor is a

beauty. Taking its broad bandwidth signal

from the ST's exclusive video chip, it

displays a resolution of640 x 400 pixels.

This gives you razor-sharp, jitter-free text

display for word processing and CAD
work (very easy on the eyes). Or. for

stunning color images, add the RGB color

! .IH
Alan SH204 ST 520ST and 1040ST are trademarks or registered trademarks ot Atari Corporation Aciivtsion is a registered trademark ot

Activision. inc Microsoft is a registered trademark o( Microsoft Corporation Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc

Spinnaker is a registered trademark ot Spinnaker Software Corporation
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Database Management

so advanced, ifs affordable.
monitor. No interface

board needed. Just

plug it in. (Try doing

that with a Mac!)

You get an

external disk drive

with the 520ST.

An internal, dou-

ble-sided disk

drive with the I040ST. Both have a disk

speed many times faster than previous

PCs. And they're blissfully quiet.

Plus, many of the costly peripherals

you have to add on with other PCs are

already built into an ST. Like the built-in

MIDI (musical synthesizer

interface) port. And the

industry-standard printer port

and modem port. And for

even more memory, a port for

theSH204™ hard disk drive,

with twenty megabytes of

Amiga is a trademaiK o' Commodoie Amiga. Inc
IBM is a registered irademaik ol International

Business Machines CcwpO'ation

storage and the fastest

transfer rate in the

industry.

With hun-

dreds of software

programs already

available, an ST
can grow with

your imagination,

or your business. Companies like Micro-

soft* Spinnaker* Activision* and more
are continually making contributions to

the ST software library. And some popu-

lar programs originally designed for other

computers are actually being upgraded to

take full advantage of the ST*s

capabilities!

The Price of Power.

Best of all. the cost of an ST is so

low, it may come as something of a shock.

The 520ST sells for under $800, includ-

ing monochrome monitor.* The 1040ST,

with a full megabyte of memory, for under

$1,000. That's less than one dollar a Kbyte.

So now, you don't have to be rich to

be powerful

.

To see why Infoworld called the ST
"The best hardware value ofthe year"

check it out at your Atari dealer. For the

one nearest you, call 1 800 443 8020.

9AM-5PM Mon.-Fri., Pacific Time.
•RGB color monitor. $200 additional

THE COMPUTERS
from

AATARI
1986 Atari Ccrporrtlon
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An introduction to statistical baseball simulations

Armchair

Managing,

Atari

Style
For months now- ever since the

end of the 1986 World Series-

sports fans all over the countrv

have debated the wisdom of the deci-

sions made by managers Davey Johnson

of the Mctsand John McNamaraof the

Red Sox. Every lover of our national

pastime knows that he has the inalien-

able right to second-guess the pros.

Most fans spend the winter bragging

about the brilliance with which they

would have handled the strategic chal-

lenges faced by their favorite teams dur-

ing the season past. Walter Mitly fanta-

sies may dominate the "'Hot Stove

League." but some fans do put their

egos on the line: they take command of a

major league baseball team in a statisti-

cal sports simulation.

These games, which first gained pop-

ularity in the 1950's. use complex math-

ematical formulas to create a statistical

model of baseball. The designer of a

sports simulation quantifies all the fac-

tors that determine the outcome of each

play and establishes their relative im-

portance.

Let's look at a single play and sec how
a statistically based game would handle

it. First, the program decides if the bat-

ter will hit safely or make an out. If the

batter is to be out. the program next

determines whether it will be a strike-

out, a ground out, or a fly out, and which

defender will have to make the play.

The probability of a strikeout de-

pends partially on the number of strike-

By ARNIE KATZ and BILL KUNKEL
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OUT -8
PITCHER
The World's Greatest Baseball Game
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outs-pcr-ninc-innings compiled by the

pitcher. Fielding is significant on a

bouncer or a pop-up.

If the result is to be a safety, the

computer determines if il is a hit or a

walk. The hurler's walks-per-ninc-in-

nings affects this. Finally, if the batter

actually hits the ball, his frequency of

extra-base hits comes into play.

Each of the athletes in a statistical

baseball simulation displays the same
skills as his real-life counterpart. A hit-

ler who blasts 40 home runs in 600 at

bats in an actual major league season

will collect about the same number of

homers adjusted for other differ-

ences, like the prowess of the pitchers

—

in an equal number of at bats in the

simulation. This structure gives one or

two armchair managers the chance to

find out whether their brand of strategy

can improve the team's performance.

Most simulations also allow managers
to trade or even dump all the players

into a pool and create entirely new
teams.

The first wave of statistical baseball

games, typified by APBA Baseball,

Strat-o-Matic.and Big League Manag-
er, consisted of non-electronic board

games. These games rely on dice or

spinners to generate random numbers,
which the managers then compare to

the batters' formula on a card and a set

of result charts. Non-electronic base-

ball contests are fun, but their mechan-
ics are cumbersome; in a sense, they

turn the managers into human comput-
ers who must crunch numbers and con-

sult registers. Any attempt to make
such a simulation more accurate by in-

cluding additional elements inevitably

involves making it harder to play. At
least one baseball board game takes

longer to play than the actual sport.

Computer statistical baseball simula-

tions have been around only since 1 98 1

,

but they are already replacing the non-

electronic titles in popularity. Not only

are they easier and quicker to play, but

they shove the numbers into the back-

ground where they belong. It is common
for experienced table sports gamers to

"play the formulas" rather than evalu-

ate strategic situations in light of the

abilities of the athletes. This punctures

the very illusion stat simulations strive

to create— that the gamer has analogs

of the actual players under his control.

The Glims

The owner of an Atari 8-bit home
computer can choose from several base-

Walter Mitty fantasies

may dominate the "Hot Stove

League, " but some fans do put

their egos on the tine.

ball games, each of which has advan-

tages in certain situations. Micro
League Baseball from Micro League
Sports Association, Computer Baseball

from Strategic Simulations, and The
World's Greatest Baseball Game from

Epyx are the three current titles.

The World's Greatest Baseball
Game displays each result in full-screen

animation. Although its statistical un-

derpinning is the weakest of the three,

the Epyx entry presents reasonably ac-

curate representations of the major
league players. Epyx issues annual up-

date disks based on the previous major
league season, but the selection of great

teams of the past is very limited. The
World's Greatest Baseball Game will

best satisfy those who want to play an
occasional game with the current major
league teams.

Computer Baseball is the oldest pro-

gram of its type for the Atari 8-bit sys-

tems. This is a mixed blessing. The utili-

tarian graphics do little more than

remind the managers of the number of

runners on base, but the publisher does

provide a vast library of disks for sepa-

rate purchase.

Each of these supplemental disks

contains either a complete season or one
of the great clubs of the past. Computer
Baseball is best for a solitaire gamer
who wants to play a full season with

stock teams or handpicked squads or

who wants to run a tournament of stars

in which he can match top teams from

different eras.

Micro League Baseball is indisput-

ably the best-looking of the three

games. Its intricate animation and wide

variety of visual results give this game
maximum eye-appeal. The play me-
chanics, though simple to learn, give

both managers something to do on every

play. This makes Micro League ideal

for any form of head-to-head play, in-

cluding leagues and cooperative re-

plays. A huge selection of additional

teams is available, including collections

of ten squads for each current major
league franchise. Managers who want

to trade players among teams or get

printed box scores after each game must
buy the extra disks that perform these

tasks.

Play It Again. Atari

Even though any of the three pro-

grams described here can play a game in

under 30 minutes, simulating an entire

major league season is no small task.

Many people do it with great pleasure,

but it is easy to become bogged down
when the cellar dwellers gel together for

five games in a row.

A one-team season replay is better for

time-pressured computcrists. Pilot your
favorite team through its last schedule,

and see if you can improve the won-lost
percentage. Replaying the previous
years World Scries can also provide
several evenings of good fun.

Pursuing the Pennant

Leagues offer the ultimate in compe-
tition. Although Micro League Base-
ball, Computer BasebalL and The
World's Greatest Baseball Game all

have solitaire options, artificial intelli-

gence in this instance is a poor substi-

tute for human resourcefulness and in-

sight.

Face-to-face leagues generally run
more smoothly than postal ones and are

easier to set up. MLSA is reportedly

working on a telecomputing version of

its game, but for now at least, in-person

play is more fun.

In some leagues, each series is hosted

by the owner of the home team, and the

entire group gets together about once a

month to discuss league events and ne-

gotiate trades. Playing all the games at

the same site is worth some extra effort,

because it results in a more closely knit

league. A local computer store or li-

brary ma> even be willing to rent or
donate the facilities. If the league can't

find a place with enough machines, it

isn't too hard to carry an Atari comput-
er to the meeting place if necessary.

There is no ideal number of manag-
ers. Four is about the minimum, howev-
er, and few face- to-face computer base-

ball leagues survive with more than ten

skippers. The publishers of the games
can sometimes help would-be league

founders find owners. Other good
places to find participants are at your
local computer store, on networks and
BBSs, and through school and work
bulletin boards. Game stores and base-

ball collectors shops, if you have one in

your town, are other good sources.
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Getting Organized

The format of a successful league

should reflect the preferences of its

members. Do you want a one-year

league or a continuing one that updates

the teams with new data disks after each

major league season? Will teams be

made up of only contemporary players,

only old timers, or some combination?

Do you prefer actual teams or custom-

ized franchises? When league partici-

pants reach a concensus on these issues,

the choice of format becomes much
clearer.

Some of the more popular setups in-

clude:

• Stock Teams: Each owner selects

one real-life franchise. The league may
(or may not) mirror actual major league

player deals.

• Hi-Lo. Each owner gets a pair of

real major league teams, one good and

one bad, which arc combined to form a

single league franchise.

• Draft: Managers pick their squads

from a pool of players. The length of the

Mors About the Gaines

Micro League Baseball; $39.95

Micro League Sports Association

2201 Drummond PI.

Newark, DE 19711

(302) 368-9990

World's Greatest Baseball

Game; $34.95

Epyx
600 Galveston Dr.

Redwood City, CA 94063
(415)366-0606

Computer Baseball; $14.95

Strategic Simulations

1045 N. Rcngstorff Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
(415)964-1353

season depends wholly on the partici-

pants' level of interest. Playing once a

week, a 1 62-game season still provides a

margin of safety against cancelled

meetings. A monthly league might con-

sider a 40- to 60-game schedule.

Reading for Micro Managers

Most baseball fans, even the really

avid ones, arc familiar only with the

players on their favorite teams. Com-
puterized simulations turn partisan

rooters into true baseball fans, because

the road to the electronic pennant is

paved with information.

Watching and listening to lots of

baseball games is a must, but there are

many books and magazines that provide

statistics and analysis. The best are Bill

James Statistical Abstract and The

Scouting Report. These large format

paperbacks appear early each spring

and, together, offer an authoritative

and detailed picture of our national pas-

time.

Statistical baseball simulations rep-

resent more than just another genre in

computer gaming. They are the basis of

an entire hobby. So if you are an arm-

chair manager with 20/20 hindsight,

don't miss this opportunity to leave the

sidelines and really get into the game.B

ELECTRONIC ONE
CALL (614) 864-9994 WRITE P.O. BOX 13428 COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213

MATARI ST COMPUTERS

520 ST COLOR 768.00

520ST67W 598.00

ATARI 20 MEG

HARD ORIUE 648.00

DBL SIDED DRIUE 218.00

COLOR MONITOR 318.00

B/W MONITOR 168.00

1 FT. DISK ORIUE CABLE 1 8.00

WINTER GAMES
WORLD GAMES

520 ST UTILITIES

29 99
29 99

520 ST ENTERTAINMENT
ARENA 24.99

CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING 27.99

CHESS 42.99

EIGHT BALL 29.99

F- 1 5 STRIKE EAGLE 29.99

FLIGHT SIMULATOR 36.99

JET 36 99

KINGS QUEST II . 3299
LEAOER BOARD 29.99

MAJOR MOTION 29 99

OGRE . . 27.99

TENTH FRAME 2999
SUPER HUEY 29.99

ST KARATE 29.99

NEOCHROME 29 99

N-VISION 29.99

PAINTWORKS 45.99

PAPERCLIP ELITE 64.99

PAYROLL 69 99

PERSONAL PASCAL 49.99

PERSONAL PROLOG 59.99

PERSONAL MONEY
MANAGEMENT 34.99

PHILON/FAST BASIC 99.99

PRINTMASTER 29.99

PRINTMASTER ART
GALLERY l.ll 1999

PRINTMASTER ART
GALLERY III 26 99

PROFESS. BUSINESS LETTERS 34.99

REGENT BASE 69.99

REGENT PAK 32.99

REGENT WORDI 34 99

REGENT WORD II (GEM VRSN) .69.99

RIGHT 90 22.99

RUBBER STAMP 29.99

SERIES BUNDLE (CD AP. GL) . . 132.99

HOW TO ORDER: CASHIER CHECK. MONEY ORDER, MASTERCARD', or VISA'

(Add 4<Vt> lor charge cards) ... NO PERSONAL CHECKS ... NO C.OD.'s . . .
SHIP-

PED UPS PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
SHIPPING: Prompt one day shipping on in-stock merchandise. Ohio residents add

5.5% sales lax. Add $3.00 on all orders under $100.00. Add $5.00 on all orders over

$100.00

INTERNATIONAL: Actual freight charge on all orders outside the continental United

States including A.P.O
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

INTRODUCING

"ST ALPHA-BYTES"
from MiSSm SQfTS

,M

Gem* based educational software for the Atari ST" for children ages

2 to 6 years Packed full of giggles and hours of fun ST ALPHA BYTES'

uses delightful graphics to introduce children to letters and words.

Features:

• Saves and prints score sheets

• Sequential/random alphabet review/quizing

• Variable quiz and review timing

• "Buddy" "* the Worm coloring poster

• Shows upper and lower case letters

• Audibly/visually active

• Supports color and black white systems

• Includes 20 page guide to help parents

• Over 80 different graphics

• Available Now
• Unprotected

Buddy'

<>v

Add S3 00 lor postage & handling. Calif residents add 6 5"V sales ta» IS1 951

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

MJSSIQN SOFTS
P.O. Box 3916

Seal Beach. CA 90740 Phone (21 31 439 6281

Look for "Let's Count ST" from Mission Softs

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
• At ARI SI is

• G»"" '-• > rradei

n idi mat* ni aihi

iik o< Di'iii.n Rest
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What Next?
After the new wears off, many personal computers wind up

gathering dust in a closet. Don't let your Atari be one of them.

Why did you originally buy an Atari comput-

er? To do word processing? To compose

music? To manage your business9 To play

games? Chances are. whatever your initial

reason for buying an Atari, you've discovered

that it has many additional capabilities and

potential applications.

The flip side of the coin is that you've

probably experienced some frustration as

well. Maybe your word processing package

won't do subscripts or underlining. Perhaps

your database won't sort on as many fields as

you need. Or, it could be that when you write a

program, your whole system acts user-hos-

tile

Depending upon the balance between your

satisfaction and your frustration, you may

continue to use your computer or set it aside

But there is a better way: Atari Explorer

magazine

As the premier magazine for Atari comput-

er owners, it is our responsibility to make sure

that you get the most out of your computer, To

us. that means making sure that your Atari

does more than you bought it to do. more

than friends and associates' computers do,

and, indeed, more than you ever imagined

that a computer could do.

To make sure that you get the most out of

your computer, Atari Explorer brings you ob-

jective, m-depth reviews of hardware and

software; up-to-date information about new

products; practical tutorials: stimulating col-

umns; thought-provoking articles; and valu-

able inside information.

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Atari Explorer, we obtain new peripher-

als and software packages as soon as they

are released. We put them through their

paces in our on-site laboratory and also in the

environment for which they are intended:

home, office, lab, or school.

Our evaluations are unbiased and accu-

rate. We are not afraid to call a spade a spade

or a lemon a lemon. Our first obligation is to

you. our readers, and editorial excellence and

integrity are our highest goals.

Practical and Stimulating

We know that some of our readers are

beginners and others are experts. Thus, it is

our responsibility to make what we publish

both comprehensible to newcomers and in-

teresting to veterans. That does not neces-

sarily mean that the material is simple; we
know you like to be challenged What it does

mean is that we provide the inexperienced

user with every possible means to seize the

subject matter and make it his own.

However, we don't want the experts to be

bored, so although articles are accessible to

beginners, they are theoretically non-trivial,

cover topics in depth, and present informa-

tion on more than one level.

At Atari Explorer, we are intensely inter-

ested m all aspects of computing. Ours is the

magazine of pragmatic applications, commu-
nicative graphics, stunning animation, mind-

expanding games, and realistic simulations

We take our business seriously, but we have

fun too. We are convinced that you will, too,

when you go exploring with the Atari Explorer

family.

A Great Deal! Guaranteed!

To order your subscription to Atari Explor-

er, send a check or money order for $14.95

for six issues or $39.95 for 18 issues (25%
saving over the newsstand price) to: Atari

Explorer. 7 Hilltop Road, Mendham, NJ

07945 If you prefer, you may charge your

subscription to your Visa or MasterCard. We
guarantee your complete satisfaction or we
will refund the unfulfilled portion of your sub-

scription

Atari Explorer

7 Hilltop Road

Mendham. NJ 07945

Yes, enter my subscription to Atari Explorer.

6 issues, $14.95*

18 issues, $39.95'

' Canadian subscribers, add $5.00 per 6 is-

sues; overseas subscribers, add $ 1 0.00 per 6

issues. Checks must be in U.S. funds and

drawn on a U.S. bank.

Name

Company

Address _

City -State -Zip

Payment enclosed

Credit card number

Expiration date

Signature

MasterCard Visa



PRODUCT REVIEW

The Mi-Print disk includes six
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the print head is on the
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pause before every paqe.
in the paper one sheet a

SAVE puti the printer inf
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SAVE DEFAULTS creates
layout and printer in

automatically every ti

DEFAULTS rereads this
printer information to t

If PRINT. IMF
lues.

A versatile printer utility

for the ST from MichTron

Mi-Print

System: Atari ST

Price: $29.95

Summary: Versatile utility

program for printing

unformatted files.

Manufacturer:

MichTron

576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, Ml 48053

(313)334-5700

MichTron's Mi-Print is a print

utility program designed to

print ASCII text files in any

format you specify. Specifically, you

can control paper size, margins, head-

ers, page numbers, pitch, and line spac-

ing. If you use several different printers

or styles of output, you can save them on

disk and recall them later. Mi-Print will

also list directories, including files in

subfolders.

Why would you want Mi-Print in ad-

dition to a word processing program'.'

Several reasons. The main value of Mi-
Print is for printing out data from bulle-

tin board systems, help files, on-line

user manuals, and program listings

anything not previously formatted. In

addition, many printers are capable of

printing in a variety of styles, pitches,

and line spaeings, some of which cannot

be selected from a word processing pro-

gram; Mi-Print lets you easily utilize

these printer features.

To use Mi-Print, you must first load

the program in medium- or high-resolu-

lion mode. You then describe your

printer to the program. Mi-Print in-

cludes the default sequences for a Pana-

sonic 1 09 1 printer, which are generally

similar to those of other Epson-compal-

ible parallel dot matrix printers. For

example, for the Atari SMM804. we
had to change only one code, the one to

specif) compressed print (the Pana-

sonic code is Escape 1 8 whereas the

Atari printer wants only 1 8 without the

Escape). A commonly used control

character is Escape (decimal 27). but

because it is so frequently used, Mi-

Print allows the use of a dollar sign ($)

as a shorthand representation of the

code. After entering the control se-

quences for your printer(s), you can

then save them to the disk making sure,

of course, that it is write enabled.

Next, you set your desired page style.

The default values may be quite satis-

factory ( I
" margins all around; header

line with name of file. page. date, and

time: standard Pica print; and standard

line spacing). However, if you want to

change anything, it is easy to do on this

screen. Again, you can save your page

style on the disk.

Mi-Print can print text to three de-

vices: printer, screen, and disk. Before

printing any file on the printer, we

By DAVID H. AHL

would advise viewing it on the screen.

You can always abort the screen print

after one page if it is satisfactory; on the

other hand, you can waste a great deal

of paper printing unsatisfactorily for-

matted files.

An added feature of Mi-Print is a

typewriter mode. Not a substitute for a

word processor, this mode is useful for

addressing envelopes or typing very

short memos.
Some nits. The right and Left margin

sellings work only on files with no for-

matting whatsoever. Thus, if a file was

produced with a word processing pro-

gram, the line feed/carriage returns in-

serted by the wp program take prece-

dence over Mi-Print. To print a file

created by a word processor, the Mi-
Print margins must be set at least as

wide as they were in the original wp
program.

Second. Mi-Print prints everything

right instilled; we would like the option

of printing ragged right. We would also

like to see a double-space option.

Third, the 12-page instruction book-

let is fine as far as it goes, but it just

doesn't go far enough. Specifically, we
would like to see samples of each menu.
Even printing out the help screens— the

first thing you should do after making a

backup copy of the disk although

helpful, were not as good as actual ex-

amples would have been.

Last, the manual should include a

bold warning that the program works

only with ASCII text files; we spent

many frustrating minutes trying to

print out a 1ST Word Hie and getting

nothing but bizarre looking output

without spaces between words.

We tried using Mi-Print for two

things not intended by MichTron but

that seemed as though they ought to be

within the capabilities of the program.

First, we tried to configure a printer

—

an older Mannesman Tally I60L

—

that, although parallel, is just non-stan-

dard enough not to work with the ST. It

didn't work with Mi-Print either. We
also tried to use the program with a

aerial Daisywriter printer with similar

unsatisfactory results.

All in all. Mi-Print is a useful pro-

gram, especially for printing out raw

ASCII files. It has limitations, but they

are far outweighed by its advantages. It

is versatile, easy to use, and makes an

ideal companion to your favorite word

processor.
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HAPPY COMPUTERS HAS THE SYSTEM
THAT OUT PERFORMS ALL OTHERS

SUPER BACKUP & WARP SPEED

FOR YOUR 810& 1050
HAPPY DRIVE ENHANCEMENT still just $149.95
for 1050 order number HC1; for 810 order number HC8
The fully working and proven disk drive improvement package You gel disk

backup high speed wnle wilh verify high speed reading, plus many fantastic

features that others only dream about The 810 version operates in single density

with an eighteen sector buMer The 1050 version operates in all three Atari densities

for maximum storage, and buffers up to thirty six sectors' No soldering needed,

plug-in installation procedure wilh complete instructions included Our WARP
SPEED SOFTWARE is included at no extra charge 1 Over 10 000 units sold 1 High

quality, completely assembled circuit board with gold on connector pins

introductory price $49.95CHEERUP UPGRADE
order number DCU1
Many Atari users agree the HAPPY ENHANCEMENT is superior to the

DUPLICATOR This Hardware upgrade will improve your 1050 DUPLICATOR You

will enjoy all the features that HAPPY ENHANCEMENT owners have Back up more

disks, including those with 34 sector formats, all HAPPY products do this 1 With

HAPPY there is no need to wait for new features and more development time Get a

fully developed and working system now' Once the CHEERUP UPGRADE is

installed, you can no longer use the DUPLICATOR'S "User friendly disk software
"

You probably won't miss it! Instead, you will use ihe WARP SPEED SOFTWARE
package for disk backup and high speed writing and reading that really works The

CHEERUP UPGRADE includes our CHEERUP hardware module (minimal soldering

required), our version 7 WARP SPEED SOFTWARE, complete with manual, all

features as listed, and installation instructions Your upgraded DUPLICATOR will

be fully compatible with all HAPPY sof I ware features and DOS programs The 1 050
CONTROLLER option is NOT easily used with the upgraded DUPLICATOR Your

DUPLICATOR must be functional before our module can be installed

NOTE; The 1050 DUPLICATOR is made by DUPLICATING TECHNOLOGIES Inc
.
Iheyaienot

alfthaled with HAPPY COMPUTERS

COMPLETE 810 HAPPY DRIVE PACKAGE just $219.95*
order number HM1
The most fantastic offer ever made' A complete disk drive with a version 7 HAPPY
ENHANCEMENT installed This custom case Atari 810 disk drive is made by B & C

Computervisions Fully compatible wilh the Atari 810. the work-horse of disk

drives for Atari 8 bn computers Comes completely assembled, with power pack.

1/0 cable, and WARP SPEED SOFTWARE with instructions ready to use Not

available outside the United States 'Shipping and handling extra on this item

HAPPY 1 050 CONTROLLER just $64.95
order number HC2
For use only with HAPPY ENHANCED 1050 disk drives Provides convenient

control of high speed reading and writing modes Allows software and front panel

switch control of write protect Prevents writing over valuable data and allows

writing to disk flip side No soldering installation required Includes indicator LED
Complete instructions on installation and use included SAVE" 1 Gel the

CONTROLLER tor S35 00 when ordered with the HAPPY 1050 ENHANCEMENT

WARP SPEED SOFTWARE VERSION 7 (not sold separately)

Included withCHEERUP UPGRADE. HAPPY8I0& 1050 ENHANCEMENT. B&C
810 HAPPY DRIVE package, and 810 VERSION 7 UPGRAOE. now at no extra

charge' While others try they cannot match the features ol Ihe proven performer

that lets you get the most out of your ENHANCED disk drive Disk based software

package includes the following programs The Menu options program, which

displays system status, controls HAPPY drive modes, and selects our exclusive

TRACER function The HAPPY BACKUP and COMPACTOR programs, which back

up more Atari software than any other Atari disk drive enhancement, and operate

with one or two HAPPY drives The MULTI ORIVE backup, which uses our

exclusive method for simultaneous reading and writing with up to four HAPPY
drives, making three complete disk copies WITH VERIFY, in under two minutes

The DIAGNOSTIC which allows Ihe user to verify proper HAPPY drive

performance The SECTOR COPIER, which provides the fastest single drive disk

copying and can be used with RAMDISK. plus a WARP SPEED DOS and other

fantastic features Unlike others, our WARP SPEED SOFTWARE programs are

written in machine language, (or maximum speed and efficiency

SELECT A HIGH SPEED DOUBLE DENSITY DOS
Both of these disk operating systems support the fastest speed with both HAPPY
810" and 1050 With the HAPPY 1050. you get true double density for maximum
storage WARP SPEED DOS XL is HAPPYs own version of OSS DOS XL It offers

the best memory utilization for the more technically oriented user WARP SPEED
DOS XL ordered alone is S29 95 order number HC4 TOP DOS version 1 5 is menu
driven, and is better suited for those that have only one disk drive, or are less

technically oriented Since only TOP DOS supports the medium (enhanced")

density, it is better suited for those with more than one 1050. but only one HAPPY
1050 Only the HAPPY 1050 will operate m true double density TOP DOS version

1 5 ordered alone is S39 95. order number HC6 SAVE"' Take half off the price of

either or both DOS programs when you order these with any other item (not DOS) in

this ad "81 H A PPY must be version 7 compatible to use these DOS programs at

high speed; see below

810 VERSION 7 UPGRADE
This hardware module updates older 810 HAPPIES to have our newest features

This upgrade permits these units to be compatible with the version 7 software and

high speed DOS programs This is the only hardware upgrade we have ever required,

and with all the new features added it is well worth the step upward (Call or write

our office to order I

INFORMATION AND SERVICES

AH our products an fully compalibls with ill Atari 8 oil computers. We ofiir

Instillation ol any product wo sail Wo offer a repair ssmlco for disk drives equipped

with our products. Call our office number lor details.

24 HOUR INFORMATION MACHINE At HAPPY COMPUTERS, you

can talk directly to Ihe product designer 1 Our office hours are 9

am to 5 p m Monday thru Friday Pacific time You can also call

our 24 hour information machine (408) 778-6092 tor alter hours

help other specials, and discount prices

ORDER TOLL FREE IN THE USA It you know exactly what you warn

to order and do not have any questions, you can save the pnce of

a phone call by using our toll free order service for MASTERCARD
/ VISA or COD orders The toll Iree number does nor connect you
with our office They CANNOT answer any questions accurately

They can only take your ordenng information Have your order

numbers and credit card number (if using credit card) ready, and
call (800) 538-81 57 outside California or (800) 672-3470 inside

Califomia
.
ask f or exiension 8 1 7 to place order You must provide

the address ol the credit card holder The toll free number operates

6am to 12 midnight Monday thru Fnday and 8am to8pm on

weekends. Pacitic time It takes several days from the time you

place your order on the toll free line until your order reaches our

oflice and is processed

FOR FASTEST RUSK OELVERY SERVICE Call our office directly We
can help with all the answers to your questions and will process

your order immediately' Our office phone is (408) 779-3830
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It was snowing, and it was going to snow.

ut#
"3 — Wallace Stevens

Programming Challenge& -» -»

By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

F
rost bloomed transparent at a

touch ofbreath, Wipingblack ice

from a corner of the pane, the

printer peered out into a howling chaos

ofsnow and hitler wind. "Worst bliz-

zard of last- minute entries I re ever

seen." he thought. "They'll never close

the contest now
) el. moments later, a hearty crv of

"4D 55 53 48!" {that's "MUSH!" in

he\) rang through the waste! On they

came! J team oj robot huskies, pulling

a sleigh piled high with floppy disks

their howling put the moaning wind to

shame! "A miracle!" I he printer

thought What superman had driven

through this blast and brought the con-

test to a close at last'*

Nanoscc of the North, senior techni-

cal Eskimo of Atari Explorer maga-
zine, that's who! Welcome to another

Programming Challenge, folks. As
promised, the results of Challenge # I

are finally in. lintries were received

from all aeross the U.S. and Canada,

and the overall technical quality was
very high so high, in fact, that we
chose ;i couple-three winners. But be-

fore we introduce them (and their

eode). and disappoint the rest of you

(belter luck next time), let's pause for a

brief overview of contest entries and

techniques.

Listing 1. TV SNOW by Andrew Kobetitsch

EH ATARI KEY
Atari 130X1. Computer
OSS Basic XI: (Extensions loaded;

10 Rem *** TV snow ***
20 Rem *** by Andrew Kobetitsch ***
30 Rem *** Programing Challenge ***
40 Rem *** For Atari Explorer ***
50 Fast
60 Consol =53279
"*0 Graphics 8*16
80 Poke 710,0 Rem SETUP, BLACK
90 B=Dpeek ( 560

)

> Rem LOCATION OF DISPLAY LIST
100 Poke 559,0= Re* TURN OFF ANTIC
110 Topi oc=B+4; Rem TOPLOC IS THE POINTER TO THE TOP HA
LF OF THE SCREEN MEMORY
120 Botloc=B+100 Rem THIS IS THE POINTER TO THE BOTTOM
HALF OF THE SCREEN MEMORY
130 Dpoke Toploc,Dpeek<Botloc ) Rem MAKE THE TOP HALF O
F THE SCREEN LOOK AT THE SAME MEMORY AS THE BOTTOM
140 Poke 559,34 Rem TURN ANTIC BACK ON
150 Orgvalue=Peek(Toploc) Rem REMEMBER WHAT YOU ORIGIN
ALLY HAD IN THE LOWER BYTE OF THE POINTER
160 N=254-OrgvalueRem N WILL BE THE FACTOR BY WHICH Y

Oil 'RE MOVING TO THE RIGHT
170 Scr=Dpeek(88) Rem SCREEN MEMORY
180 Rem NOW FILL THE SCREEN MEMORY WITH RANDOM NUMBES
190 For P=Scr+3759 To Scr+7680+255 Step 2
200 Poke P,Rnd(0)*254+l Poke P+l , Rnd< >*254+l
210 Next P

(continued)
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220 Sound • 150 - 8>

7

Sound 1,35,8,4 Sound 2,1»,B,4 Soun
d 3 2, B. 13 Rem AHH—THE SOUND OF WINTER SNOW
230 While < Peek (Consol )=7> Rem PRESSING START, SELECT
OR OPTION ENDS THIS THING
240 Q=Rnd<0)
250 Rem THE TWO HALVES OF THE SCREEN LOOK AT THE SCR
EEN MEMORY, SHIFTING A RANDOM NUMBER TO THE RIGHT.
260 Rem ORGINAL VALUE MUST BE REMEMBERED AND SUBTRAC
TED FROM THE SHIFT SO THAT YOU NEVER SHIFT LEFT AND
270 Rem READ THE END OF THE DISPLAY LIST
280 Poke Toploc,Q*N+Orgvalue
290 Poke Bot 1 oc , Q*N+ Orgvalue
300 Endwhile
310 ? "IS IT REAL OR MY ATARI?"
320 End

El ATARI KEY
Any Atari 8-Bit Home Computer
Atari Basic

5 DIM A*(27>
10 GRAPHICS 1+16=DL=PEEK(560)+PEEK(561>*256 POKE DL+8,
7
15 POSITION 0,3:? #6; "artificial tv snow"
20 POSITION 3,7? #6; "BY^ BRAD MOTT" > POSITION 5,10? *
6; "10-9-1986"
25 GOSUB 200
40 POKE 53768,64+4+2
45 POKE 53761, 15 POKE 53760,25
50 POKE 53763, 10 POKE 53762,15
97 REM *****************
98 REM *** MAIN LOOP ***
99 REM *****************
1 00 POKE 53272 , PEEK ( 53770 )

> POKE 53272 , PEEK ( 53770 ) POKE
DL, INT(RND(0)*B)*16 POKE DL+1, INT( RND(0)*B)*16
110 POKE 53272, PEEK< 53770) POKE 53760, INT(RND(0 )*15 )+l
POKE 53272, PEEK( 53770) POKE DL, 112 POKE DL+1, 112

120 GOTO 100
197 REM *****************************
198 REM *** P/M,DLI,&SCREEN SETUP ***
199 REM *****************************
200 POKE 54279. 56 POKE 623,33
205 POKE 53277,3
210 FOR T=0 TO 3 POKE 53248+T , POKE 53256+T,3 POKE 70
4+T, 10 NEXT T
220 FOR T=15360 TO 15360+725 POKE T, 255 NEXT T
225 RESTORE 500 ' FOR T=0 TO 20 READ A > POKE 1536+T,A NEX
T T
230 FOR T=l TO 27 > READ A A*( T, T )=CHR*< A) » NEXT T
235 GRAPHICS 8+ 16 POKE 559,0 POKE 712, 10 'POKE 710, PO
KE 709 . ' DL=PEEK ( 560 ) +PEEK ( 56 1 ) *256
240 POKE 512,0 POKE 513,6 FOR T=l TO 7 « A=USR< ADR< A« ) )

«

NEXT T
245 POKE 54286, 192
250 FOR T=DL+6 TO DL+200 » IF PEEK(T)»15 THEN POKE T, 15+
128
255 NEXT T>POKE 559, 62 RETURN
497 REM *******************
498 REM *** DATA FOR ML ***
499 REM *******************
500 DATA 72,173,10,210,141,0,208,173,10,210,141,1,208,
173, 10,210, 141,2,208, 104,64
510 DATA 104,165,88,133,204,165,89,133,205,162,30,160,
0,145,204,136,173,10,210,208,248,230,205,202,208,243,9
6

Secrets of the Snow Pros

A number ofentrants tried creating a

snow effect using the good old "brute
force*' approach writing random data

directly into screen RAM. Bv and large,

our judges sniffed at this method, sav-

ing (hat it achieves only borderline per-

formance while straining processor re-

sources to the max.
Eight-bit entrants tried a variety of

character mapping techniques, drawing
visually meaningless data from ROM
or RAM by tweaking the character set

bitmap table pointer at location 756
decimal. This approach has a lot of po-

tential, but considerable care and plan-

ning are required to prevent a visible

character grid from spoiling the illu-

sion. Nobodv quite made it. though one
entry (which drew bitmap information

directly from POKEY's memory-
mapped I/O region, creating a self-ani-

mating display) came very, very close.

Other X-bit entrants tried filling play-

ers with random bitmap data and mov-
ing them rapidly across the screen by
writing to their horizontal position reg-

isters. Because players seem to float

above the playfield. this technique
doesn't create a convincing illusion on
its own. Overlaid on an appropriate

playfield-lcvcl pattern, however, it

works very well.

By far the most-used approach was
page-flipping drawing pixel garbage
from various places in memory by alter-

ing screen RAM pointers. On 8-bit sys-

tems, this is done by tweaking the ad-

dress fields of Load Memory Scan
instructions in the display list. On the

ST. it's done by altering the physical

base pointer of the screen, via a TOS
call. The technique is easy to imple-

ment, involves little process overhead,

and permits close aesthetic control of

the effect produced. A winning combi-

nation!

The Envelope. Please . .

.

Here. then, in no particular order, are

our winners ... the best of the best, the

cream of the crop, the ones who got their

entries in on time and didn"t write in

crayon:

Andrew Kobetitsch. a "soon to be

20"-ycar-old Comp Sci major at St.

John's University, sent us a killer illu-

sion for the I 30XE, written in OSS Ba-

sic XF.( Listing 1 ). Andrew used display

list modification to create the screen

effect in graphics mode 8, He wastes a

little time filling the screen with ran-

dom data (coulda gotten it from ROM.
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Andrew), but the resulting pixel distri-

bution is very nice.

Andrew's sound effects are also

prime. He writes "I just put my TV on a

blank UHF channel, and flipped back

and forth between it and the computer's

channel until they sounded the same."

Just shows to go you, there's no substi-

tute for fundamental research.

Certain of our judges took exception

to the fact that Andrew misspelled the

French imperative "voila" in his docu-

mentation, but they were overruled by

majority vote. What's good enough for

Miss Piggy is good enough for us.

Brad Mott, a junior at Union High

School in Harrells, NCsent us an Atari

Basic program that uses animated P/M
graphics to overlay a static background

of random data (Listing 2). The players

are driven via a display list interrupt

routine— a nice approach, because it

leaves lots of processing time free and

all the other interrupts uncluttered.

Brad adds a nice touch by tweaking the

display list to bounce the screen up and

down. Not bad. Brad.

Terrcnce Vaughn, of West Covina,

CA. is an "over the hill Atari owner

(me, not the Atari!) with nothing better

to do than simulate an untuned tank

circuit." If you're under the impression

that only kids can hack, check out Ter-

rencc's code in Listing 3. It can be as-

sembled using the OSS MAC 65 assem-

blcr cartridge (or. with minor
modifications, any other standard as-

sembler) and executed via the "L" op-

tion on the DOS menu.

Terrcnce is using display list manipu-

lation to create his snow effect. He has

implemented vertical roll by tweaking

the D/L as well.

On the ST side, here's an elegant lit-

tle C routine for the ST, written by

Maria Bernard of New York, NY. U
can be compiled using Mark Williams

C and should, with few adjustments,

work well with other compilers, too.

Maria's technique employs TOS func-

tions to reset the display screen's physi-

cal base pointer to random locations in

low memory. The hissing sound is ob-

tained by setting the ST sound chip to

produce white noise.

Challenge #3
Our next Programming Challenge is

somewhat more complex. Here's the

scenario: you're designing a program to

play chess, and you realize that before

you get into all the multi-ply analysis

and A I heuristics rigamarole, you've

Listing 3. TV SNOW by Terrence Vaughn

ES ATARI KEY
Any Atari 8 Bit Home Computer

MAC 65 Assembler (OSS. nc.)

10 jIOCB EQUATES
20 ICCOM = 0342 CMD BYTE
30 ICBAL = 0344 BUF ADR-LO BYTE
40 ICBAH = 0345 BUF AOR-HI
50 ICBLL = 0348 BUF LEN-LO BYTE
60 ICBLH = 0349 BUF LEN-HI
7© ICAX1 « 034A AUX BYTE 1

80 ICAX2 = 034B AUX BYTE 2
90 CIOV = E456 CIO ENTRY PT.

0100 ; DISPLAY EQUATES
0110 DSPL = ^3000
0120 SDLSTL = ^0230
0130 SDHCTL = +QZ2F
0140 SETVBV - E45C

;NEW DISPLAY LST
, D LIST ADDRESS
.ANTIC DMA
;NEW VECTOR ROUTINE

0150 *= ^2000
0160 CLD
0170 LDX #0
0180 LDA #79
0190 STA DSPL,X
0200 INX
0210 INX
0220 LDA #*E4
0230 STA DSPL,X
0240 LDA #15
0250 SET1 INX
0260 STA DSPL ,

X

0270 CPX #252
0280 BNE SET1
0290 LDA #65
0300 STA DSPL,X
0310 INX
0320 LDA #DSPL&255 >L0 ADR
0330 STA DSPL,X
0340 INX

;SET UP NEW DLST
;6R. 8
>N0 TOP BORDER
;USE ROM FOR 'SNOW'
i DON'T CARE ABOUT LO BYTE
;ROM HI BYTE
;DATA ADDRESS
;GR. 8 SCAN LINE
>LOOP FOR
;251 LINES

;JMP INSTRUCTION

0350 LDA #DSPL/256 ; HI ADR
0360 STA DSPL,X ;DL FINISHED
0370 LDX #1 BOOT WAS OK
0380 STX 09
0390 DEX > WON'T BE
0400 STX 0244 i RETURNING
0410 ENTRY
0420 LDA #PR0MPT&255
0430 STA ICBAL, X ;6ET
0440 LDA #PROMPT/256 ;THE PROMPT
0450 STA ICBAH/ X

0460 TXA
0470 STA ICBLH, X

0480 LDA #255
0490 TAY
0500 STA ICBLL, X

0510 LDA #9 ;PUT RECORD
0520 STA ICCOM, X

0530 LDA #10 i Y-AXIS
0540 STA 54
0550 LDA #2 ; X-AXIS
0560 STA 55
0570 STX 56
0580 JSR CIOV ;ON SCREEN
0590 LDA #8 iNO BUTTON PUSH
0600 STA D01F ON CONSOLE
0610 CHK1
0620 LDA D01F ; CHECK BUTTONS
0630 CMP •7 J ANY PUSHED?
0640 BCS CHK1 ilF NOT- LOOP
to5v STY 02FC ;NO KEY PRESSED
0660 LDX #60 -, IOCB #6
0670 LDA #3 ;OPEN COMMAND
0680 STA ICCOM, X

0690 LDA #SCRtc255 > DISPLAY HANDU
0700 STA ICBAL, X

0710 LDA #SCR/256
0720 STA ICBAH, X

0730 LDA #12 ;NO WINDOW
0740 STA ICAX1 X
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got to establish some data structures to

store the chessboard and the pieces, and
establish a rule structure that will let

your program determine the legality of
moves.

We want to sec your data formats and
logic structures for handling basic chess

transactions. This is not an exercise in

user-interface design. All your program
has to do is remember where the pieces

are and tell us if a move is legal or not.

Moves can be entered in any notation

you prefer.

The trick is to do all this with a mini-

mum number of decision statements.

Long trees of IPs and THFNs will not

impress. What will impress is your de-

veloping a system of formulae that will

analyze the geometry of a proposed
move and return a Boolean result for its

legality. Have fun!

Listing 4. TV SNOW by Maria Bernard

EiS ATARI KEY
Any Atari ST Computer
Mark Williams C-Language Development System

•include <osbind.h>

main ()

C

static char giavalCI = <. 0,60,0,0,0,0,20,8,5,0,15,0
,0,0 >;

char loldscr.v;
int i ;

/* Save and adjust PSG registers for coarse white n
oi se $/

for (i=0; i < 14; v=Gi access (O, i ) , Gi access (gi aval Ci 3, i I

128)
,
gi aval r i + + :i = v) ;

/* Save current screen base %/
oldscr = PhysbaseO;
/* Until keypress, display a randomly-selected memo

ry area */
while( 'Bconstat (2) ) Setscreen (-1L, (char *) Random (),

-1);
ft Restore old screen base */
Setscreen (-1L, oldscr, -ID

;

/* Restore PSG registers $/
for (i = 13; i >=0; Gi access (gi aval Ci 3,i— I 128) )

;

/* and split */
exit (O);

>

HHHHHHHHHHHBIII^HHHHHHHIHHHHIl
9750 LDA #8 ,GR. 8 1150 STX «D201 i SOUND OFF
9760 STA ICAX2-

X

1160 LDA SDMCTL -BACK TO NORMAL
9770 JSR CIOV ;0PEN IT 1170 AND #254 ;PLAYFIELD
9780 LDX #*60 1180 STA SDMCTL
9739 LDA **0C - CLOSE THE 1190 LDA #6 ; LET'S CANCEL
9800 STA ICCOM-

X

>I0CB 1200 LDX TEMP+1 ;THE VBLANK
rate JSR CIOV 1210 LDY TEMP ; ROUTINE
9829 LDA #0 -, BLACK tc WHITE 1220 JSR SETVBV
»83e STA *02C6 ; BACKGROUND 1230 i LET THE OS GET A NEW SCREEN
984© LDA SDMCTL 1240 ;AND BACK TO MENUMM ORA #3 -NO SIDE BORDERS 1250 LDX #0 ; EDITOR
9860 STA SDMCTL -EITHER 1260 JMP ENTRY
9870 ;SAVE VBLANK JUMP VECTOR 1270 VBLANK
9880 LDA •0222 1280 LDX #1 i SCREEN MEM LO
9890 STA TEMP 1290 LDA *D20A - GET RANDOM #
9900 LDA 0223 1300 STA DSPL-X -PUT IN DLIST
9910 STA TEMP+1 1301 INX ;HI ADDRESS
9920 >SET UP NEW VECTOR 1302 CMP #7 ; RANDOM ROLL
9930 LDA #6 - IMMEDIATE VECT 1303 BCS VB1 -DON'T INCREMENT
9940 LDX •VBLANK/256 -HI BYTE 1304 INC DSPL ,

X

;ROLL IT!
9950 LDY #VBLANK8c255 -L0 BYTE 1305 VB1
9960 JSR SETVBV -DO IT 1 ^06 LDA DSPL - X -CHECK FOR MEMORY
9970 >G0T 'SNOW- FORGET IT 1307 CMP »*EF l OVERRUN
9980 LDA *0 -INITIALIZE 1308 BCC VB2 j NO PROBLEM
9990 STA SD208 > SOUND 1309 LDA #*E4 ; ORIGINAL POINT
1000 LDA «3 i REGISTERS 1310 STA DSPL ,

X

- IN DLIST AGAIN
1010 STA *D20F ;N0 SOUND 1311 VB2
1020 LDA #134 i DISTORT AT LOW VOLUME 1312 LDA #DSPL8c255 >L0 ADDRESS
1030 STA D201 -AUDC1 1320 STA SDLSTL ;OF DLIST
L040 LDA #2 iFREO. 1330 LDA #DSPL/256 ;HI BYTE
1050 STA D200 ;AUDF1 1340 STA SDLSTL+1 iTELL ANTIC
1060 LDX #255 -NO KEY 1 350 JMP E45F >ALL DONE
1070 STX *02FC 1360 SCR
1080 WAIT 1370 .BYTE "S ", *9B
1090 ;WAIT FOR SIGNS 1380 PROMPT
1100 LDA 02FC -OF INTELLIGENT 1390 .BYTE " PRESS START FOR 'SNOW' "

1 1 10 CMP #255 -LIFE 1400 .BYTE " PRESS ANY KEY TO COME BACK* -*9B
1120 BEG WAIT ;NONE YET 1410 TEMP
1130 STX 02FC ; CLEAR IT! 1420 .BYTE 0-0
L140 INX -LIFE ! 1430 .END
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(PROGRAMMING!

Part 2: A closer look at

the GEM Virtual Device Interface

An Introduction to GEM VDI
By BOB COCKBOFT

Last issue, we introduced GEM
VDI and discussed most of the

VDI line-drawing functions.

Here we go on to describe some of the

more advanced graphics functions of

VDI, including those used to set general

drawing attributes, create geometric

outlines and filled forms, fill arbitrary

regions, and do low -level mouse han-

dling. In the process, we will increase

your VDI vocabulary and reveal how a

full-scale (iFM application is orga-

nized.

Program examples in this article

were composed using the Mark Wil-

liams C- Language Development Sys-

tem, but should, with few modifica-

tions, be convertible to work with

Alcyon. Megamax. and other popular

compilers.

VDI Graphic Attributes

To simplify the task of creating com-
plex graphics, the VDI permits you to

set general graphic attributes for each

virtual screen workstation you open.

Last issue, we discussed selling attri-

butes to control the general style, end-

styles, width, and color of lines. Now
let's learn how to set attributes for filled

areas.

Fill Color Index

Color 1. normally set to black, is the

default color index for fills. Change it

using the vsf color( ) function, as fol-

lows:

vsf color (handle, col or _index)

;

where "handle" is your workstation

handle and "color index" is the num-
ber of the color you want to use. As you

may remember from our discussion of

vsl color( ), there are 16 color indices

available in the ST low-res mode, four

in medium-res. and two in monochrome
(numbered 0-15, 0-3. and 0-1. respec-

tively). The default chroma correspond-

ing to these indices are show n in Figure

I.

Changing the chroma for a given in-

dex is done with the vs color( ) func-

tion, as follows:

/t declare a 3-element short in
teger array */

int rgb_int3J;
ft set value of red component
(0-7) %/
rgb_inC03 = red;
/* set value of green component
(0-7) »/
rgb_inC13 = green;
/t set value of blue component
(0-7) */
rgb inl2] = blue;
/* set RGB chroma for color
index */
vs_color (handl e, col or _index

,

rgb_in)

;

Fill Interior Style

I ills are normally performed with

solid color, but patterned, hatched, and
user-defined fills arc also supported.

The vsf interior! ) function is used to

set a general fill style.

vsf _interior (handle, styl e) ;

where "style" is a number from the ta-

ble in Figure 2.

Fill Style Index

If a patterned or hatched fill interior

style is selected, pattern 1 (a dotted pat-

tern) or hatch I (diagonal, solid-line

hatching) will be used automatically

unless another pattern or hatch style

index is selected. Figure 3 shows the

available patterns and hatches, includ-

ing the defaults.

To select an alternative pattern or

hatch style index, the vsf style( ) func-

tion is used as follows:

vsf _style (handle, styl e_index )

;

where "style index" is a pattern or

hatch index number drawn from Figure

3.

User-Defined Patterns

If the user-defined fill interior style is

selected, areas will be filled with solid

color unless a fill pattern is defined.

This is an extension of the process used

Index Color Display resolution

White (background) \ \ \ High
1 Black 1 1 Medium /

2 Red 1 1

3 Green 1 /

4 Blue
S Cyan
6 Yellow
7 Magenta
B White > Low
9 Black
io Light Red
11 Light Green
12 Light Blue
13 Light Cyan
14 Light Yellow
15 Light Magenta

— Hollow. Solid background color is used for
f illing.

1 — Solid. Solid foreground color is used for
filling.

2 — Pattern. Area is filled with a pattern in
foreground color. De-fault pattern (pattern
index 1> will be used unless another
built-in pattern is chosen.

3 — Hatch. Area is filled with a regular
cross-hatching in foreground color. De-fault

hatch (hatch index 1) will be used unless
another built-in hatch is chosen.

4 — User -def i ned . Area is filled with the
user-defined pattern in foreground color.
If the user fails to define a pattern, solid
color fill will be performed as in 1, above.

Figure 1. Default color settings.
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Figure 3. Pattern and hatch indices.

to define line patterns, a subject we
postponed covering in our last issue.

As you may recall, the vsl type( )

function is used to select line type from
one of seven options. Issuing a

vsl type( ) call in the following man-
ner:

vsl _type Chandl e, 7>

;

selects the user-defined line style. Once
this call is made, a solid line style will be
used unless a line pattern is defined.

To define a line style, the
vsl udsly( ) function is used as fol-

lows:

vsl_udsty (handle, pattern)

;

where "pattern" is a two-byte (word)
value (expressed in decimal, hex, or oc-

tal), whose binary representation de-

scribes your pattern as a scries of l*S

(corresponding to "on" pixels) and O's

(corresponding to "off" pixels). Some
sample patterns are defined in Figure 4.

User-Defined Fills

Line bitmaps operate in only one di-

mension. A basic fill pattern is defined

by arranging 16 one-dimensional bit-

maps one above another, forming a two-

dimensional array (sec Figure 5).

Using graph paper marked off in 16 x

16 square blocks, it is easy to design a

fill pattern, convert each line to a 16-bil

binary number, and derive its decimal,

hex. or octal value.

To set up the pattern under VDI. be-

gin by placing its values in sequential

elements of an integer array:

int pf i 1 1 _pat C 1 =

(OxOOOO, OxFFFF, OxOOOO, OxFFFF,
OxOOOO, OxFFFF, OxOOOO, OxFFFF,
OxOOOO , Ox FFFF , Ox OOOO , OxFFFF

,

Ox OOOO , Ox FFFF , Ox OOOO , Ox FFFF J

;

Then, pass the array to the vsf ud-

pai{ ) function, as follows:

vsf _udpat (handle, pf ill_pat,
pi anes)

;

where "pfill pal" is the name of the

array that holds your pattern values,

and "planes" is the number of 1 6-value

groups it contains. You might infer

from this that multi-plane patterns are

also possible, and this is. in fact. true.

To define a multi-plane bitmap, more
than one "plane" (a group of 1 6 values,

defining a 16 x 16 bitmap) is required

(up lo four may be supplied). In execut-

ing the pattern, each plane is "stacked"

on top of ihc others (conceptually

speaking), the corresponding bits in

each pixel position forming a multi-bit

color index value for the pixel. We will

be dealing with multi-plane graphics in

greater detail in subsequent issues.

Fill Perimeter Visibility

Normally, a solid line of color ap-

pears around a filled area to define it.

To lurn this attribute on or ofl\ the

Hex Decimal Binary

OxFFFF 65535 1111111111111111
OxBBBB 43690 5010101010101010
OxEEEE 61166 1110111011101110

Pattern produced

Solid line
Dotted line
Dashed line

Figure 4. Sample values for line patterns.

vsf perimeter! ) function is used as
follows:

vsf _perimeter (handl e,per_vi s)

;

where "per vis" is for an invisible

perimeter; and greater than for a visi-

ble perimeter. Perimeter visibility is set

"on" as a default when your worksta-

tion is opened.

VDI Drawing Primitives

Now that v\e know a little more about
VDI graphic attributes, we can examine
some of the VDI drawing primitives—
functions that draw disks and circles,

ellipses, arcs and pie-slices, and rectan-

gles. Each o\' these functions performs
in accordance with certain of the graph-
ic attributes we have just discussed.

Circles

The function v circlc( ) draws a

filled circle of a given size at n specified

screen location. It is called as follows:

v_c i re le (handl e, y, radius)

;

where parameters x and y are the hori-

zontal and vertical coordinates of the

center of the circle, and "radius" is the
length of the radius of the cirlce (in

pixels under the raster coordinate sys-

tem, in units under NDC). in the hori-

zontal (x) direction. Because pixels are
slightly taller than the) are wide, the
horizontal radius of a visually correct

circle will be longer, in terms of pixels.

than its vertical radius. The v circle( )

function corrects this aspect ratio prob-
lem automatically, but you must re-

member to think in terms a'i horizontal

pixels when specifying radius under the
RC coordinate system.

The appearance of figures drawn

Bit pattern Hex value

Byte ooooooooooooooo Ox OOOO
Byte 1 111111111111111 OxFFFF
Byte 2 ooooooooooooooo OxOOOO
Byte 3 i mi in in i m OxFFFF
Byte 4 ooooooooooooooo Ox OOOO
Byte 5 111111111111111 OxFFFF
Byte 6 ooooooooooooooo OxOOOO
Byte 7 11 11 11 1 11 1 1 1 11

1

OxFFFF
Byte a ooooooooooooooo OxOOOO
Byte 9 111111111111111 OxFFFF
Byte io ooooooooooooooo OxOOOO
Byte 11 111111111111111 OxFFFF
Byte 12 ooooooooooooooo OxOOOO
Byte 13 111111111111111 OxFFFF
Byte 14 ooooooooooooooo OxOOOO
Byte 15 111111111111111 OxFFFF

Figure 5. 16-word bitmap for a basic

pattern composed of horizontal lines.
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with v circle! ) will depend on the set-

ting of current fill area attributes: color,

style, style index, and perimeter visibili-

ty'

Ellipses

The v ellipse( ) function draws a

filled ellipse. Call it as follows:

v_el 1 ipse (handle, x , y, xradi us,

yradi us)

;

where x and y arc the coordinates of the

center of the ellipse you wish to draw

.

The parameters "xradius" and "yra-

dius" are measures of the horizontal

and vertical radii of the ellipse, in pixels

or NDC units. Under the NDC system,

if the same value is supplied for both

"xradius" and "yradius." the resulting

figure will be a circle. This is not the

case under the RC system, because of

the aspect ratio problem discussed

above.

As with circles, the appearance of

ellipses varies with fill area attribute

settings.

Arcs and Pie-Slices

The v arc( ) and v pieslice( )

functions are (among other things) use-

ful for drawing the pie charts common
in business graphics. The first function

draws a partial circular outline and re-

sponds to attribute settings for lines.

The latter draws a filled circular section

and thus responds to fill area attributes.

Both functions are called with the same
parameters, as follows:

v_arc (hand le,x,y, radius, begang,
endang)

;

v_pieslice(handle,x, y, radius,
begang, endang)

;

where x. y, and "radius" describe the

center point and radius of the circle

within which your arc or pie-slice will be

drawn. Parameters "begang" and "en-

dang" mark points on the perimeter of

this circle where your arc or pic-slice

begins and ends. "Begang" and "en-

dang" may range from to 3599. each

unit representing '/to degree, increasing

in magnitude counterclockwise, as

shown in Figure 6.

Elliptical Arcs and Pie-Slices

The functions v ellarc( ) and v ell-

pie( ) draw elliptical outlines and filled

elliptical sections the same way
v arc( ) and v pieslicc( ) draw circu-

Figure 6. Arc values for circular sections

lar sections. They are called as follows:

v_el larr (handle, x, y, xradius,
yradi us, begang, endang)

;

v el lpi e(handl e, x , y, xradius,
yradi us, begang, endang)

;

\\ here x and y are the coordinates of the

center of the elliptical outline in which

your arc or pie-slice will be drawn, "xra-

dius" and "yradius" are the horizontal

and vertical radii of that ellipse, and
"begang" and "endang" are angle val-

ues for the beginning and end of the arc

or pic-slice you wish drawn (ranging

from to 3599. as discussed above).

As with regular arcs, the appearance

of elliptical arcs varies with line attri-

butes. The appearance of elliptical pie-

slices varies with fill attributes.

Bars and Rectangles

The v bar( ) function draws rectan-

gular outlines. Call it like this:

v_bar (handle, pxyarray)

;

where "pxyarray" is the name of a four-

element integer array containing the

(x.y) coordinates of the upper-left and
lower-right corners of the bar you wish

draw n. The array is set up as follows:

int pxyarray [43 ;

/* x-coordinate of upper left
corner %/
pxyarrayCOD = xl;
Z* y-coordinate of same »Z
pxyarray! 1] = yl;
ft x-coordinate of lower right
corner *Z
pxyarrayC23 = x2;
Zt y-coordinate of same *Z
pxyarrayf.33 = y2;

Naturally, v bar( ) responds to fill

area attributes.

Rectangular outlines with rounded

corners can be drawn using the

v rbox( ) function, called in similar

fashion to v bar( ):

vrbox (handle, pxyarray)

;

The function v rfbox( ), called in

the same manner, draws filled rounded

rectangles.

Filled Forms and Regions

VDI provides additional functions for

creating filled polygonal forms and fill-

ing polygons and arbitrary regions. The
v fillarca( ) function is used to create

filled polygons. It is called like this:

v_f i 1 1 area (handle, points, pxyarray) ;

where "pxyarray" is an integer array

containing a list of x and y coordinates,

defining the vertices of a polygon, and
"points" is the number of .coordinate

pairs this array contains. To define a

filled triangle, for example, the follow-

ing statements could be used:

Z* declare input array %/
int pxyarrayC83;
IX x—coordinate of first vertex t/
pxyarrayCO] = lOO;
Z* y-coordinate of first vertex, e
tc. *Z
pxyarraytll = lOO;
pxyarrayC23 = ISO;
pxyarrayC33 = 150;
pxyarrayC43 = lOO;
pxyarrayE53 = 150;
pxyarrayC63 = lOO;
pxyarrayt. 7 3 = 100;
Z* draw filled triangle */

v_f il larea (handle, 4, pxyarray)

;

Note that the start point is defined

twice, to bring the outline of the polygon

"back around" to where it began, creat-

ing a contained triangular region.

An arbitrary region, bounded by a

specific color or by the edges of the

display surface, can be filled with the

v contourfill( ) fmfctrori as follows:

v_contourf i 11 (handle, x,y, index)

;

where x and y define a point within the

area to be filled, and "index" specifics a

border color number. If "index" is a

positive value, the fill process will be

contained within boundaries drawn in

this color. If negative, any color other

than the color specified will act as a

border.

Mouse Controls

Probably the most prominent aspect

of the GEM desktop is the mouse-con-
trolled cursor. Under GEM, the mouse
cursor is used as an electronic finger to

select from menus and manipulate icons

and other objects. This increases the

speed with which you can interact with

the computer and minimizes use of the

keyboard, which some find error-prone

and frustrating.

In this next section, we will discuss
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some of the VDI mouse-related com-
mands. The responsibility of the VDI
for the mouse is limited to hiding, dis-

playing, and altering the form of the

mouse cursor, setting its position, and
retrieving basic information about
mouse status.

Actually driving the mouse—con-
verting its basic electronic signals to

movement vectors— is performed lower
down in the intcrrupt-driven ranges of
the operating system. Higher-level
functions that relate the mouse to the

GEM environment of windows, icons,

and objects are performed by the Appli-

cation Environment Services package.

Hiding and Showing the Mouse Cursor

The best way to start a discussion of
the mouse cursor is to explain how to

make it disappear. In certain situations,

the mouse cursor may be perceived as

obtrusive. For example, when using 1st

Ward, the mouse cursor isn't needed
while entering text, so it goes away.
Touching the mouse restores the cursor

to visibility.

Hiding the mouse cursor requires a
call to the function v hide c( ), as
follows:

v_hide_c (handle)

;

Redisplaying it is done with the func-

tion v show c( ):

v_shon_c (hand 1 , -f 1 ag ) ;

where '"Hag" is usually given the value
zero. A zero flag value means that re-

gardless of how many times your appli-

cation has called v hide c( ), the sin-

gle v show c( ) call will make the
mouse cursor visible. Using a non-zero
value means that if your application has
called v hide c( ) several times, the
same number of v show c( ) calls is

required to make the cursor reappear.

In effect, the state of visibility of the

mouse cursor is "stacked," with true

visibility possible only when the stack is

empty. Why is the mouse cursor han-
dled this way? Because it lets you write
functions that handle the mouse differ-

ently when they are called at different

levels, without making special provision

for doing so in the functions themselves.

When the mouse cursor is visible,

moving it across the screen causes the
part of the display underneath it to be
copied out, stored elsewhere, and then
restored when the mouse moves to a new
location. When the cursor is stationary,

the save/restore sequence is. naturally.

m ATARI KEY
Any Atari ST Computer
Mark Williams C-Language Development System

•include <stdio.h>

/*
Declare global control and data arrays for AES/VDI,
workstation-related arrays and variables, resolution-
related variables, pseudo-button-related variables,
and an array to hold Mouse cursor fore data.

*/

int contrlt 123, intinC 1283, ptsinC 1283, intoutC12B3,ptsoutr.l283|
int handle, xl,yl,work_i nC 123, wark_out 1573;
int x_upper , y _up per , x lower , y_lower , row step, col step;
int ubutC43,mbutC43,lbutC43,dbutr.43,x_ubut,y_ubut,x_mbut,

y_ebut , x _1 but , y_1 but

;

int pcur_formC373 = CO,0,l,0, 1>j

/»

*/

In main!), we initialize the application, open a VDI
virtual screen workstation, do some calculations to
determine screen resolution, call the mouse editor,
then close the workstation and exit the application.

linO

appl_init<);
open_vdi <)

;

resolution (>

;

editor ()

j

v_clsvwk (handle)

;

applexi t ()

{

/»
wherein we create a screen display, dependent on the
present resolution, that does a so-so Jab of imitating
something made up with the Resource Construction Bet.
We'll be talking about the PES and resources in our
next installment — until then, we'll have to be
satisfied with pseudo-buttons.

«/

editor (1
t

do <

/t Hide the souse cursor and clear the screen */

v_hi de_c (handl e)

;

v_clrwk (handle)

;

/* Draw the upper and lower grids for editing »/

draw_grid(x_upper,y_upper,row_step,col_step, 16)

;

draw_gr i d (x _1 ower , y_lower , row_step , col _step ,16);

/* Generate some pseudo-controls */

•ake_button(x_ubut,y_ubut,ubut, "RESTORE")

;

«ake_button (x_mbut, y_mbut , abut, "CURSOR" )

;

make_buttor. (x_l but, y_l but, 1 but, "EXIT") j

make_button(xl / 2, ll.dbut,"
> while(!active(>>}

">»

/» This function is the heart of the editor t/

active ()

c

int pstatus, mx, my, i , dummy, press Oj

/* Clear the relevant parts of the mouse form array 9/

ford = 3;i<37|pcur_formti-»-+3 = O)

;

/*
Really cheating here. You know when you double-click on
a program icon and the mouse cursor gets changed to a
"Busy Bee" while the program loads and executes? Hell,
that's the cursor form an application inherits when
it first starts up. Now, bees — cute as they are — ain't

(continued)
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paused leaving whatever is "under-

neath" the cursor in the temporary stor-

age buffer of the mouse and leaving the

cursor itself imprinted on the screen.

Opening and clearing a workstation

will make the mouse cursor disappear,

along with everything else. It won't,

however, convince the mouse that it is

trul) invisible; nor will ii elear the

mouse buffer of what the mouse thinks

is still stored underneath il. Thus, if the

mouse is subsequently moved, the cur-

sor will reappear, restoring part of the

old screen in the process.

The problem is solved by formally

hiding the mouse prior to clearing the

workstation, then making it reappear

afterward. Hiding the mouse cursor re-

stores the screen and renders the save/

restore process inactive, though the

mouse can still be moved. When
v show c( ) is called, the first step in

making the cursor reappear is to grab

and store whatever is currently under-

neath it i.e.. part of your new worksta-

tion screen.

Sampling (he Mouse Button State

The function vq mouse( ) lets you

examine the stale of the mouse buttons

and the current location of the mouse
cursor. The function is called as follows:

vqjnouee (handl e, &pstatus, &x , Sty) ;

where "pstatus." \. and y arc two-byte

( wtinl. or short intt'ser) values in which

the button status, horizontal, and verti-

cal mouse coordinates will be stored as a

result of the call. The value stored in

pstatus is zero if neither mouse button is

pressed. Bit is set if the left button is

pressed: bit 1. if the right button is

pressed. If both buttons arc pressed,

both bits are set. giving pstatus a value

on.
To examine the state of a given but-

ton. \m> (binary. )
pstatus with I or 2. as

appropriate:

if (pstatus 8. 1) print* ("Left but
ton. \n")

;

else if (pstatus t» 2) print* ("Rig
ht button. \n">;

Setting the Mouse Cursor Form

The mouse cursor is not limited to the

familiar arrow and busy bee shapes.

With the help of the vsc form( ) func-

tion, a new bit pattern, defining the

mouse form, can be engaged.

the greatest tools for graphic editing ... the Mings get
in the May, y'know? So to get an arrow cursor back, Me
have to do something deliberate, and unfortunately, it's
something Me haven't studied yet. graf_mouse() is a very
poMerful AES function that lets you change the fora of the
mouse cursor to any one of the system-supported shapes, or
to a usei—defined shape. The present setting changes it to
an arroM. Try changing the "O" to a 3 for a "hand Mith
pointing finger," or to a S for a "thin cross-hair."

Besides letting us initialize the cursor as Me like, the
graf _rnouse ( > function in this position also serves to
restore the. original form of the cursor if you've set it
to some weird shape using the mouse editor.

graf _mouse (O, dummy)

;

/* Show the mouse cursor, oom that it looks normal. »/

v_show_c (handl e, O)

;

/* Main editing loop: until the millennium ... */

Mhile(l) i

/* Check that mouse! Retrieve button status and coords. */

vq_mouse (handle, S.pstatus,8<mx , &my ) J

If no buttons are being pressed, reset a flag to prove
it. Respond to a button press only when the flag is zero,
meaning that if the user decides to ride the buttons, our
routine won't act as i f the button has been pressed many
times. User must press and release the button before we'll
respond to another press.

«/

/%

if ('pstatus) press = Oj

On the other hand, if we've received a legit button press .

if (pstatus t>& ! press)

<

Set the flag to prove it, then bracket-test to see if the
cursor is in either of the editing boxes. If so, darken or
clear the appropriate cells (set_bits()> if necessary, and
display the altered value for the word (di spl ay_data () )

.

. »/

t/

press il

j

if (mx >= x_upper titt mx
(my >= y_upper 8»& my
(my >= y_lower && my

< x_upper + 16 * col_step 8t6

< y_upper * 16 t row_step) I I

< y_lower + 16 * row_step> )

t

/*

«/

If user has pressed the left button, a pixel must be changed}
otherwise, only the present value need be displayed.

if (pstatus b 1) set_bits(mx,my)

;

displ ay_data (my)

;

3

/* Else i* user has pressed RESTORE, exit and re-enter */

el se if (mx >- ubutlOl let' mx
my >« ubutl 11 && my

i nver t_hut ton (i_.hu*. ) ;

return (0)

;

ubut£2J MS.

ubutE33> t

/* Else if user has pressed CURSOR, change the cursor. */

else if (mx >- mbutC03 M. mx <

my > mbut C I 3 M. my <

v_hide_c (handle)

;

invert _but ton (mbut)

;

vsc_f orm(handle,pcur_form)

;

i nvert_button (mbut )

;

v_show_c (handl e, O)

;

3

mbut 1 23 Sct-

mbutC33)

C
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/* El dp if user has pressed EXIT, do so. t/

else if (mx >= 1 but C03 ltd mx
my >= I but CI 3 fcfc my

inver t _but ton (lbut )

;

return ( 1
)

;

1

lbut 123 fc&

lbutC33)

C

/t
Obtain a workstation handle, open a VDI virtual screen
workstation, and recover screen boundaries.

«/

open_vdi ()

int i,d;

for (i-0;i<10;work_inCi++3=l>; work_inC 103=2;
handle = gr af _handl e(&d, &d, fcd,&d)

;

v_opnvwk<worl._in,«.handle,work_out>
;

xl = work_outC03; yl - work_outC 1 3;

ft Calculate resolution-dependent values for object placement, t/

resolution (

>

f

row_step = yl / 50; col .step = xl / 48;
x_upper = y. lower = xl/3;
y.upper = 10 * row_step; y lower = 27 t row_step;
x_ubut = xl / 4; x_mbut = x_ubut < 2; x_lbut = x_ubut * 3}
y_ubut = y_mbut = y_lbut = 48 % row step;

>

/t

%/

Draw a square grid in a rapid and slightly tricky way.
Note that only one point-storage array is used to support
two line-drawing operations per iteration, via a pointer.

draw_grid(x,y,rd,cd,sq>
int x,y,rd,cd,sq;
C

int i,pC83;

pC03 = pC43 = pC63 = x; ptl3 = pC33 = pC53 = y;
pC23 = x sq f cd; p£73 = y i iq * rd;

for(i = 0;i <= sq;i++)t
v_pline(handle,2,p> ; v_pl i ne (handle, 2, p 4);
pC13 = pC33 = rd; pt43 = pC63 = cd;
>

/*
Make a fake button, centered around a given x,y location.
Store sire and location values directly in an array, and
pass them back to the calling function for later access.
The v_gtext<) call writes graphic text on the display at
a given pixel (not character cell) location. We'll be
covering it in detail, next issue,

t/
make_button(x,y, array , string)
int x.y, tarray;
char tstring;
<

tarray = x - (strl en (string) t 8 / 2) - 4;
* (array + 2) = (tarray) + B + strlen (string) * 8;
* (array * 1) = y - 10; » (array * 3) = y + 4;
v_rbox (handle, array) ;

v_gtext (handle, (tarray) «- 4, y, string);
3

/t
Invert the pixels in a button, turning it black to denote
that it has been selected. To do this, alter the VI/I "write
mode (the way in which VDI functions put pixels on the
screen) to XOR (mode 3), using the function vswr_mode ()

.

The normal write mode is replace, which lets graphics
commands simply write over what's on the screen. In XOR
mode, the system performs a Boolean Exclusive OR
between what you're putting on the screen and what's already

(continued)

A mouse cursor bitmap is defined in

iwo 1 6 X 16 bit planes, called the mask
and data planes, each comprising 16

two-byte values. Each plane contains
part or all of the image of a mouse
cursor, expressed as l*s in a field of 0*s.

\ different color index can be used to

draw each plane, meaning that a mouse
cursorcan have up to two colors. If a I in

the mask plane lies over a I in the corre-

sponding position of the data plane, only
the data plane color will show in that

position.

Designing a new mouse cursor is sim-
ilar to designing a fill pattern a fairlv

simple matter, though tedious. When
finished, you end up with 32 two-byte
values 16 for the mask plane and 16

for the data plane.

Once you have them, you begin the

redefinition process b\ declaring a 37-

element short integer array (called

pcur form in these examples, its name
is arbitrary), and placing these values in

elements 5 through 36 (5-20 contain the
mask plane values: 21-36. the data
plane values). The remaining elements
ol the array control other parameters
relevant to your mouse form, as follows.

Hot Spot

The "hot spot" is the exact pixel on
your mouse cursor that defines the

mouse position for the computer. When
using the cursor to select an item, press

a radio button, or perform other tasks.

the hot spot must be poised over the

item or object in question for things to

work. To define the hot spot for your
custom cursor, set elements and I of
the pcur form array to appropriate

horizontal and vertical offsets from the

upper left-hand corner of the bitmap.
For the standard arrow cursor, the hot

spot is located 4 pixels in from the left

and 7 pixels down from the top. It could
thus be defined as follows:

pcur_formC03 = 4; /« horizont
al pixel offset t/
pcur_for(nC13 = 7; /% vertical
pixel offset t/

Reserved Element

Element 2 o( pcur form is reserved

for future use in later revisionsofGKM.
It must Li I ways beset to I

:

pcur_formC23 =1;

Mouse Colors

Llements 3 and 4 of pcur form are
used in setting the color indexes for
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drawing the mask and data planes. To
displa) properly, the colors chosen must

be available in the present graphics

mode—if they aren't, color I (normally

black) will automatically be used. The
system's standard cursors set the mask
color index to (background color) and

the data color index to I. as follows:

pcur_formC33 = O;

or index • /

pcur_f orm[43 = 1;

or index */

/> mask col

/* data col

When all the elements of peur form
have been set, the new cursor is dis-

played by calling the vsc form( ) func-

tion as follows:

vsc_form (handl e,pcur _form)

;

The Mouse Editor

As you may well imagine, altering the

mouse form by changing all 37 elements

Of the pcur form array isa tedious and
time-consuming task. To minimize this

problem. I have written a mouse editor

in Mark Williams C. This program per-

forms all the requisite "hack work" of

mouse form design, freeing you to con-

centrate on more artistic consider-

ations.

Although the mouse editor is quite

easy to use. it employs many G EM calls

and is quite long. Unfortunately, to

make the program function as a typical

GEM application. I have been forced to

use an occasional function we haven't

covered. I have documented the listing

fairly thoroughly, so you should have no

trouble following what is going on.

In the center of the mouse editor dis-

play arc two bit planes corresponding to

the mask (lop plane) and data (bottom

plane) sections of the pcur form ar-

ray. Use the left mouse button to plot

and erase cells in these bit planes, creat-

ing your mouse form. Note that each

time you plot or erase a cell, the pcur-

form value corresponding to that row

is displayed in the data window at the

lop of the screen. To examine the value

there- When we use the v_rfbox() function to draw a -filled
box with rounded corners over the button, this results in
the default solid fill pattern (all l's) being XOR'd with
the image of the button on the screen, turning all its black
pixels white and all its white pixels black. Performing this
operation on an inverted button causes the original button
to re-emerge. On exit from the routine, we reset the write
mode to its normal setting of "replace" (mode 1). Note also
that we hide the cursor on entry to this routine and restore
it on exit, preventing our graphic commands from damaging
the cursor image.

*/

i nvert _button (array)
int tarray;
f

v_hi de_c (handl e)

$

vswr mode (handle, 3) ; v_rfbox (handle, array) ; vswr_mode (haodle, 1 >

j

v_show_c (handle, O)

;

/*
Convert cursor position to equivalent bit and word in
bitmap. Use the XOft method, discussed above, to fill
or clear the appropriate cell in the grid. Then set or
reset the corresponding bit in pcur_form.

*/

set_bi ts (x , y)
int x,y»
{

int p f 4 l,h i t , wr ri;

v_hide_c (handl e, O)

;

bit = (x - x_upper) / col step;
wrd = (y - y_upper) / row_step;
pC03 = x_upper * bit * col_step;
pCID = y_upper * wrd t row_step;
pC23 = pCOl + col_step; pC33 = ptlD + row_step;
vswr_made (handle, 3) ; v_bar (handle, p) ; vswr mode (handl e, 1 )

;

bit = 15 - bit; wrd += 5 - (wrd > 15);
pcur _f or mf wrd "J = pcur_f ormlwrdl " (1 << bit);
v_show_c (handl e,0>

;

ft
Print the value of the newly-changed or requested element
of pcur_form in the data window at the top of the screen.

*/

di spl ay_data (y)
int y;
i

int row;
char stringC30J;

v_hide_c (handle)

;

row — 5 + (y - y_upper ) / row_step; row —= (row > 20)

;

sprintf (string, "pcur_form[X2dJ = X5u",row,pcur_f ormCrow]
)

;

v_gtext (handl e,xl / 2 - B5, 12, string)

;

v_show_c (handl e,0)

;

of a row without changing a cell, move
the cursor to the row and press the right

mouse button.

There are three buttons at the bottom

of the screen, labeled RLSTORI-:, ( i R-

SOR. and EXIT. The RfSTORi-: button

clears any work you have done in the

ST HELP KEY ST HELP KEY ST HELP KEY ST HELP KEY

Tired of having to close and re-open a

window when you switch disks? When you

pop a disk out ot any ST drive and insert

another, you still see the directory for the old

disk. Instead of closing and reopening the

window, just tap the escape key. The new

directory will read automatically.

Escape will also clear text from dialog win-

dows. For example, pressing the escape key

in the date field on the control panel will clear

the field and set the cursor at the beginnning

so you can enter a new date.

editor, letting you start over if you don't

like your design. The CURSOR button

executes a vsc form( ) call, changing

the actual mouse cursor to match your

design. The EXIT button exits the appli-

cation, and returns you to the desktop.

To compile Mouse Editor, enter the

program into a file called moused. c. us-

ing Mark Williams MicroEMACS or

equivalent editor. Then compile from

the Mark Williams MSH shell $

prompt, as follows:

cc moused. d -laes -lvdi

The -laes and -lvdi switches serve to

link in the required AES and VDI li-

braries.
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The latest hardware and

software announcements for

Atari 8-bit

and ST computers

New
Products

GRAPHICS SOFTWARE
Aegis Development has announced

Aegis Animator ST and Aegis Art Pak
I lor the Atari ST.
Aegis Animator ST lets the user cre-

ate instant animations. Objects can be
drawn, moved around on the screen, and
played back. Traditional eel animation
can be done using pictures created with
either Neochrome or Degas or taken
from the Art Pak 1 disk. "Mctamor-
phic" animation can be created with 3-

D rotation and other effects; once a
polygon is created, it can be changed in

shape, color, size, or location.

Aegis An Pak I contains pictures of
animals, cars, planes, tanks, helicop-

ters, trees, backdrops, cityscapes. dino-
saurs, and more for use with Aegis Ani-
mator ST.
Animator sells for $79.95. and Art

Pak for $34.95.

Aegis Development. Inc.. 2210 Wil-
shirc Blvd. #277, Santa Monica, CA
90403. (213) 306-0735.

MISCELLANEOUS
SOFTWARE

(.atorware offers a library of more
than 800 user-developed programs on
100 disks. Owners of Atari 8-bit com-
puters can choose programs from a doz-

en categories, including entertainment.
GTIA graphics, education, communi-
cations, amateur radio, astronomy,
home and business, and more. Disks sell

for $5.00.

For a free catalog, send a self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to: Gator-
ware PD Software, P.O. Box 1215.
Gainesville. FL 32602.

BOOKS
Abacus Software announces the

newest volume in its ST Reference Li-

brary series, ST Disk Drives -Inside
and Out. The book includes chapters on
files, file structures, and data manage-
ment. It discusses the floppy disk, the

hard disk, and the RAMdisk from tech-

nical and progamming perspectives,
and includes several utilities and pro-
gram tools designed to help the user
further explore ST disk drives. The
book sells for $24.95.

Abacus Software, P.O. Box 7211,
Grand Rapids. Ml 49510. (616) 241-
5510.

PERSONAL/PROFESSIONAL
PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
SoftLogik Corp has announced the

release of Publishing Partner, a desktop
publishing program for the Atari ST.
The program, which offers a complete
on-screen representation of the printed

page, is designed for professionals who
want to produce high quality output of

both text and graphics on their dot ma-
trix and laser printers. It supports any
Postscript compatible printer, including

the Apple LaserWriter series, as well as

most popular dot matrix printers.

PUBLISHING PARTNER
3

Mord Processing

Bo'd

P»<jc Layout

&
Forns Creator

-
Publishing Partner also permits us-

ers to adjust character size, character
spacing, and line spacing and insert

lines, boxes, circles, and patterns any-
where on the page. It sells for $149.95.

SoftLogik Corp, 4129 Old Baum-
gartner, St. Louis, MO 63129. (314)
894-8608.

Monogram Software has announced
an Atari ST version of its Dollars and
Sense personal financial management
software. The program can be used to

set up five financial record-keeping cat-

egories, including assets, liabilities, ex-
penses, income, and checking, and will

support unlimited transactions in each
category. It can also be used to produce

a wide variety of reports and graphs that

can either be displayed on the screen or

printed.

Dollars and Sense, which carries a
suggested retail price of $99.95. is not

copy-protected and supports hard disk

operation. Two levels of on-line help

screens are provided.

ST OneWrite Cash Disbursements
from Sierra On-Line is now available

for the Atari ST. Based the "one-write"

or "pegboard" accounting system popu-

lar among small businesses, this check

writing and bookkeeping program is the
first module of a planned three-module
system for the ST.
The program uses ST graphics to re-

create the various checks, journals, and
forms familiar to manual one-write us-

ers. It features an automatic error-

checking system across appropriate dis-

tribution accounts and can quickly
produce a cash disbursement journal.

year-to-date vendor report, balance
sheet, or cash-basis income statement.
ST OneWrite is not copy-protected

and works with any dot matrix or daisy-

wheel printer. Suggested retail price is

$99.95.

Crystal Software has released the

PayDay payroll program, the first in a
series of accounting programs designed
expressly for the Atari ST. PayDay and
its companion general ledger, accounts
receivable, and accounts payable pack-
ages were developed for small to medi-
um sized businesses and offer documen-
tation written for the novice user.

PayDay. which sells for $69.95, can
handle an annual payroll of up to $21
million with up to 255 employees. It is

menu-driven and offers on-line help. A
built-in configuration utility allows the

program to be adapted to the needs of
businesses in any state.

Crystal Software. P.O. Box 803.
Merlin. OR 97532. (503)479-9516.

Plan Ahead from Advanced Financial
Planning has been released for the Atari
ST. Three modules Retirement Plan-

ning. Life Insurance Planning, and Col-
lege Funding— are integrated to allow
sharing of data. All modules account for

the effects of inflation throughout the
planning period and offer printouts of
budget statements, net worth state-

ments, retirement plans, life insurance
plans, savings plans, and college fund-
ing plans. In addition, year-by-year
itemizations can be printed to show sav-

ings, income, expenses, and fund bal-

ances.

Pricing is per module as follows: any
one module for $29.95, any two for

$49.95. or all three for $59.95. All three

modules can also be purchased for 8-bit

Atari Home Computers.
Advanced Financial Planning. 20922

Pasco Olma. Rl Toro, CA 92630.
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NEW PRODUCTS

ENTERTAINMENT
SOFTWARE

Sierra ()n-l.inc has released Space
Quest Chapter I: The Sarien En-
counter for the Atari ST. a computer
adventure game that has a humorous
theme and parodies recent science

books and films. It is the first install-

ment in a series of 3-D Animated Ad-
venture games b\ Scott Murpln and

Mark Crowe,
In addition to full-screen 3-1) graph-

ics and a lull-sentence parser, the game
offers man) new features, including

pop-up text windows that provide room
for descriptions and other communica-
tions with the player. A status line pro-

vides continuous information on scor-

ing, and multiple games in progress can

be saved under detailed descriptions.

The game comes on two 3.5" disks at a

suggested retail price ol S4').
l)5.

Sierra On-line. Inc.. P.O. Box 485,

Coarsegold. CA 1>3M4. (209) 683-

6858.

lor Atari 8-bit Home Computers.
Strategic Simulations has announced
Warship. Almost every warship that

fought in the Pacific between l

l)4l and
1945 is included in this game b\ Gary
(irigsby Players can choose from 79

classes of warships from the Allied or

Japanese fleet, or modify ship data to

create their own battleships.

Four scenarios are included (three

historical and one hypothetical), and

players can devise original maps to cre-

ate ship-lo-ship tactical surface engage-

ments of their own. During combat, the

computer keeps track of ever) shell hit

and calculates damage based on such

factors as armor strength, location of

hit. and penetration abilil\ of each

shell. Suggested retail price is $59.95.

Also new for 8-bit machines from SSI
is Wargame Construction Set for play-

ers who want to create their own war.

science fiction, and fantasy games.

Weapons and firepower, fighting units,

and troop movement are some of the

elements that players can control.

The package also includes eight pre-

designed scenarios, including battles

from the Civil War and World War 1 1, a

contemporary hostage rescue, a futurist

battle with alien forces, a medieval cas-

tle siege, and a World War III battle in

Germanv. Suggested retail price is

$29.95.
"

Strategic Simulations. 1046 N.
Rengstorff Ave.. Mountain View-. CA
94043.(415)964-1353.

POWER
WITHOUT THE PRICE ATARI
ATARI COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS

Complete Word Processing System $399.95
Includes: 130XE Computer 1050 Disk Drive

1027 Letter Quality Printer

AtariWriter Plus Word Processing Software

65XE 64K Personal Computer

800XL 64K Personal Computer (discontinued)

1 30XE 1 28K Personal Computer

1050 5.25" Disk Drive

1027 Letter Quality Printer

1020 Printer Plotter

XMM80

1

80 cps Dot Matrix Printer

XM30

1

300 Baud Modem (requires 48K)

830 Acoustic Modem plus Telelink cartridge

COMPUTER SOFTWARE—8-Bit
RX8080 Learning Phone cart S24.95

Over 200.000 valuable hours of instruction for all ages!!

Turns your 8-bit computer into a $10,000 Plato terminal.

Modem required.

AtariWriter Plus (includes disk

Proofreader)

Proofreader (for AtariWriter)

VisiCalc

Home Filing Manager

Family Finance

Silent Butler

Home Manager (includes Fam-

ily Finance and Home Filing Manager]

$ 99.95

S 99.95

S149.95

$199.95

$199.95

$ 49.95

$249.95

$ 59.95

$ 24.95

AX2034

AX2033
DX5049
CX415
CX421

DX5082
CX418

$49.95

disk $16.95

disk $29.95

disk $14.95

disk $19.95

disk S24.95

disk $24.95

ATARI ORDER FORM

A0DRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery

PART H DESCRIPTION

Mail order form and payment to:

Atari Bonanza, Dept. J5
PO. Box 61 657

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Use blank paper for additional items

Check or money order enclosed

VISA or MasterCard

TOTAL

Exp

CALIF RESIDENTS
ADD 7*0

SALES TAX

Shipping arid handling

(under $50. add $2 50

over $50. add S5 00)

Signature

TOTAL $

No COD's, please

Outside USA. add S10 to help cover shipping
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8-BIT
RECREATION

STAR RAIDERS II, THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES!
NOW AVAILABLE

DX5084 Star Raiders II disk $16.95

CXL4013 Asteroids cart $ 6.95

CXL4004 Basketball cart $ 6.95

RX8030 E.T. cart S 6.95

CXL4024 Galaxian cart S 16.95

CXL4012 Missile Command cart S16.95

CXL4027 Qix cart $ 6.95

CXL4008 Space Invaders cart S 6.95

CXL4011 Star Raiders cart $ 6.95

CXL4006 Super Breakout cart $ 6.95

CXL4025 Defender cart $19.95

RX8042 Realsports Tennis cart $16.95

RX8044 Joust cart $19.95

RX8049 Jungle Hunt cart $19.95

RX8048 Millipede cart $19.95

CXL4022 PacMan cart $19.95

RX8045 Pengo cart $19.95

RX8033 Robotron cart $19.95
RX8026 Dig Dug cart $19.95
RX8043 Ms. Pac Man cart $19.95

RX8067 Final Legacy cart $19.95
RX8029 Realsports Football cart $16.95

KX7101 Entertainer Kit cart $24.95
KX7102 Arcade Champ Kit (includes cart $24.95

PacMan. Qix cart holder and two joysticks)

MUSIC SOFTWARE
FOR GRADES
DX5081

AX2020
AX2026
AED80048
AED80049
AED80050
APX20100

7 THROUGH ADULT (available on disk only)

Music Painter 519.95

Transcribe your favorite songs and save them

for later use. or compose your own songs and

build a library of personal hits.

Music I (Theory Lessons) $24.95

Music II (Advanced Theory) $24.95

Music I/Term Notations $ 6.95

Music ll/Rhythm and Pitch $ 6.95

Music Ill/Scales and Chords S 6.95

Advanced Music $ 6.95

MATH AND ARITHMETIC
The Secret Formula Series teaches mathematical con-

cepts by asking the player to create formulas that will

duplicate a series of numbers generated by the computer
Available on disk only

Secret Formula—Elementary (grade 4-6) $ 6.95

Secret Formula— Intermediate (grade 6-8) $ 6.95

Secret Formula— Advanced (grade 9-12) $ 6.95

AED80020
AED80021

AED80022
AED80057
AED80060
AED80055
AED80009
AED80011

Basic Arithmetic (elem) $ 6.95

Counting (K-grade 2) $ 6.95

Metric & Problem Solving (grade 3-7) $ 6.95

Math Facts and Games (elem) $ 6.95

Division Drill (grade 7-9) $ 6.95

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
CX4118 Conversational German
CX4 1 1 9 Conversational French

CX4120 Conversational Spanish

CX4125 Conversational Italian

SPELLING, GRAMMAR, AND READING
CX4126
RX8059
AED80001

AED80002
AED80003
AED80004
AED80005
AED80006
AED80007
AED80008
AED80054
AED80059
AED80067
AED80069
DX5050

Speed Reading (grade 9-adult)

Skywriter (grade 1-6)

Spelling in Context/ 1 (grade 1)

Spelling in Context/2 (grade 2)

Spelling in Context/3 (grade 3)

Spelling in Context/4 (grade 4)

Spelling in Context/5 (grade 5)

Spelling in Context/6 (grade 6)

Spelling in Context/7 (grade 7)

Spelling in Context/8 (grade 8)

Prefixes (grade 3-6)

Pre-Reading (K-grade 2)

Spelling Bee (grade 3-7)

Word Games (elem)

Mickey. Great Outdoors (gr. 2-5)

tape $17.95

tape $17.95

tape $17.95

tape $17.95

tape $24.95

cart $17.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk S 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk S 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk 5 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk S 6.95

PROGRAM LANGUAGES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

KX7079

CXL4018
AX2025

CXL4003

CX8121

CX4117
KX7099

Logo Kit

Pilot Kit

Microsoft Basic II

Assembler/Editor

Macro Assembler

Invitation to Programming III

BASIC Tutor

cart

cart

disk/cart

cart

disk

tape

tape

$49.95

$39.95

$29.95

$24.95

$24.95

$ 7.50

$19.95

(includes Invitation to Programming I & II and two books,

Inside Atari BASIC and Programming Tips and Tricks)

SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES
The Atarilab series teaches science through experimentation.

AED80013 Atarilab Starter Kit cart $59.95
AED80014 Atarilab Light Module cart $39.95
AED80017 U.S. Geography disk $6.95
AED80056 The Marketplace (grade 3-8) disk $ 6.95

AED80052 Earth Sciences (grade 7-9) disk 5 6.95

AED80053 Geography (grade 4-10) disk $6.95
AED80066 Expeditions (elem) disk $ 6.95

CX8106 Bond Analysis (adult) disk $9.95
CX8107 Stock Analysis (adult) disk S 9.95

CX8108 Stock Charting (adult) disk $9.95

ATARI COMPUTER CONTROLLERS
CX21

CX30
CX40
CX75
CX80
CX85

Touch Pad Controllers (alpha numeric)

Paddle Controllers

Joystick

Light Pen

Trak Ball—HCD
Numeric Keypad

INK ROLLERS, RIBBONS, COMPUTER CABLES, AND ACCESSORIES
FC 1 00626 Ink Rollers (NOW AVAILABLE)
CO70263 Ribbon for XMM801
CX87 Modem Cable for 850 Interface

$ 3.95

$12.95

$24.95

CX86 Printer Cable for 850 Interface

CX853 1 6K RAM Module for 800 Computer

CX82 Black & White Monitor Cable

$ 9.95

$ 9.95

$ 6.95

$39.95

S14.95

$24.95

$24.95

$19.95

$24.95
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PowerPlanST:

integrated graphics

and multiple

windows make

this spreadsheet

a fine choice for

many applications

I

Botto
By DAVID H. AHL

Although computers have been

used for business and financial

calculations almost from the

da> the first Univac was put into service

m 1951, the concept of an electronic

spreadsheet is fair!) new . It did not exist

until 1 978 when Dan Bricklin, a student

at the Harvard Business School sought

a better way to perform the endless re-

calculations of balance sheets, income

statements, and forecasts required

whenever a single assumption changed.

He likened his first spreadsheet to '"an

electronic blackboard and electronic-

chalk.
•"

Bricklin's first spreadsheet program
had five columns ( four quarters and end

of year) and 20 rows. To make it a more
marketable product, he enlisted the aid

of long-time friend Bob I rankston who
increased the number of cells, added
some user-friendly features, and packed

the program into 20K for the Apple II.

The program was christened VisiCak
and was said to be responsible for over

half of the Apples sold in 1980.

The astounding success of VistCalc

spurred many other software vendors to

The power of a

spreadsheet lies in its ability to

manipulate data according to

your directions.

System: Atari ST

Price: $79.95

Summary: A tine

spreadsheet package with

excellent Integrated

graphics.

Manufacturer:

Abacus Software

P.O. Box 7219

Grand Rapids. Ml 49510

(616)241-5510

market versions with more features.

versions with special features for partic-

ular markets, and simplified, stripped

down versions for the home market. By

mid-1984 when Creative Computing
did a roundup of all available spread-

sheets, there more than 70 on the mar-

ket. Today. Loins 1-2-3 is more-or-less

the de tint/) standard, and only about a

do/en other spreadsheets are being ac-

tively marketed.

However, Atari ST owners have far

fewer than a dozen spreadsheets from

which to choose: three is more like it.

The latest entry is PowerPlan ST from

Abacus. PowerPlan ST is a full-fea-

tured spreadsheet with integrated

graphics, built-in calculator, and on-

line notepad. It lakes full advantage of

the GEM operating environment of the

ST and thus can use multiple windows

to displu} different parts of the spread-

sheet, graphics, or notes.

We put PowerPlan ST through its

paces using some real business prob-

lems. I low do its features stack up when
put to the test? Number of cells is al-

ways one of the first features cited by

manufacturers, and Abacus is no excep-

tion: PowerPlan ST can have up to

65.536 cells, which seems plenty large

for any business smaller than General
Motors. We found it more than ample
for our sample calculations.

Labeling

If you want to produce reports for

anyone but yourself, layout and labeling

loom as important features, frequently,

a spreadsheet will have long labels (ti-

tles) on columns ai the left with shorter

columns of numbers in the body of the

table. This requires thai column widths

be able to be set independently, which
PowerPlan Si allows. It is simple to

specify a new column width using the

pull-down Options menu: unfortunately

once you do so. thai new width stays in

the column width buffer. The reason

this is unfortunate is thai if you change
a few column widths and then want to

make a second change to an already

changed column, you have no W'ay of

knowing the current width unless you

noted il someplace.

A cell is automatically defined as a

label if the first character is non-numer-
ic. This means that you must precede a

label such as l9Sh or 1987 with a non-

numeric character like an apostrophe or

asterisk. This is generally not onerous

in the case of year labels, for example-
but we found it more objectionable to

add such a character to something like a

parts catalog number.

Unlike some other spreadsheets, a la-

bel longer than the number oi' charac-

ters of a cell does not carry over into the

next cell(s).evcn if they are empty. This

is not necessarily a flaw; it just means
that multi-column labels (titles, head-

ings) must be produced by entering

characters in several columns. Head-
ings to appear at the top of a page can
also be produced by putting the re-

quired type into the "notepad," a pull-

down window for recording short bits of

text, A nifty feature of the notepad is

the ability to enter printer control char-

acters which allow you to print bold,

underlined, or italic characters.

The notepad is not designed as a word
processor, but il does have some rudi-

mentary wp operations, namely cut.

copy, and paste. To move a block of lext.

for example, you cut it from one loca-

tion and paste it into another. Although
normally, you would use the notepad to

print titles on a spreadsheet or graph.
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Figure 1. A graph produced by PowerPlan using Atari Explorer reader survey data.

you can also use il in the opposite man-
ner, namely merging data from the

spreadsheet into the notepad to produce
short form letters or memos.
The Format menu allows you to se-

lect four types of numeric units: integer,

decimal, units, or scientific. Units is the
same as decimal except that it allows a

one- to three-character label to be add-
ed to the number, called the unit (of

measure). For example, units could be
Frs, $, or %. Some spreadsheets allow
cell entries to be centered or justified to

the right or left: PowerPlan ST docs not
have this feature.

Formulas and Functions

The power of a spreadsheet lies in its

ability to manipulate data automatical-

ly according to your directions. Howev-
er, spreadsheets vary widely in the way
they require you to enter these direc-

tions. In specifying cell coordinates,

PowerPlan ST uses the Microsoft Mul-
liPlan convention— row and column
numbers are preceded with R and C
(R4C2, R23C45). A cell can also be
referred to relative to another cell. For
example, the value of the cell two rows
above the current cell would be ex-

pressed as R-2C+0 (row minus 2 and
same column).

No matter which cell adressing sys-

tem you choose to use. you must be
cautious when inserting or deleting

rows and columns. While some spread-
sheets will automatically adjust all cell

references after an insertion or deletion,

PowerPlan ST'is not one of them. Thus,
it is highly desirable to plan out your
spreadsheet as fully as possible before

committing it to the computer.
Looking at the functions available in

a spreadsheet, you can usually put it in

cither the business/financial, statisti-

cal, or scientific camp. PowerPlan ST \s

clearly in the last category with its 13

trig and log functions and 1 1 general

functions (sum, average, maximum val-

ue, etc.). Indeed, the program has no
financial functions such as net current

value or ratcof return, and no statistical

functions. Nevertheless, it can be used
for standard business and financial

planning.

Other things we look for in a spread-

sheet are its ability to replicate rows,

columns, or blocks of data, and the abil-

ity to sort rows and columns. PowerPlan
.ST did not disappoint us; it has all of

these capabilities and more. We did

note that PowerPlan ST can sort on
only one field at a time; thus to sort on
two or more variables, you must first

sort the least important and work your
way to the primary variable.

PowerPlanST allows you to use up to

seven windows, which is four more than

most people would normally need. One
delightful feature of multiple windows
is the ability to keep a portion of your
spreadsheet in view on part of the screen

and one or more graphs in view on other

parts of the screen. As you change a cell

value, you can vividly see the effect of

the change in living graphics and color.

Graphics

Speaking of graphics. PowerPlan ST
allows you to display a spreadsheet
range in four different types of graphs
(with three additional variations): bar,

slacked bar. line chart, and pie chart.

Variations include 3-D bars and a shad-
ed line chart.

To specify a range of numbers for

graphics, printing, or replication, you
must move the cursor over the upper

Figure 2.

Titles can be bold
or just normal type.

left-hand corner of the range, press and
continue to hold the left mouse button
while you move the mouse to the cell in

the lower left-hand corner of the range,

then release the button. With a small

range, entirely visible in the active win-

dow, this is easy. With a large range, it

is darn near impossible. A second meth-
od of specifying a range with the shift

key and mouse button is somewhat easi-

er for large ranges, but why oh why
couldn't Abacus have included an op-

lion to allow you simply to type the cell

coordinates of the upper left and lower

right corners of the range?

PowerPlan ST has a versatile print

mode that allows you to print out select-

ed cells, the graphics window, the note-

pad, or the scrapbook (a temporary
storage area). Graphics can be printed

on Atari and Fpson-compatible print-

ers.

The Bottom Cell

Different users will have different

opinions of PowerPlan ST. For smaller
problems, it is more than adequate.
However, as ihe size of your spread-
sheet grows, PowerPlan ST becomes
sluggish— not. surprisingly, on calcula-

tions, but on data entry. For some rea-

son, each time you press the Rclurn key
to enter a value, PowerPlan ST scans

the entire spreadsheet from the upper
left-hand corner down to the active cell,

something you will soon grow tired of
watching.

The graphics in PowerPlan ST are

outstanding, and with the delightful si-

multaneous display of numbers and
graphics you can get an immediate visu-

al grasp of the effect of different as-

sumptions much more easily than by
looking at numbers alone.

Although PowerPlan ST has no fi-

nancial functions per se, it is still a pow-
erful lool for keeping track of budgets,

expenses, and other business data; after

all. how often do you really need to

calculate rate of return or net present

value?

PowerPlan ST comes with a 72-page
manual which, if you have never used a
spreadsheet before, may turn out to be a
bit cryptic. Moreover, the index is total-

ly worthless. However, once you gel ihe

hang of using the program, the manual
is quite adequate.

With its excellent integrated graph-
ics. PowerPlan ST is a fine spreadsheet

that should be adequate for most users.

And with its price of just $79.95, it cer-

tainly conforms to the Atari tradition of
"power without the price."
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Eight steps to word processing wisdom

v. .1

-.

Homefront
By ROXANE FARMANFARMAIAN

An empty screen can destroy your

hopes of writing faster than

anything else in the world . . .

besides a blank piece of paper, of course.

Ditto for a keyboard and a No. 2 pencil.

Whether you stand at the thresh hold of

a promotional letter or a birthday greet-

ing, a school report or a resume, if you

ain't got the ideas, the tools are worth-

less.

But when your creative juices arc

flowing, then . . . though tools be tools,

some are more equal than others. Used
effectively, your word processor can

knock the spols off any paper/pencil

combo.
What's effectively? For starters, not

thinking of the screen and keyboard

(and printer) as surrogate paper and

pencil. Start at the lop, type to the bot-

tom, reread, start from the top again

and move down, correcting your er-

rors—that's one way of writing. But

your Atari can help you do so much
more!

The computer gives you the power to

manipulate text visually By copying,

moving, and temporarily banishing text

to holding areas, you can mix and match
sentences (and paragraphs) into differ-

ent designs. If your word processing

program gives you the benefit of win-

dows, so much the better; they let you

bounce text back and forth between on-

screen files. !f you don't have windows,

you can still benefit from the flexibility

your Atari offers by splitting your

screen into upper and lower parts, while

making full use of your buffer as a hid-

den window. Here's how to turn your

phrases into building blocks, rather

than letting them languish as if they

were cemented in place.

The Steps

1. Regardless of what you are plan-

ning to write, take the time to put notes

and ideas into a word processor file.

F.vcn if you only do so right before set-

tling down to the real task of writing,

throwing ideas into a catch-all notes

area will help you double-check later to

be sure that you have covered all the

points you planned to cover.

If, in the course of writing, you think

of new ideas, particularly ones that

don't fit in with what you have written

so far. put them in the notes area as a

reminder to deal with them later. When
collecting a lot of notes, use boldface or

underlining to highlight important

words and concepts. This makes it easi-

er to zero in on common ideas and col-

lect related ones when it comes time to

organize the notes, later on.

Before beginning to write for real,

think of subject headings. Then, using

your block move or cut-and-paste com-
mands, reorganize your notes under the

headings. Kor this column. I chose "in-

troduction," "smart steps," "tricks."

and "conclusion." If your notes don't fit

together as well as you had hoped, try

new headings or rearrange them. The
lime to discover and correct organiza-

tional flaws and sloppy thinking is at the

beginning, before the purple prose

starts flowing. It is often helpful to

make a hardcopy at this stage for refer-

ence.

If you are doing a research paper, this

process could take some time. At first,

just move the notes among the headings

until you have them where you want
them Then, if you wish. juggle the notes

under each heading into a more work-

able order. Scan your notes to sec if you
have left any holes in your research, and
fill them now or at least figure out

how to write around them.

2. From organized notes to finished

opus is not a huge step. If you arc usinga

windowed word processor like 1ST
Word on the ST. open a new file on-

screen in which to do your actual writ-

ing. Having notes and text on-screen at

the same time makes things very easy.

If you don't enjoy the luxury of win-

dows, drop down six or seven lines below

your notes (in the same file) and start

writing there. To facilitate bouncing

back and forth between your notes and

your emerging text, mark this position

with a brief, distinctive series of charac-

ters (***, for example). Having done so.

you will be able to use the "move to top

of document" function of your word
processor to visit your notes, and jump
back to your text by using its "search"

function to seek out your distinctive

marker.

Glance at the notes in the window (or

section) under your first heading, and
then take the plunge and start writing.

Whenever appropriate, copy notes from

the note window into your text, rephras-

ing as you go. If the blank text window
gives you the heebie-jeebies, copy all the

notes from your first heading into the

empty window and write around them,

reworking them into more complete
ideas and sentences as you go.

3. When you reach the end of your

piece (or, if it is a long endeavor, when
you start slowing down and need a

break), save your files and print out a

copy of yourdocument. If yourtext is in

its own window, as a separate docu-

ment, this should be easy. If it is at-

tached to your notes, check your word
processor manual to see how to go about

printing only a portion of a file. For

most word processors, this is fairly sim-

ple.

Seeing your words on paper is always

different (and more revealing) than see-

ing them on-screen. Reading fluidh

from beginning to end in the hardcopy

also helps you avoid the trap of seeing

text in screen-lengths, which can make
for very choppy copy. Don't look for

spelling errors or minor flaws in gram-

mar at this stage. Look for large-scale
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Place your notes in a separate window or section of the document

before you begin to write, and refer to them frequently as you write.

Use abbreviations for unwieldy, frequently-used words and phrases.

Then use a global search-and-replace to substitute the complete

word or phrase when the document is finished.

problems- inconsistencies in logic,

abrupt changes in tone, insufficient fac-

tual material to support your argument,
confusing progressions of ideas—and
mark them on the printout.

4. When your hardcopy siesta is over,

it's back to the screen. If you haven't
completed your piece yet and you are
the type that prefers getting all your
ideas down before starting to revise,

continue writing until you're finished.

Otherwise, start revising from the top,

incorporating the changes you made on
your printout. Check spelling and
grammar as you go along.

While moving through the text, go
back to your note window periodically,

deleting the notes that have been ade-
quately covered (remember, before do-
ing so, to save a copy of your original
notes for later reference). By doing this,

you will discover if you have accidental-
ly missed something important. You
will also find out if you have strayed, in

writing, from the structure you original-

ly planned. The latter discovery doesn't
necessarily mean your piece is bad.
However, if you aim to write like a pro-

fessional, you should ask yourself if

there was a good reason for each devi-

ation. Understanding the way you think
while planning and how that differs

from the way you think while writing
will give insight into the writing process
and improve your writing overall.

Shortcuts

Professional knowhow, habitually
used, can save you a great deal of time

Roxane Farmanfarmaian is tech

nology editor of Working Woman
magazine.

and reduce the repetitive aspects of
writing. Try the following.

I. If you regularly write pieces with
the same logical format (for example,
monthly business reports that must al-

ways include summaries for the same
group of departments) set up task-spe-
cific outline files with labeled sections

already in place. Load these into your
"'notes" window for a time-saving boost
to the organizing process, so you can
concentrate on what is important rather

USBu effectively, your word

processor can knock the spots

off any paper/pencil combo.

than worry if "Receivables" comes be-

fore "Research." Remember to save
your filled-in outlines under appropri-
ate new names, so as to leave your
blanks free for future use.

2. The same principle applies to "boi-
lerplate" text you use over and over. If,

for example, you use your Atari to send
out descriptive contracts for your con-
sulting business, chances are that each
document will contain too much unique
information to make use of a mail-
merge program and fully standardized
form letter a practical solution. On the
other hand, it is more than likely that
substantial portions of each contract
will remain unchanged. Simply place
this "boilerplate" text in an empty file

and write around it to create each new

document. Or load it into a separate
window and cut-and-paste it into the
window you are using.

3. If you are writing a long piece, use
abbreviations for unwieldy, frequently-

used words and phrases throughout
your first draft. Make the abbreviations

easy to type, so you can slip unharried
into the habit of using them while you
write. After you have finished doing the
heavy creative work, you can go back
and do a global search-and-replace for

each abbreviation, substituting the
complete phrase. If you consistently

misspell certain words, you can handle
these the same way.

4. Users of word processors with win-
dows have another option: putting help
screens or abbreviation lists in windows
for fast reference. You may. for exam-
ple, have developed a great system of
abbreviations (or function-key assign-

ments, or macros, etc.) but tend to for-

get which is which. Placing the defini-

tions directly in front of you, but
unobtrusively, somewhere in the corner
of the screen, for example, can save you
a lot of time and brain racking.

To Sum It All Up
No doubt you will discover your own

tricks and acquire your own habits as
you work the keyboard. Because of that,

you will come to think of your word
processor as far superior to anyone el-

se's—everyone does. Don't let that stop
you from trying on your word processor
any neat trick that you see someone else

using on his. Every word processor is

unique, just as every writer is unique.

But many of the steps to good word
processing and good writing—are
universal.
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By DAVID H. AHL

Sonic of these problems can be

solved in your head, some require

pencil and paper, and still others

require that you write a computer pro-

gram.

Answers are on page 77.

Count Closely

A city boy saw a farmyard in which

pigs and chickens were freely roaming

together. He asked the farmer. "How
many pigs and chickens do you have?"

The farmer replied. "Well, I count 60
eyes and 86 feet. You figure it out."'

People Express

A People Express plane flics from
Newark to Buffalo and back. There is

no wind, and the pilot maintains a con-

slant speed equivalent to a ground speed

of 400 mph. The same trip is made the

next day at the same engine speed, but

there is a constant 50 mph wind blowing

from Buffalo to Newark. Will the round

trip take more, the same, or less time

than the day before?

v^as^s..

^

Length of a Lunar

The moon creatures described by H.

G. Wells live in underground caverns

and use the lunar as their unit of dis-

tance. It was adopted because the sur-

face area of the moon in square lunars

exactly equals the volume of the moon
in cubic lunars. The diameter of the

moon is 2 1 60 miles. How long is a lunar

in relation to a mile?

Mountain Climber

A man climbs a mountain one day,

reaches the summit in early evening,

and camps there for the night. He goes

down the next day using the same route

by which he climbed up. Is there a spot

along the route that he will occupy at

precisely the same time of day on both

trips?

How Old?

Last year my age was a square num-
ber. Next year it will be a cube number.
How old am I now? Wowlom' will I

have to wail before rB age is b|^ a

square number and a lube:

Perfect Numbers
A perfect number IWki integfr^the

sum of whose integral factors (includ-

ing I ) equals itself. Tl^first number is

6. a sum of I + 2 + 3yFind tAe sec«id
and third perfect numbers.

Broken 1000 12
Two numbers add up to 1000. One

number is a multiple on (
): the other is a

multiple of 47. Find the two numbers.

Orderly Remaindeu\
Find the smallest num ber th at when

divided by 10 has a apmainder ^of 9,

when divided by 9 haspremaime^f8,
when divided by S has a remainder of 7.

and so on right down to^^mion by* 2

leaving a remainder of 1

.

The Remaining One
find the smallest number ihatts» di-

visible b\ 13, but when divided bv 12.

II. 10, 9, 8, 7, 6. 5, 4j,J^leaveia
remainder of 1

.

Same Numbers
What six-digit number when multi-

plied by any number from 2 through 6

produces answers, all of which contain

six digits in the same sequence.
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By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

I
wrote a first drafl of this column
while quitting smoking, which ap-

parently did something to my brain.

Dig this: "The idioms of musical nota-

tion; quarter notes, halftones, measures,
scales, and so on. comprise a language
of numerical proportions and orderly

mathematical relationships. Though
music—as we hear it— is a phenomenon
that unfolds with great complexity and
subtlety over time, man has always rec-

ognized it as a form of information that

can be decomposed to number."'

You don't really want to read parts of

my dissertation, do you? Neither do I.

now that my brain chemistry has settled

down. Assuming you don't have any
metaphysical trouble with the idea of
using computers to create art, the con-
nection between music and computing
is really very simple. Music is a form of

information that can be dealt with nu-

merically. Computers can be very, vers

useful tools for dealing with numeric
information. They also keep good lime,

never bring their groupies to rehearsal,

don't get into arguments with the pro-

ducer about billing the record company
for pharmaceuticals, and never, never
gooff between lours to make self-indul-

gent, derivative, solo albums.
MIDI — the Musical Instrument

Digital Interface— is (among other
things) a way of getting computers and
"smart" musical instruments to talk to-

Ifllul IS a way of getting

computers and "smart" musical

instruments to talk together.

gether. By 1981, musical instruments
(like wristwatches, pocket calculators.

VCRs. and the passenger tram at Dal-

las/Fort Worth International Airport)

were getting too smart for their own
good. Microprocessors arc kinda like a

fertili/er. you know: throw a processor

into something, and it starts sprouting

features and peripherals all over the

place.

The problem back then was that eve-

rybody's microprocessor-enhanced syn-

thesizers, drum machines, sequencers,

and so on. didn't speak the same lan-

guage. Musicians who owned systems
from different manufacturers couldn't

share resources. Recording studios were
forced to invest vast sums of money in

redundant equipment, just to stay com-
patible with everything their customers
would trot in.

It was a stone drag. To repair the

situation. Dave Smith (president of Se-

quential Circuits) and his colleague

Chet Wood proposed a network specifi-

cation called Universal Synthesizer In-

terlace at the autumn Audio Engineer-
ing Society convention in New York.
Interest among manufacturers ran

high. B> 1982. representatives of Se-

quential. Kawai, Korg, Roland, and
Yamaha had reached concensus on an
improved version of USI, eventually

codified bv Smith and Wood as MIDI
1.0.

You know the old saying: "a camel is

a horse designed by committee?" Sur-
prisingly, the MIDI standard resembles

a camel not at all. (Atari ST Develo-

per's in-joke. nor docs it rcscmblca cab-
bage patch, or. for that matter, a gar-

bage can.) Anyone who has hung
around the Akihabara district of Tokyo
for a few years will have no difficulty

understanding it.

Don't panic! I'm just kidding. Actu-
ally, the MIDI system is admirably sim-
ple if you already know telecommuni-
cations and maybe some assembly
language, you'll find it very easy to pick

up. Once you've done so. you will have
catapulted yourself onto the leading

edge of music technology— way. way
over the curly heads of those metal
freaks who got all the cute girls in high

school. So let's get down to it, and re-

member- if your courage flags—that

Christy Brinkley married Billy Joel.

How MIDI Works

The MIDI specification describes

some simple hardware that lets ma-
chines communicate. It also defines a

low-level "language" that describes

musical "events," mostly in the context

of electronic keyboards, but adaptable
to other kinds of electronic instruments

and equipment as well.

The MIDI transmission circuit

(MIDI OUT) consists of a UART
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver/
Transmitter) and line driver; the receiv-

er circuit (MIDI IN)ofanoptoisolator,
similar UART, and some other basic

components. An optional transmission

circuit. MIDI THRU.issometimcsalso
provided (see below) — this is unimple-
mented on the ST. but may be present

on MIDI interface units available for 8-

bil Ataris. Schematics for the circuit

(and other hardware documentation)
are available from the International

MIDI Association, I 1857 HartsookSt..
N. Hollywood. CA 91607.

Basically, the transmission circuit ac-

cepts data from the computer hardware
and spews it out, bitwise, along a wire,

in the form of voltage pulses. Bits are
sent down the wire in packets of ten,

each comprised of a start bit (meaning
"here comes some data"), eight data
bits (a binary byte), and a stop bit

(meaning "that was it"). Because the
bits arc sent in series. MIDI is said to be
a serial communications system. Be-
cause the start and stop bit markers help
receiving units keep track of where

When he's not busy being senior

technical editor for Atari Explorer,

John Jainschigg plays guitar and
keyboards with his band. "Land-
lord's Halo." So does his ST. His
Atari 800 is too stuck up to join the

group — having tasted fame back in
'84 as the first home computer ever

featured on MTV.
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meaningful data begins and ends, elimi-

nating the need for separate "synch'

messages and other timing rigamarole,

MIDI is said to function asynchronous-

iy-

The bits in a MIDI message are sent

down the wire at intervals of 'A 12 50 of a

second. The MIDI interface is thus ca-

pable of transmitting at 31.25K bits per

second, or about 31 25 bytes or charac-

ters per second. Fast like giraffe.

Hooking Up to MIDI

Most MIDI-compatible devices can

both receive and transmit MIDI data.

In accordance with the MIDI spec, a

separate, female 5-pin DIN connector

is provided for each function; one la-

beled MIDI IN, the other MIDI OUT.
A third connector, labelled MIDI
THRU, is also provided on some equip-

ment. MIDI THRU is slaved to MIDI
IN and simply passes on a copy of all

data received. This permits the unit to

act as a passive link in a connection

between two other pieces of MIDI
equipment. Together, the three ports let

you assemble MIDI-compatible equip-

ment into complex networks.

Figure 1. Schematic for standard MIDI cable.

Shielded, twisted-pair cable should be used,

with shield connected to pin 2 at either end.

All connections between MIDI de-

vices are made with "male-both-ends"

DIN cables, which can be purchased

ready-made or put together according

to the schematic in Figure 1.

MIDI cables can be up to 50 feet

long, according to the spec, though sta-

dium-rock superstars of my acquaint-

ance have experienced little trouble

with cables up to twice that length. (If

you're worried about running cables

over longer distances, consult your tour

engineer or booking agent. The former
can probably whip up the necessary

Puzzles & Problems Answers

Length of a Lunar

A lunar is 360 miles long.

Count Closely

There were 1 3 pigs and 1 7 chickens.

People Express

Because the wind boosts the speed of

the plane in one direction and retards it

in the other, it might be thought that

these effects would cancel each other

out and that total travel time would be

the same, wind or no wind. Actually,

this is not the case, because the time

during which the speed of the plane is

boosted is shorter than the time during

which it is reduced. Thus, the round trip

in the wind is longer.

Mountain Chi

The answer is yes, but the problem is

not easy to solve unless you think of two

people making the ascent and descent

on the same day. Obviously, they must
meet; thus, the problem is solved.

How Old?

My present age is 26. In 38 years,

when 1 am 64, my age will be both a

square and a cube.

Perfect Numbers

The second perfect number is 28; the

third is 496.

Broken 1000
The two numbers are 342 and 658.

Orderly Remainders

The number is 2519.

The Remaining One

The number is 83 1 6 1

.

Same Numbers

Original number: 142,857.

Multiplied by 2: 285,714.

Multiplied by 3: 428,571.

Multiplied by 4: 571,428.

Multiplied by 5: 714,285.

Multiplied by 6: 857,142.

line-drivers and junction boxes; if not,

the latter can book you into smaller

halls.)

A basic MIDI connection is made by

cabling the MIDI OUT port of one de-

vice to the MIDI IN port of another,

enabling the first device to transmit

data and the second to receive it. To
communicate both ways (assuming
both devices can receive and transmit),

a second cable is used to connect the

MIDI OUT port of the latter device to

the MIDI IN port of the first.

Why isn't all this I/O combined into

a single port? The most important rea-

son is that with clearly-labeled, one-

function ports on all devices, it is fairly

easy to keep track of where data is com-
ing from and going to in a complex
MIDI setup.

MIDI Communications

So far, our description of MIDI
hasn't been very musical. In fact, what
we've described is just a very simple,

high-speed serial communications sys-

tem. That's exactly what MIDI is on the

hardware level. In fact, the ST MIDI
ports are being used for non-musical

applications ranging from file transfer

to multiuser networking.

MIDI is device #3 under the ST
system (device # 1 is the RS-232 (aux:)

port, device #2 the console). The MIDI
IN port can be read using the ST Basic

statement

B = INP(3) AND 255
where 3 is the device (actually port)

number. The expression AND 255
masks off the high byte of the word
value returned. Writing a byte of data

to the MIDI port is done with the state-

ment
OUT3.B

where 3 is the port number, and B is

your one-byte value.

Listing I is a short Basic program
that will let two STs communicate via

their MIDI ports. To make the hookup,
use two MIDI cables to connect the

MIDI OUT port of one ST to the MIDI
IN port of another, and vice-versa.
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9 REM —ENLARGE AND CLEAR OUTPUT WINDOW

—

10 FULLW 2:CLEARW 2
19 REM —TEMPORARILY DISABLE GEM

—

20 POKE SYSTAB+24,

1

29 REM —CHECK FOR KEYPRESS

—

30 IF NOT INP(-2> THEN 70
39 REM — INPUT KEY CODE

—

40 C^INP<2) AND 255
*9 REM —END IF USER HAS PRESSED <ESC>

—

50 IF C=27 THEN POKE SYSTAB+24, OtEND
59 REM —OUTPUT CODE TO MIDI PORT

—

60 OUT 3, C: GOTO 90
69 REM —CHECK FOR DATA AT MIDI PORT

—

70 IF NOT INP(-3) THEN 30
79 REM — INPUT CODE AT MIDI PORT

—

SO C=INP<3) AND 255
89 REM —RE-ENABLE GE*,i AND PRINT CODE

—

90 POKE SYSTAB+24, 0:PMINT CHR*<C) j :GOTO 20

Listing 1. This ST Basic terminal program permits two STs

to communicate via their MIDI ports.

•include <osbind.fr>

main ()

C

int c = O;
/* loop forever »/
Mt>l 1*U> <

/* i-f a key has been pressed ... »/
if (Bconstat <2>

)

t

/* input it, and exit if it's a CTRL-C */
if(<c = Bconin<2)> == 3) break;
/» else print it t/
Bconout <2,c)

;

/» and output it over MIDI */
Bconout <3,c)

j

y
/if there's data at the MIDI port */
if (Bconstat (3)

X

/* get it */
C = Bconin(3);
/* and print it »/
Bconout <2,c)

;

>

>

/t exit politely on break »/
exit (O);

Listing 2. Mark Williams C version of the

MIDI terminal progam in Listing 1.

Then rl \ the program on both ma-
chines.

In C, reading and writing to the

MIDI ports is just as simple. At the

lowest level, the BIOS functions Bcon-

slat(3), BcostatO), and Bconin(3) and
Bconout(3,c). defined in <osbind.h>
can be used as shown in Figure 2. where

C is an integer.

Most C environments also offer the

higher-level function midiws(s). which

writes the null-terminated string point-

ed to bv s (minus the trailing *0) to

MIDI out. There is no corresponding

input function. Though standard I/O
functions can sometimes be used in spe-

cial contexts, it is impractical to handle

normal MIDI input except on the char-

acter level.

Listing 2 is a C version of the dumb
MIDI terminal program described
above. Written in Mark Williams C. it

should compile with few changes under

other versions.

Next issue, we'll write some more
complicated and useful MIDI applica-

tions. For now, however, let's move up
to a more abstract level and study sonic

electronic instrument vocabulary.

Synthspeak

To understand MIDI language at the

bits and bytes level, you have to have at

least a passing familiarity with the way
a modern electronic instrument works.

Basically, it is a computer optimized to

produce sound. There's a CPU, some
ROM. some RAM. various input de-

vices (a keyboard, some buttons, slider

switchers, foot pedals, pitch benders, or

other controls), and various output de-

vices (FED indicators, maybe an LCD
screen, the audio output ports or built-

in speakers, and. of course, the MIDI

ports). The block diagram in Figure 3

describes the various parts of a Casio

CZ- 1 OF an affordable MIDI synthesiz-

er. Looking at it. you should feel a warm
sense of familiarity. If you're still not

c " Bconstat(3); Returns - 1 when a byte is waiting to be read at MIDI IN. otherwise.

c = Bcostat(3); Returns when MIDI OUT is free to transmit, - 1 otherwise.

c = Bconin(3): Returns a word (high byte set to FF) from MIDI IN. Will hang until data is

available.

Bconout(3,c); Writes low byte of c to MIDI OUT. Will hang until data can be written.

Returns nothing

Figure 2.

INPUT (PERFORMANCE CONTROLS)

If keyboard

x pitch &end wheel

* portamento Hitch

x viprato at ten

REAKNLV MEMORY

X Operating Syste*

x factcy patches

X wavefor* data

INPUT (PRESET CONTRCLS)

x Mttfg panK select

X preset witches _
X wwry read/nnte

X nono/solc/Mx

X transpose

X MDI control

INPUT (PARAMETER CONTROLS)

X data-entry controls

x envelope controls

X parameter controls

X Unertwdulatton controls

REMOTE INPUT

x MIDI in

PROCESSOR

(and other circuitry)

RANDOM-ACCESS rfiKRV

x working patches

x temporary data

x MIDI I/O oueues

OPTIONAL W CARTRIDGE

x additional patches

'OUTPUT FACILITIES

X HIDI out/thru

X function LEDs

X LCD screen

X DACs for audio output

Figure 3. Simplified block diagram of a Casio CZ 101 . a typical MIDI synthesizer.
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On certain $yntns,

controllers may be

reassignsble, like function

keys.

warm enough, imagine how those met-

al-heads must feel when they look at

this kind of diagram and realize what

they're getting into.

Note the boxed area at the left of the

diagram— these are the controls you'll

use most often when playing the instru-

ment. If you think about it, you'll see

there's only a conceptual connection be-

tween manipulating these controls and

actually making sounds.

In fact, the CPU interfaces the con-

trols to the sound synthesis facilities in

real time, changing controller-motion

information to music (and causing oth-

er things to happen as appropriate) ac-

cording to a program. Parts of this pro-

gram arc inalterable— like the parts of

an OS that are burned into ROM (in

fact, they are parts of an OS, and they

are burned into ROM ). Other parts are

user-alterable.

Depending on how the system is de-

signed, the processor may monitor

(poll) certain of the controls constantly

to sec if anything is happening to them.

Certain other controls may not require

constant monitoring, but may generate

interrupts to attract the processor's at-

tention when they require it. Like com-
puter controllers (joysticks, mice, the

keyboard, etc.), each synth controller

generates its own type of data that must

be interpreted and acted on in special

ways.

The keyboard is apt to be the most

expressive controller in the system. At

the very least it will be capable of in-

forming the processor when a key is

pressed and when it is released. On
more expressive synthesizers (not the

CZ-101 ), the keyboard may also signal

how fast each key is pressed down (at-

tack velocity), how hard it is being held

down {pressure, or aftertouch), and

how fast it is permitted to rise (release

velocity).

This can represent a lot of informa-

tion— usually one reading for attack ve-

locity, perhaps several for pressure (it

may change over time), and one reading

for release velocity. Having all this in-

formation permits the synth to respond

eloquently, modifying the character of

sound produced throughout the press-

hold-release cycle.

Additional "performance" controls

(dials, joysticks, touch strips, sliding

switches, mouthpieces, foot pedals, and
buttons) may also be present. These

controls are used to modify aspects of

the synthesizer's sound— pitch, volume,

reverberation, vibrato, etc.— as the in-

strument is being played: Continuous
controls, like dials and sliders, generate

a range of values corresponding to posi-

tion (like a paddle controller or a

mouse). Switch'type controls, like but-

tons, simply signal "on" or "off." One
common continuous control is the pitch

bender, usually a dial or joystick, used

to raise or lower temporarily the pitch of

notes being played at the keyboard

(much as a guitarist varies the pitch of a

note by "bending" (stretching) a sound-

ing string).

Preset controls are buttons (usually)

which let you alter your synthesizer's

behavior in certain prearranged ways.

They include the buttons that let you
switch from one overall sound effect to

another (patch selectors—so called be-

cause on old-fashioned synthesizers,

sound effects were created by "pat-

ching" oscillators, filters, and other

components together with cables). De-

pending on configuration options avail-

able in the synthesizer in question, other

kinds of preset controls may also be

present.

Parameter controls are used to design

and modify the various sound effects a

synthesizer is capable of producing. The
appearance of such controls varies

widely from one brand of synthesizer to

another. Their functions vary just as

widely, depending on the method of

sound synthesis the instrument em-
ploys.

The kind of controller information

we've just discussed— position settings,

button presses, pressure readings, and

so on— is what's encoded in the MIDI
language and transmitted over a MIDI
system. In addition, certain other mes-

sages can be sent, among them clock

readings, reset commands, and online

status flags. Note, however, that among
all these different kinds of data, there's

not a pitch in sight it's all real low-

level stuff that's comfortably compu-
tery.

Next issue, we'll continue our run-

down of electronic keyboard functions,

review the actual syntax of MIDI, and

program a MIDI analyzer/assembler.

Meanwhile, put on a good Metallica

side, crank it up, and play some air gui-

tar. Metal lives!
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9 Reasons
Why We're So Friendly

1P:R:Connection
• Now you're no longer I mited to 'Atari

Only' printers and MODEMS . the P:R:Con-

nection is a flexible alternative .0 the Atari 850

interlace. Suddenly hundreds < f printers and

MODEMS become compatible vith your Atari,

you can even share the same priiter and
MODEM with your ST or IBM PC
The P:R:Connection plugs directly into the

serial (disk drive) port of any S bit Atari and
provides the user with a standard ce^jironics

printer port and two RS-232 type serial ports.

It also draws its energy from your computer
which means one less cord fighting for an
outlet while its compact size leaves your work
space virtually clutter-free. The P:R:ConBec-

t ion's serial ports resemble those of the 850
interface, possessing the same signals and func-

tions and using a fully compatible built in

R; handler. Why not make your connection the

right connection . . . with our Connection!

$89.95 6 ft. Standard MODEM Cables $14.95
»> ft. Standard Printer Cables $14.95

2 Printer
• Connection

It may look just like an ordinary cable . . . but

don't let it's simplistic styling fool you! This

little dynamo's electronics are built right into

the cable end and it possesses the power of com-
patibility . . . printer compatibility. (Compatible

with all Centronics' parallel printers.) With the

Printer Connection, you're no longer limited to

Atari Only' printers.

So. for you "adventurous'' Atari owners who
dare to explore the world of printers . . . this

one's for you! $59.95

3Mlllti I/O Five functions in

• one box give your 130XE or 800X1. the

leading edge in performance and execution.

1) RAMDISK: Choose Irom two versions: 25t>K

or IMeg. Built in software allows the RAM to

be partitioned into multiple disks as desired.

The Mult i I/O has its own AC power supply

which allows the RAM to retain its memory
when the computer is off.

2) PARALLEL PRINTER INTER PACE: A Yen
tronics' type parallel interlace which uses .i

standard 850 cable. Accessed as PI : or PL' with

or without I.E.

3) SERIAL PRINTER MODEM INTERFACE:
This port accepts either a serial printer or

RS232 type MODEM. The 850 handler is built

in. always there when needed, which means an
extra 1800 bytes ol tree memory! Built in

software also allows a serial printer to appear

as a parallel printer and provides it with XON
XOFF software handshaking.

4) SPOOLER: Use any amount of RAM as a

Bint spooler. Works with either of the specified

printer ports. Built in software features: Pause.

Resume. Repeat Copies. Clear and Size.

5) HARD DISK INTERFACE: Supports up to

eight SASI and SCSI controllers at the same

time to use industry standard 5-1/4" and/or
3-1/2" hard drives. 256K $199.95 IMeg
$349.95 130XE Adapter (adds two cartridge

slots) $19.95

4 Optional 80
• Column Adapter

Tune-in to 80 columns of information with the

addition of our new 80 Column Adapter. Simply

plug it inside of the Multi I/O case and watch

it perform! The Adapter supports both mono-
chrome composite and RGB] monitors. $99.95
AFA 80 Column Boards (for the Atari 800)

$99.95

5 US Doublet* Expanding the

• 1050's strength is what ICD's US Don
bier is all about ... a true performer in the

niche of hardware modifications. With the

simple addition of this chip set. your Atari is

transformed into a powerhouse, radiating with

innovative qualities never before possessed in a

1050: like true double density for greater stor-

age and an accelerated I/O rate designed to triple

your speed when combined with Sparta DOS.
Furthermore, the US Doubler is fully com-

patible with existing Atari software and nol only

supports true double density hul. single density

and the 130KB Dual Density' ( 1050 Mode) as

well. ICD's US Doubler Package comes com
plete with two plug-in chips and SpartaDOS
Construction Set (including two manuals and

two program diskettes). $69.95
US Doubler 1-4 without SpartaDOS Con-

struction Set $39.95

6
SpartaDOS

• Construction Set
Perfection . . dial's how we describe our DOS
and we're sure you'll agree when you put the

SpartaDOS Construction Set to work. It sup-

ports everything from the 8|it disk drive to hard

disk drives. RAMDISKS with the RAMBOXL
modified 800XL or 1200XL the 130XE, the

modified 320K XE plus the AXLON 128 board

for the 800' And there's more . .

\ special menu file allows rapid transfer, era-

sure and luck or unlock ot tagged tiles, using

only the Sp.m Bar. Option. Start, and Select

ki vs the utility package also features a 32

character ki/yboard hufler. intelligent switching

between disk densities, a binary file game
menu, subdirectories, time/date file stamping,

and a 175 page manual containing even-thing

you ever wanted to know about SpartaDOS and

the US Doubler. $39.95

7 SpartaDOS Xiustwhat
• your 8 hit has been waiting for ... a

cartridge based DOS which adds increased

power to your computer and includes a surplus

of features such as 80 column support, Ultra

Speed operation with the US Douhler and the

new 3-1/2" Atari drives plus high speed support

for standard Indus CT drives. And for you pro

grammers. now the time consuming process of

searching and indexing is streamlined due to

the built in data base's incredible speed. $79.95

8R-Time 8 wve got the time
# if you've got the Atari. In fact, the

R-Time 8 will even provide you with continuous

and automatic date information as well! Its

unique piggyback cartridge sports a clock board

and a three to five year battery back up. A top ex-

tension port welcomes the use of additional car-

tridges since this handy device of ours requires

no cartridge area memory of its own. What's
more, the R-Time 8 works with all DOS types

and plugs into any slot on your Atari computer.

Put our SpartaDOS to work with the R-Time
8 and just like magic . . . each file you create

or rewrite is now instantly tagged with time

and date information. We're sure that the R-

Time 8 will add a new and exciting dimension
to vour Atari, one that you'll rely on lime after

lime! $69.95

9RAMBO XL You'll be saying

# "thanks for the memory!" after the

RAMBO XL transforms your 800XL or 120IIXL

into a mighty 256K computer and makes it

memory compatible with the 130XE. Now your

XL can support BASIC XE extended mode or

the standard r»4K RAMDISK supplied with Atari

DOS 2.5. The new RD.COM handler supplied

with SpartaDOS Construction Set gives a 1°-2K

RAMDISK . that's enough memory to dupli-

cate a full double density disk in one pass! Our
RAMBO XL package includes a plug-in decoding

hoard and complete installation instructions.

You must supply the eight 256K DRAMS
(available from 1CD for S32.00) and the DOS of

your choice. The RAMBO XL provides a low cost

answer to high performance memory' enhance-
ment. $39.95

Get Your Computer
A Friend Tbday!

ICl). INC. • 1220 Rock Street

Roekford. 11,61101-1437 • (815) 968-222}

ELN-.6289-3936 • FAX:(815) 968-6888
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THUNDER fi&»"
The writer's assistant

"extremely fast and flexible . . . destined to make a

lot of noise!" -COMPUTESST

3 PROGRAMS IN ONE!

® SPELLING CHECKER 50.000 words

Real-time mode: program alerts you when
you've made a mistake

Standalone mode: have Thunder! check the

text after you've finished writing

Select the correct spelling from a list of similar

words - Thunder makes the change instantly

(2) ABBREVIATION EXPANDER saves you thou-

sands of repetitive keystrokes

Simply enter a pre- set abbreviation and

Thunder! expands it to full form

® DOCUMENT ANALYZER gives you a statistical

report including number of words, average

sentence length. FOG score and much more!

ONLY $49.95 NOT COn FtOTECTED

TIMELINK
Electronic calendar/diary system

you'll find Ttmelink indispensable!" - STWORLD

Your essential tool for planning and record keeping!

Windows for each day, week, month and year
— put any combination on the screen

simultaneously

Instant and automatic updating between frames

Built-in database capabilities let you keep track

of expenses, billable hours and other timely data

Add Subtract, Time Between Dates and other

features help plan ahead

ONLY $49.95 *not copy protect™

DEGAS
Design and entertainment graphic arts

system

"Ifyou want the best graphic arts package for

the.Atari ST. get DEGAS!" - ANTIC MAGAziNE

total flexibility: create and store your own
custom brush patterns, colors, fill patterns and
more

powerful TEXT capability lets you combine
words and pictures

choose the ideal letter size and weight from the

built-in DEGAS TEH FONT - or design your

own font

draw an accurate LINE, CIRCLE, DISK, BOX or

FRAME by simply setting two points — DEGAS
does the rest automatically

MAGNIFY any picture or portion

MOVE or COPY any figure, anywhere on the

screen

advanced graphic design tools include

MIRROR, SHADOW, and AIRBRUSH
works in all three Atari ST resolution modes

ONLY $39.95 NOTCOPWHOIH IK) COMING SOON • PAPERCLIP ELITE!

ISGUR PORTFOLIO SYSTEM N$0>1
Investment manager

"// is dangerous to ok at any software package

and say this is the ne, but this one comes very

close.'' - COMPUTERIZED INVESTING

Helps you manage any combination of investment

portfolios more efficiently — stocks, bonds,

options, commodities, mutual funds. For casual

investors and pro essionals.

Designed by L Isgur, top Wall Street analyst

and V.P. of Paint Webber NY.

Program updates your portfolios automatically

with the latest narket data — preset for all

the popular on-line financial services

Powerful features show you the most profitable

decisions. ' Suggest ", "Raise Money",

"Gains/'^o.ses ' and many more
Analyze, v'ompiie and display your investment

data in new ways, to gain new insights

$1119.95 *NOT COPY PROTECTED

I*STAJLKyVe^*
Powerful, easy telecommunications
".

. complete telecommunications thut offersyou
three levels of user definable macros and a 50. 000

word memory-resident spelling checker
"

- PERSONAL COMPUTING

Takes the hassle and uncertainty out of

telecommunicating

Multitude of exceptional features are clearly

organized on the GEM user interface

Call up a HELP window for every major function

Totally flexible data routing to any combination

of devices — disk to modem, modem to memory,

screen to modem...
50, 000-word memory- resident, real- time spelling

checker to ensure error- free outgoing messages

ONLY $49.95 •iwi copy protected

DEGAS ELITE yVe^*
For those who want advanced features

The professional ST graphic package. All the

powerful design features that made DEGAS a

critical success. Plus, fantastic new capabilities.

"Degas Elite is state of the art software!"
- ANALOG

ADVANCED FEATURES:
Up to 8 MULTIPLE WORK SCREENS let you

work on several pictures simultaneously

CUT and PASTE between pictures in different

screens

SCALE. FLIP and ROTATE whole pictures or

portions

Incredible new advanced features including;

color animation, block move, text size and font

style, color fill patterns, new drawing capabili-

ties, stretch, rotate and much, much more!

ONLY $79.95 not copy protected

BATTERIES
INCLUDED

BATTERIES INCLUDED, an ITM company 30 Mural Street. Richmond Hill. Ontario. Canada. L4B IBS 1 416 ) 881-994 1, Customer Information (4 16 ) 881 9816

If you can't find this product at your local retailer, you may order it direct from us at the full suggested lis! price plus $5.00

for postage and handling. For product orders please call 1-800-387-5707 (U.S. only). With all Batteries Included products

you can always have the latest version of your program by returning the original disk and S III. (Hi. Write to us for our full color catalog

of products for the APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH, ATARI. ATARI ST. COMMODORE. COMMODORE AMIGA. AND IBM SYSTEMS.

« 1986 Batteries Included. APPLE, APPLE MACINTOSH. ATARI. ATARI ST, COMMODORE. COMMODORE AMIGA. AND IBM are

registered trademarks respectively of APPLE COMPUTERS INC., ATARI CORPORATION, COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES
INC.. AND INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES INC. Some features may vary with computer system used.

*A1I prices shown in U.S. funds. Retailers may sell for less.

If you can't find

this product at

your local retailer

call our toll-free

number to order:

18003875707


